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I. Date 

2. Time 

3. Railway 

4. Gauge 

s. Location 

6. Nature of Accident 

7. Trains involved 

SUMMARY 

:24th April, 1981. 

: 16.19 hours. 

:Central. 

: 1676 mm (Broad Gauge). 

: Km. 10.22, at Raoli Junction, where the Harbour Brancll 
forks into Mahim Chord and Kurla Chord. 

: Side-Collision. 

: (i) B-90 Up Bandra-Bombay VT Local; and 
(ii) CM-15 Down Bombay VT·Chembur Local. 

8. Consisting of : Each of9-coach Electric Multiple Unit Stock (3 units of 3 
coaches each). 

9. Estimated speed, at the moment of impact :( i) B-90 : 40 Km/h. 
(ii) CM-15 : 70 Km/h. 

10. System of Operation 

II. No. of tracks 

12. Gradient 

13. Alignment 

' 
14. Weather 

IS. Visibility 

16. Casualties 

17. Cost of Da~age 

18. Cause 

19. Responsibility 

20. Important Recommendations in brief 

87·MJP(D)705MofT&CA-t 

: Automatic Block System, with Colour Light Signals at 
Raoli Jn. manually controlled by Panel Interlocking 
from Cabin. 

: Two, on each Chord. 

: (i) I in 91 falling for B-90 ; and 
(ii) Levelfor CM-15. 

: (i) 21/2° right-handedcui-veforB-90;and 
(ii) Straight for CM-15. 

:Clear. 

:Normal. 

:Killed -28 
Injured-79 (53 Grievous and 26 Simple). 

: Rs. 9. 95 lakhs. 

: B-90 having been driven past the King'• Circle Up Starter 
Signal at 'ON'. . 

(i) Motorman of B-90 (Primary). 
(ii) Guard of B-90 (Contributory). 

: (i) Recommendations aimed at improving safety at Raoli 
Junction-

-Extension of Flank Protection at RVJ; 
-Protection of RVJ against run-away vehicles ; 

-Visibility of Signal No. RVJ-5 at KCE to be im-
. proved. 

(ii) Measures to improved safety generally on the Suburban 
Section-

--Reassessment of Motormen's workload for reclassifying 
Motormen from "continuous" to "intensive" category; 

--Expediting the introduction of A WS on Central 
Railway's Suburban System; 
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-improvement of the visibility of Platform "Starters'' 
OR the Suburban Section; 

-1\<.tvantage to be availed of the existing Guard's or 
Platfol")D Repeaters; 

-Safety at double-line running junctions in quadruple
line territory by segregation cf tiaffic-,treamo on the 
fa>t and slow lines and striclly restricting the use of 
the available cross-overs. 

(iii) Measures aimed at improving the level of confidence 
in the functioning of the S & T Department on the 
Subwban Sector-

-Railway to restricledly regulari!>C the recourse to 
>hort-cut methods under specified exceptional cir
cumstances ; 

-Creation of the post of Signal Fault Controller ; 
-Display of Route Control Charts to be provided at 

Cabins •• 

(iv) Review of Policy regarding the mainterance of 
Counters provided with emergency buttons on 
Control Panles. 



FROM: 

To 

NO. C-lO{INQ)/50 

GovERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY oF ToURISM & CIVIL AVIATION 

(Co!IIMISSION OF RAILWAY SAPJITY) 

The Commissioner of Railway Safety, 
Central Circle. 
Chtirchgate Station Building Annexe, 
2nd floor, Maharshi Karve Road, 
Bombay-400 020 

The Secretary to the Government of India, 
Ministry of Tourism & Civil Aviation, 
Sardar Patel Bhavan, 
Parliament Street. 
New Delhi-110001 

THII.Ot.:GH : The Chief Commissioner of Railway Sqfety, Lllcknow-226 001. 

SIR, 

I have the honour to submit, in accordance with Rule 4 of the "Statutory IIive•tigation into Railway 
Accidents Rule>, 1973", issued under the Ministry of Tourism and Civil Aviation's Notificattcn No. RS. 
13-7(8)/71 dated 19-4-1973, the Report of my Statutoty Inquiry into tbe Side·Ccllis1on of B-90 Up Local 
with CM-15 Down Local at Raoli Junction on the Harbour Branch of the Suburban Scctton of Central 
Railway's Bombay Division at about 16.19 hours on 24th April, 1981. 

2. Inspection and Inquiry 

. (a) At the lime of the accident, I was conducting at Bina Station my Statutory Inquity into another 
accident and, temporarily suspending that Inquiry, I retumed by the first available means to Bombay to 
mspect, during the afternoon of 25-4-81, the acc1dent site as well as the Cabin at Raoli Ju. in the ccmpanv 
of the Railway's Additic nal General Manager (Operations). In view of the imperative need to maintain 
the suburban services in the metropolitan city of Bombay, all the wrackage bad already been cleared over
night after the accident and the affected portion of track suitably attended to after getting slewed back into 
position. Nevertheless, based on the information recorded immediately after the accident, 3 •ketches 
were got prepared, to enable an apprecia1ion to be, gained of this accident. as may be seen from Annexures 
l(a) to (c). 

(b) Besides the press notifications issued in the 'Free Press Journal' and 'Nav Bharat Times' (both 
dated 26-4-1981), inviting members of the public having knowledge relating to this accident to give evidence 
at the Inquiry or to otherwise communicate with me by post, almost all the l'ther Dailie• published from Bom
bay carried information on the Statutory Jnqmry which I commenced at Bombay-VTon 26-4-81 at 10.00 
hours. 

(c) Despite this publicity, as only one public witne>s turned up, a further appeal to the public 
was made through the press media on 30-4-81, in response to which one more passenger on the ill-fated 
B-90 Up Local tendered his evidence. Evidence was recorded in all of 40 witnesses, including 4 public 
witnesses, 2 cf whom were passengers on B-90 Up Local and one was a retiied Railway Officer. Written 
communications were also received from· 2 outsiders. 

(d) The Presidency Magistrate as well as the Commissioner of Police (both of Greater Bombay) and the 
Superintendent of Railway Police, Pune, as also the Additional Superintendent of Railway Police, Church
gate, were all duly notified of the Inquiry. Yet, no Civil or Police Officials called at any stage of the Inquiry 
at which the following Railway Officers were present :- . 

Shd P.C. Johorcy . • *Cbief'Transportntion Safety Superintendent, Bombar. 
Shri R. K. Jain . • *Divi•icnal Railway Manager, Bombay. 



Shri K. S. Sreenivas:m 

Shri T. S. Vardya 
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•• @ Chief Electrical Engineer, Bcmbay. 

. • @ Chief Signal & Telecommunication Engin·:er. Bombay. 

*Present throughout the rittings at Bombay-VT. 

@Available as and when their presence was reqUired. 

(e) The rusistance rendered during the course of this Inquiry by Shri J. Bbattacbarjee, Dy. Cvmmi· 
ssioner of Railway Safety (S & TJ frcm Calcutta and Sarvasbree M.C. Sinha and.Vishwa Prakash, Dy. 
Commissioners cf ~ailway Safety respectively for Mechanical and S & T discipline• in ~he Technical 
Wmg of the Ccmmission's headquarters at Lucknow, is thankfully acknowledged. 

(0 Having vrsited the various bmpitals in the company of the Additional General Manager (Opera· 
tion) en .25-4-81, I was satisfied with the care and medical attention that was bestowed on the victims 
of this accident, although the sudden influx of patients tended to overotretcb the available resolll'C<s. 

(g) In this Report, unless otherwise apparent from the context, the terms, "right", "left", "leading", 
"trailing", "front", "rear", etc. are generally in reference to the direction of travel of B-90 Up Local. 

3. The Accident 

(a) CM-15 Down Lccal (hereinafter referred to simply as CM-15), running 3 minutes late ex : Bcmbay
VT was running through Racli Jn. (RVJ) at full speed towards Cbembur at 16 .19 hours. In the meantime 
B-90 Up Local (hereinafter termed simply a B-90). which commenced its journey ex: Bandra on right time, 
passed, the Starter of King's Circle Station (KCE), where it bad its scheduled stop, at 'Danger' and co Uided 
at the diamond cro<Sing situated as RVJ, with the speeding CM-15 on the latter's left side at 16.19 hours, 

(b) It was the second coach from the front on CM-15 that was bit and, right up to its last coach, the 
left side of CM-15 was badly rippod and torn, inflicting severe injury in this process to passengers travelling 
on that side. After suffering the side collision, this train travelled 105m before it came to a halL None 
of its 9 coaches derailed, however. This the front (or, the Leading Driving Trailer) coach rftbe colliding 
R-90 was not only thrown clear of the Down track, but it had tilted precariously away and clockwise (or, 
to the right) at an angle of 45° with the vertical, with the result that the damage tc CM-15 was much more 
extensive just aocve the coach-floor level than at a higher heights in the train on its left side, causing the side
walling and stanchions tO i>e deformed "rearwards" in the lower region. 

(c)· Recknowed from the rnstant of il"pact, B-90 traversed a distance of 41.4 m before it c.ame to 
halt. The leading left corner of its front (or, the Leading Driving Trailer) coach was fcund lcdged in the· 
sccorul door-way of the Ia~ coa:h ofCM-15. The second for, the Motor) coach had also rebounded/de
flected by C.l5 to be finallyfvund tilted clockwise (or, to the right) i>y about 30° off the vertrcal and the panto
graph on i~ top got disengaged from the OHE contact were \c cause the power tc.- "trip off'', by coming into 
contact either with the pull-<>ff wire or with some other part cf Electric Structure No. 10/7. The trailing 7 
coaches bad not even derailed, however. ' 

(d) At the moment of the impact, the speeds of the 2 colliding trains were as under :

B-90 : 40 K.m/h 

CM-15 : 70 Kmfh. 

(e) "~!'• ":fitrnoon weather at the time of the accident was sunny, bright and clear, with the visibili!) in 
no way unparred. 

4. Passeager Ocarpation and Casualties 

,(a) Ac::ording to the Railway's calculations; the marked carrying capacity of B-90 and CM-15 were res
pectively. 1734 and 1J88 passengets. Having regard to the time of the accident, which was well before 
the everung p-..ak penod, 1t was most unlikely either that CM-15 was ever-crowded or that B-90 (wh1ch 
was proceeding traflic-fiow-wise.in the "wror.g" directon, as it were) was fully filled up with passengers . 

. (b) I_regret_ to repo'! that 28 commuters travelling in CM-15 died, with an additional 79 mjured.1~ this 
&CCI.dent, mcludrng 53 gnevcusly hurt. Excepting for the injured Motorman of B-90, all the other IDJUrcd 
.,..ert alw tra,·elhn~ by CM-15. 
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D. RELIEF MEASURES 

5. Intimation 

(a) The collision having taken place right opposite the RVJ Cabin, all concerned were immediately 
informed of the tragedy. The Byculla-ba•ed breakdown train, ordered at 16.25 hour:., left Byculla at 17.05 
hou1• and arrived at the site· by 19.00 hours. Wostern Railway's breakdown· ttaio, based at Baodra 
Marshalling Yard (BAMY), which was also ordered as it was located nearer the accident site, atrived at 
18.20 bouts. · 

(b) The City's fire-brigade.s were also simullaneously intimated without any delay. No less than 8 fire 
engines rushod to the scene to unde.take rescue operations but, even before their arrival at the site at 16.43 
hours, the nearby hutment dwellers and others pitched in to help.in organising the rescue opetations and 
transport of the injured to the clo•e-by Sion Hospital, by pressing into service whatever road trans
port that happened to be passing by. 

(c) The Byculla-based Modica! Van, also orderd at 16.25. hour., could not start earlier than 17.18 
hours, because a diesel engine had to be arranged. Eventually, this Van's progress to the site was terminated 
'en rente' at Kurla, a.< the Railway doctors had already arrived by. road ambulances at 17.10 homs by 
which lime, however, almost all the injurod had alreaiy been evacuated from the accident •ite; the remaining 
few were then tran>plrted to, b:sid:s the Railway H Hpital at Byculla, 2 Civil Hnpitals (both located at 
Pare! : namely, the KEM Hosp1tal and the MGM Ho•pital). 

6. Medical Attention 

Under the given circumstance• of the •udden intake of accident victims, with most of them requiring 
emetgency treatment in a situation characteli•ed by the stretching to the limit of whatever the existing re
soutceS, medtcal care of the highest possible order was nevertheless provided by the Sion a· .d other H<:spitals 
atmo•t on a "war footmg" and, with requests for donatiOn of blood havmg been flashed through the all 
medta (Press, Radio and Televi•ion) the =esponse from the pubhc was heartening. In spite of all this, however, 
a total of II patient! suc;umbed of their injuries, after admission into the Civil H>Spitals. 

7. Clearance and Restoration 

(a) The power failure caused at 16.20 hours by the tripping of Traction Feeders Nos. 13 and 14 in the 
Sub-Station at RVJ affected the Harbour Branch between RVJ and Cotton Green. Power was restcred at 
17.00 hours on this s:ctioP, excepting on the accident-affected reach, which was carefully in•pected visually 
for any evidence of physical damage to the Ovet-Head Equipment (OHE). When it became clear that the 
OHE suffored no dam>go, plwer was fed to the area around RVJ also a~ 18.25 hours. 

(b) Trains already on the run toward11 the accident site had to be terminated and pulled back before 
breakdown serv;ces could gain access to the site. A diesel engine rem>ved the unaffected rear string of · 
7 coaches of B-90 towards Bandra at 18.55 hours. By 19.20 homs ~he empty take of B·87 
On Loc·,l was brought from the tear tc couple up with the last coach cf CM-15. Althow:h 
CM-15 had no derailed, as its 9th or last coach was found en• angled w1th the front end of B-90. 
the front stri'lg of 8 coaches of CM-15 wa• hauled. by another diesel engine at 19.37 h?urs toward• Kurla. 
After the power was switched on in the accident area, this last coach of CM-15 wa• disentangled and then 
p_ulled back by B-87 tcwards Vadala Road. 

(c) J'he Byculla bteakdown crane slatted work on B-90's first C>ach at 20.40 hours and, as it• dam•ged 
flont trolly had tc bo replaced and its reat end tackled by "Lukas" rerailing equipment, all the related op
erations lasted until 02.40 hours t f the next day. In the meanwhile, the Western Railway's breakdown ~rane 
set abJut rerailing B·90's mJtor coach to clmplete that task by 01.10 hours of tho next day (i.e. 25-4-81). 

(d) Deflected by the passing CM-15, the leadng coach of B-90 ploughed .through the formation 
and ~isturbed the alignment of the track immediately in rear of the acute ~rossmg of the Diamond (bet
ween the 0Jwn Kurla Ch >rd and the Uo Mahim Ch1rdl and also just beyond the Turnout No.l04 that 
leads to the DJwn Line of Mahim Chord: As soon as the front 2 coaches of B-90 were withdrawn f1om 
the site, these 2 •tretches of track were tmmed1ately atter.ded to and the entire track given safe fer traffic 
at 05 .OS hours of 25-4-81. 

(e) As a result, the Up and Down Harbour Branch servicec, which had to be suspended with imme
diate effect right after the accident could be restored only at 05.05 hours of the next day, leading to the 
anccllation of no less than 121 "Lo~al•" during the intervening period, besides the earlier short-of·-desti
nation termination of all those suburban service• which could not proceed onwards. 
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Til. COMPOSITION OF TRAINS AND DAMAGE 

8. The traiD-coDsist of the EMUs imolved in the Collision 

(a) Each of the 2 colliding trains comprised 3 Electrical_Multiple Units (EMUs) with 9-roachformatioo 
of indigencus (Jessop) manufacture as below :- . 

*CM-15 **B-90 
Type & Description r-

S. No. & Coach No. S. )'lo. & Coach No. 

9 76110@ YSYL Driving Trailer 76187 

8 70135 YSZZ Motor Coach 2 70187 

7 72130 Yi'YS Non-Driving Trailer 3 72187 

6 72128 YFYS Non-Driving Trailer 4 72186 
5 80002 YSZZ Motor Coach 5 70186 

4 76100@ YSYL Driving Trailer 6 76186 

3 72113@ YFYS Non-Driving Trailer 7 72185 

2 .70109@ YSZZ Motor Coach 8 70I85 

I 76129 YSYL Driving Trailer 9 76185 

*AU coaches, excepting those marked@ (which were built in 1964) were built in 1966. 
••AU coaches were built in 1977. 

(b) Other salient features of the 2 colliding trains are as under :-

CM-15 Description B-90 

109..Q02o-135 Unit No.• 187-186·185 

26-7-l!O Last POH done on 16-6-80 
192.02 m Length over Buffers 

., i; 
194.23 m 

. 400.41 t Tare Weight 366.75 t 
326.22 t Brake Force. 327.27 t 

2 Ineffective cylinders@, Nil. 

*The Unit No. is derived from the last 3 digits (upoo hundreds) of the Serial Number of the Motor 
Coach of each EMU in the formation. 

@Each train has in all 48 cylinders for Electro-Pneumatic (EP) as well as Auto-brake operation. 

(c) The rakes of both these trains were fitted with •Ferodo' compo;ition btake blocks/shoes. It was 
however, too soon for the, Railway~~ have acted upon the R;ailw~y Board's direct_ive of January,l981 
1in respect of fitmcnt of addttt~nal bmthng valves and the _modtficatton to extstm~ au-ptpe connections, 
in order to increase the brake ptpe pressure from the erstwhile 2. 6 Kgfcm2 to thedemed 4. 5 Kg/em• for the 
purpose of improving the discrimination capability by the Mot<orman of emetgency brake application by 
the Guard) to modify the order rake of CM-15; the newer rake c,f B-90 was duly modified. 

(d) Neither of the 2 rakes was overdue any of its scheduled maintenance cycles, either in respeet or 
brake blocks or of all undergear. Likewise, nothing remarkable was discovered during the last routine daily 
inspection carried out on these 2 rakes (Unit No. 109-002s-135 was stabled on the Water Column Siding 
at Thane while Unit No. 185-!86-187 was stabled in the Harbour Siding at lkmbay VT) on the night of 
the 23rd; the Railway's so-<:aUed Sehedule 'A' incorporates quite a comprehensive check-list for the tasks 
to be perfotmed during the over-night stabling. . 
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9. Damaee 

(a) The coach-dispositions at the instant of impact and after the 2 cooliding trains came to bait are 
depicted in Annexure I( c), whence it may be observed that on CM-15 only the first coach escaped entirely 
unaffected, whilst all the rest (excepting for the leading portic.n of the 2nd coach and tbetrailingp01tion of 
the last coach, which bad also escaped the slicing action of the colliding B-90) sustained extensive damage to 
the left side panels, including door-ways, windows, shutters, flooring, seats, luggage racks, etc. Excepting 
on the leadi~g portion of the 7th coach, nowhere el!e did the damage include the roof as well. 
Heavy damage was also sustainei by the "controls" located in the driving cab of the Driving 
Trailer coach (marshalled the 4th in the formation) and the HT (High . Tension) compartment of 
all the 3 Motor Coaches (marshalled the 2nd, 5th and 8th in the formation). On CM-15, all the trolleys/ 
bogies underneath remained relatively unaffected, excepting for superficial damage to the occasional axle· 
box on the left side, whilst the .undergear and air-pipe connections remained intact throughout; nor were 
the semi-permanent "Schaku" couplers stretched at any location. 

(b) As regards B-90, all damage was confined tc its leading 2 coaches. Th~ 1st coach had already shed 
its leading trolly after the rmpact and the entire left-side of its driving cab had virtually caved in, causing 
limited distortion as well as some displacement of all the control-stands and the asscciated controls and equi· 
pment located threat. Understandably, the leading bogie that parted was quite destroyed, with both its 
wheel-sets dislocated, dash-pots smashed, springs badly twisted, the equalising stay rod bent, etc. The trailing 
bogies on this first coach, which bad also derailed, sustained cOmparatively minor damage, such as broken 
swing-links. The body-work oft he 2nd coach also su.tained substantial damage, particularly at its shunting 
cab; considering that both its trolleys/bogies and also entirely derailed, the resulting damage was minimal. 
The semi-permanent "Schaku" coupler between the first 2 coaches was found stretched; elsewhere, it was 
undisturbed. All the air-pipe connections were, however, intact over the entire train-length of B-90. Wbereao 
the brake rigging of the 1st coach was more or less destroyed "in toto", it was generally intact under the 
2nd coach with practically little damge of any consequence. · 

'(c) The ovrall cost of damage to Railway assets was estimated at about Rs. 9.45 lakhs, comp
arision wholly of the damage to EMU stock, excepting for Rs. 5000/, which accounted for damage to 
PermanentWay. ' 

IV. LOCAL CONDITIONS 

10. The Section and the Site 

(a) The Central Railway's Suburban system in Bombay has tw<> main branches: one following the Main 
Line up to Kalyan (excepting fer a minor detour from Thane Bridge to Mumbra Bridge, while the Main 
Line passes through the Panik Tunnel) and the other, called the Harbour Branch (which branches off at 
Masjid Station via a fly-over at Sandburst Road Station), generally following the island's Eastern coast-line 
The Harbour Branch itself bas a chord that joins the Western Railway at Mahim Station and it is this Mahim · 
chord that bifurcates from the Harbour Branch at RVJ (Raoli Junction), where the subject accident 
occurred. 

(b) At RVJ the Harbour Branch runs roughly due North-South, with the Kurla chord taking a gentle 
.curve to the right (or, in the Easterly direction) beyond the junction and the Mahlm chord veering sharply 
to the left (or, to the North-West) following a 2}" curve. The Mahim chord also rises sharply from RVJ 
o~ a I in 91 rising gradient so as to provide vertical clearance underneath for 2 road under-bridges and also 
to serve the elevated King's Circle Station platforms; it was this very gradient that B-90 was descending, 
iri the side-collision took place at RVJ's diamond crossing between the Down Line to Kurla chord and the 
Up I.ine ofMahim chord. 

(c) The docks of Bombay Port Trust (BPT) are all situated along the island's East coast and the BPT 
Railway:s train services enter the Indian Railways system at RVJ to join the Western Railway's stream via 
the Mahim cbord or join the Central Railways' stream via Kurla chord. For the sake of clarity as also brevity, 
no reference will be made in this Report to the BPT racks, etc. unless it becomes material to the discus· 
sions. · 

' (d) Trains are worked on the Automatic Block System (described in Chapter XI cf General Rules) 
with Multiple Aspect Colour Light (MACL) Signals controlled by the RVJ Cabin manually operated in 
terms of G R 265. 

· (e) Almost all Signals on the Harbour Branch are of 3-aspect Colour Light type, with a few exceptions. 
While all Signals controlled by the Cabin at RVJ are provided wtth the "cascading" facility, the others on 
the Harbour Branch are not provided wrth this safeguard but the standard "Red Lamp Protection" exists 
via the 'ECR' Relay which ensures that; in the event of failure of the 'Red' aspect of any Signal, the Signal 
immediately in its rear will automatically display a 'Red' aspect. 
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(f) In ivew of 1500 v DC traction, track circuits (TO.) employ- 50 HzAC supply, with conventional 
double-element 2-po&ition track-relays. At RVJ, Double-Rail TO. are provided on plain track, while Single 
Rail TCs are provided on Points & Crossing zones and, in either case, adjacent TCs have staggered polarities. 
Relays have metal-to-metal contacts, with "dy-namic proving" of back-contracts in the various circuits. 

(g) The accident site was on a lew bank, as evidenced by the presence cf culverts for cross-drainage pu
rposes. The track structure ccmprised 52 Kg. FF rails 13 m long joined by 'E' type holed steel fish-plates 
and laid upon wooden sleepers to M+ 7 den"ty with 4-holed ACB (Anti-Creep Bearing) plates overlying 
20 em ballast cushion. Futher, particulars of track, not being qmte relevant to this accident, need no men-
tion in this Report. · 

(h) On the Harbour Branch, 4 Special Class Level Crossings exist at the undermentioned locations and 
all of them are protected by Signals :-

Level Crossing No. •Km. Between Stations 

I 13/12-13 Kurla and Chunabhatti 

6 7/18-19 Vadala Road and Sewri 

6 1/3-4 Vadala Road and Sewri 

8 6{3-4 Sewri and Cotton Green 

• There are on an average 22 Electric Structures (ES) to a kilometre on the Harbour Branchaud the intcr.ES dista·' 
nee may be reckoned as approximately 45 m· 

11. The RVJ PI (Panel Interlocking) Cabin 

(a) This Cabin, commissioned in 1975, was provided with panol interlocking system of standard 
Siemens Entrance and Exit type. The desk-type Control Panel, built up from standard modules of 
domino pattern, displays the yard lay-out schematically including the "approach tracks" (so as to 
afford an early warning to the panel Operator aboo;t atriving trains) in rear of the Singnals controlled 
by the Cabin. Such an "approach track" extends up to a distance of 1188 m in rear of Signal 
No. RVJ-1 and of 1259 min rear ofSign-.1 No. RVJ-5. ' 

· (b) Besides the usual buttons to .operate Points, Signals, 'Point Gro'ups and Routes (and those 
meant to regulate the intensity of the various indication lamps provided on the Control Panel, depend
ing upto the general level of illumination in the Panel Room) etc., thete au 4 special buttons as below: 

"COGGN'** fortaking'OFF' aCallingonSignal; 

'ERN' for Emergency Signal Cancellation; 

'EWN'** forEmergencySettingofPoints; and 

'EUUYN'** for Emergency Route Rleaset. 

(c) ThePanelindicationsarestandard : 

Once th7 route is set from one Signal to another, an illuminated white strip light is displayed on the 
entire route set 

The passage of a train is depicted by the "strip lights" Turning from the erstwhile white to red as and 
when the corresponding TCs get occupied by the train; 

In rear of the train, these "strip lights" briefly revert back to white as and when the corresponding 
TCs get cleared by the train, provided further that as and when an entire sub-route gets released 
by the passing train the corresponding strip of white lights disappears at that moment; 

AnyfailureofTCis revealed by the appropriate strip getting lit with a red indication; and 

•-Ea.c:h of those buttons bas its own •Counter' for digjla:l display of the number of times they have been wed. 

t The Station Working Orders for RVJ specify that "approaching locking" of a route shall be for a duration of 1181· 
lean 90 seconds" and furteer tb!.t, e\'en in th: event of the indication on the Route Control Lamp disappearing before 
tb: c::IL{xc: of tb!~ 90 !I~Dd in1erval, tbe Cabin ASM shall a~yhow wait for fuU 2 minutes before cancelling the route. 
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As regards the "Point Zone," once the points are properly set, a steady strip light shines on the set 
direction (normal or reverse) and a white "dot light" also appears near the Point Button (located 
close to the interrection of the 2 directions), but until then (and also wherever the "Points" 
are not homing/locked properly or, if the Points are damaged) the "strip light" meant for 
the intended direction keeps "flashing." 

(d) Should a set route not get cancelled either in the normal way by the passage of a train or by the 
actuation of the "EUUYN' button, the 'UYN' (Emergency Route Section Release) button, (provided 
inside the Panel) would have to be operated. As this operation requires the opening of the back cover of the 
Control Panel, it will be the ESM (who has the key for gaining the required access beneath the Panel) who 
would perform this task. The release of each sub-route would require the separate use of the 'UYN' button, 
which has its own 'Counter.' 

(e) W,hilst para V(c) of the Station Working Orders for RVJ did call for the Cabin ASM on duty to 
"keep a proper record of all operations" of the 'COGGN', 'EWN', 'EUUYN, and 'UYN' buttons "by 
stating clearly the circumstances under which the emergency operation had to be resorted, to" detailed 
instructions were given, vide Note (iii) under para V(b), in respect of the items to be included in the Register 
fortheuseofon/y the'UYN' buttonasbelow 

S:rial No. 

Date and Time., 

Route to be cancelled. 

Reason mentioning train No. before/after which to be cancelled. 

Signature of CASM on duty. 

Time Route CRI>celled. 

Reading of the YUN counter after cancellation of the route. 

SignatureofESM. 

Remarks. 

(f) Signals encountered in the viduity of RVJ by a Down Local towards Kurla and by an Up Local 
from Bandra are located thus. 

Signal No. Location Remarks 

• (For Down Kurla Local) 

H-903 "Starter" of Vadala Road Station, located 765m in Automatic, 4-aspect. 

RVJ-1• 

H-IIOt 

rear of RVJ-1. 

With a "Signal Overlap" of 266m to the Fouling Mark Manual, 3-aspect. 
(FM) of Cross-over No. 102 ahead (agaiust the pres-
aibed 120 m Adequate Distance). 

NearESNo. 11/1 and located "beyond" RVJ. Automatic, 3-aspect. 

(For Up Bandra Local) 

M-1106 At 536 m in rear of RVJ-5. Automatic, 3-aspect. 

RVJ-5 PG•• Guard's Repeater on KCE Up platform, located 163 .5m Automatic 2-aspect and sus-
in rear of RVJ-5. . pended from platform roof. 

RVJ-s• 

H-922t 

StarterofKCEand located 499.4 min rear of the FM Manual, 2-aspect. 
of the Diamond Crossing ahead. 

Near ES No. 9/22 and located "beyond" RVJ. Automatic, 3-aspcct. 

• EQuipped with a. Route/Junction Indicator end also a Calling-On Signal. 
•• Please &ce Annexure IV for further details. 
t These Signals "ould not be passed because of the subject side-collision. 
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(g) Maintenance of RVJ Cabin and associated track-side* as well as other Signalling equipment is the 
direct re>J>onsibility of the Ekctrical Signal Maintainer (ESM) 'A', or which a person is posted at RVJ .. 
round the clock in 3 sh.iftst and who reports to the-

s:gnallnsp..-ctor (Sl) (Grade lll),located atBycullaand who reports to the

Sl located at Bombay VT, and who is under the control of the-
Chief Signal lnsp::ctor (CSI) (South), again located at ·Byculla and who further reports to the
Assistant Signal & Telecommunication Engmeer (ASTE) (South), also located at Byculla, but reports 

in tum to the. 
District Signal & Telecommunication Engineer (DSTE) (South) at Bombay VT (the Divisional 

Headquarters), who isresponsibleto the-
Senior DSTE, at Bombay VT, who is in overall command of all S&T matters with jurisdiction over 

the entire Division. 

(h) As per available records, the Panel was last overhauled by the CSI on 16-1-83 and comprc;hensively 
tested by bini on 21-2-81. The RPlmstallauon atRVJ was regularly mspccted andjor tested at van_ous levels 
as evidenced by the following informauon proVIded by the Railway and at no stage was anything found 
except that the entire system was performing satisfactorily : . 

lnspectionjT esting By Last date 

. Sr. DSTE 5-2-81 \' 

' DSTE(S) 3-3-81 \' - ASTE(S) 30-1-81 ' 
" ..; CSI 17-3-81 

' 
,; Slat VT 18-3-81 

..; " Sl (III) 23-3-81 

(i) RecordsshowthatnoneoftheTCsthateffectedtheworking of the RPI Cabin at wasoverdueits 
PeriodictOverhaul (the earliest amongst the dates for the last POH done was 29-9-71 for M-1106 AT and 
the 1ates POH was on 11-12-75 for 214 T). Limited over--energisation was in evidence to counteract the 
observed frequency of TC fail•ues. • 

U) As regards Cables, a number of them are linked to the RVJ Cabin. With reference to Signal No. 
RVJ-5, however, 5 cables are involved. . 

A power cable; • 
A very short one* from the Relay Room totheJunctionBoxat nearby Location H-1004; 
A 19-core cable (from Location H---,1004 to Location H-1022) that carries, inter alia, the controls 

. of this Signal; 
A 19-core cable that carries, inter alia, 'ECC circuits from Western Railway's Mahim Panel; 

and 
A very short ''tail cable"t from the Apparatus case at Location H-1022. 

12. Features Relevant to the EMUs(as per available evidence}-

(a) CM-15 was mnning 3 minutes late on that day and, as 11er the Working Time Table, its right-time 
departure from Vadala Road is 16.16! hours. B-90 was runnmg to time and its scheduled time of 

• There is a sepcrate •Cable Gang' under the charge of an ESM •A•. 
•• .As !11~ workload ~elating to th: RPI ,C:..bi~ at RVJ nncluJing the associated surroundings controlled by it> did not 

JUStifY t~; p.>!iillonrng c.>f.~ ~ep;rale W•l:>le LJm: C-Jm;>lement of S&T staff exclusively for RVJ, the ESM posted here 
nas addJtiODJI responsJbiiJtJes extended to S.:..ndhunt Road (High level) Station in the South to the limit of the 
Cew:ral RJilw_j.ys' ju;i5d.Lction on the M.ibim chord and on thz Kurla chord in th~ N~rtb upto Bbunabbatti 
Station (exctus.vely). 

t A i 3 E3!'rls are position!id at RVJ. scb:dul!d mail'ltenac~ work was conveniently sub-divided as below : 
North of Signal No. RVJ-1 
Betw~ Signal No. RVJ-1 and Level Crossing No. 8 ; and 
Sauth of Lev:J Cros.iing No. 8. , 

t No re:.,:,rds exist of megg:ring, if done at <1U, of tb~se cables, while the 19 core cables are meSBcred once a year 
during wmter. 
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depru:ture from KCE is 16.18 hours. According to Inter-Station running times and halting duration 
(published at pp 68-69 of Bombay Division's current Working Time Table for the Suburban Section) 
the figures relevant to this collision are as below :-

Dn train (Kurla chord) 

Halt at Vadala Road 
Vadala Road to RVJ 

Up train (Mahim chord) 

Halt at KCE 
KCE to RVJ 

ll/ running time 

!I 
2t running time. 

(b) By an amazing coincidence, the Additional Chief Signal & Telecommunications Engineer (Planning) 
and Bombay Division's DSTE(S) happened to have monitored earlier in the day ori 24-4-81 both the EMUs 
involved in the subject collision : namely, Unit No. 109-002s-135 (which subsequently ran as CM-15) 
from Bombay VT to Mankhurd while it ran as M-31 Down (even at that stage, the speedometer in the 
Driving Cab was not working) and Unit No· 185-186-187 (which subsequently ran as B-90) from 
Mankhurd to Kurla while it ran as MS-8 Up. (at which stage the speedometer in the driving cab was found 
to be in working order.). 

· (c) The Joint Observations of the Controls etc., in the Driving Cab ofB-90, made by the under-noted 
officials soon after the collision revealed as follows :-

Shri D.B. Lokhande 

Shri R. Venugopalan 

Shri K.R. Kaimal 

Sr. Loco Inspector (EMU) 

Transportation Inspector (Hq) . 

Sr. Foreman (EMU)fLine 

(i) DMH was found to have cotne into operation, as expected; 

(ii) Reversing Handle in 'Forward' position, consistent with the forward motion of the train; but the 
reversing key was not in position*; .. · 

(iii) ICS (the brake pipe Isolating Cock' Switch) was in shut or isolated position, which was most 
unusual (for, no Motorman would start his train without first having set the ICS in the 'open• 
position and, in this case. this observation was also inconsistent with the train having successfully 
halted at Mahim and KCE after starting from Bandra). Its key wasalsomissing•. 

(iv) Master Controller was found in the 2nd notch or "series position" (i.e. not in the Power 'OFF' 
position, in which it should have normally been, had the Motorman been trying to control the 
speed while the train was in fact negotiating the falling gradient of I in 91). As, when tested, the 
Master Controller with; its DMH was found to be moving freely(i.e. not "jammed", in the position 
found, nor sufficiently damaged to move in jerks or stiffly), the possibility of the DMH jump
ing off the 'OFF' position (in which it gets "engaged" or locked" of through the impact the 
collision was remote, had it really been in the 'OFF' position prior to that instant; 

(v) Brake Controller was found 10' away from the "release'' position (i.e. practically no application 
because for "Full HP" the handle has to be swung by 60' the segment beyond which being 
meant for "Auto" brakes, with the last segment for "Emergency" application). Had "Full EP" 
or 'Emergency' brakes been applied, it was again unlikely that the Brake Controller handle would 
have moved back by the jarring impact, which usually tends to push things "forward': due to own 
momentum; 

(vi) No air pressure was registering in the dial gauges indicating damage to the piping on this coach•• 
itself : . 

• Tho Reversing Key cannot ordinarily get disengngcd ( or come loose and fall cff) once the Handle is not in the OFF 
position In this case, there was some wear and tea.r both on this key itself as also on the Reversing Handle. which, 
also evidenced some fresh damage at the top of its notch (caused most probably by this accident). which possibly 
facilitated the dislodging of this key. As regards the ICSKey, it, too, cannot by removed when the switch is 'ON'; but 
as the ICS was found in the ·OFF' position, the key could hnv~ easily come off. Both these keys were, later on re
covered by carefullr searching through the debris ( mostly frngmented glass, with the odd metallic bits and pieces 
ripped off the lefl·stde front part of the cab) in Kurln. Car·Sbed. 

•• All the b~kcs on the rear 7 coaches were all found in a released condition because, within thC 2-hour period that 
elapsed after the accident and before th.e said joint inspection was carried out, the air pressure bad ''held" off. 
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(•'ii) The hand brakehadnotbeenappliro; and 
(viii) Consistent l\ith the damage sustainro by the left side of the cab, several plug-in fuses had got 

unseatro by the impact and fallen off, besides the cxpectro tripping of MCBs (Miniature Circuit 
~reakers) becauseofdamagetotheelectric circuitry. ·--

(.i) The Joint Observation of B-90's Guard's Cab made by the same 3 officials was as follows : 

(i) The emergency brake had not been o.pplied, which indicatro that the Guard was not aware of any 
impending danger; 

(ii) The hand brake had, however, been applied, which must have been a post-accident"safety-measure 
adopted by the Guard; 

(iii) The blinker light was not S\\itchro on; and 
(i•·) Every thing eise was quite normal. 

(e) Similar inspection made with reference to the Driving Cab of CM-15 yieldro the following in-:-,· 
formation : · 

(i) Reverser Handle in 'OFF or neutral position, with key removro (obviously by the Motor man, as 
he left the cab after the accident); 

(ii) Master Controller in the 'OFF' position, with Brake ContToller in 'Full EP' position• (both 
indicating that the Motorman had indero appliro the EP brakes); and 

(iii) ICSKeywas inpositionand tho switch in tho "eng:J.gcd" mode as might beexpectro. 

(f) As regards the Guard's CabofCM-15, following Joint Observations wererecordro : 

(i) Brake Controller in the appli•d position, which showro that the Guard, too, took some action to 
control thistrain; 

(ii) Guard II MCB had trippro, because of shorting of some cables as a result of the damage causro 
totheleadingleftsideofhiscoach;and · . 

(iii) The blinker light was not switched on. 

(g) When the rear string of7 coaches ofB-90 was movro [see par•. 7(b) supra] to the Central Railway 
EMU siding at Bandra, it was thoroughly examinro overnight jointly by the following officials for brake 
power (brake block thickness and piston strokes) and bogie isolations, when nothing particularly abnormal 
was noticed. Particulars "-Otro at this inspection are briefly mentioned in Annexure I( a). 

Shri K..S. Gujare, Jr. Loco Inspector (EMU) of Kurla; and 
Shri G.S. Devath Raj, Sr. Electrical Foreman (Traction) of New Car Shro. 

(h) Mter rail communications were restorro at RVJ on 25-4-81, these 7 coaches were workro back to 
the New Car Sh«i at Kurla and the braking capability of this rake was testro at this stage jointly by the 
same 2 officials between RV J and Kurla, when it was found that it could be brought to halt with 2 structures 
(90 m) and I! structures (70 m) re:;pectively from a starting spero of (Q Kmjh and 50 Kmjh, by the 
applicationof 'Full EP' braking. 

(i) As regards the rake of CM-15 although it had not derailro, damage to the left side of its shells 
was so extensive that it was generally considerro unsafe to conduct braking trial with it, as some loose parts 
of its shatterroinside fittings could bellLticipated to fall down on therunar.d conceivably foul that flange-way 
of the speeding wheels to cause another havoc. However, the most careful visual examination of its urder
gear by Shri ~.C. Sinha, Dy CRS (t.:lechani~) as _well as by Railway Officials di~ not reveal anything 
unusual, exceptmg for the known situatiOn of2 melfcctivecyhnders already point«i out m para 8(b). 

(j) Annexure I( b) provides the brakingdistancecalculationsfor both the trains. 

13. Features Relevant totbe Infrastructure at RVJ (as per available evidence) 

(a) The Joint Observations rccordrot of the Control Panel at 17 .:<:0 hours on 244-81 by the 2 under 
noted officials were as below and Annexure l(b) may be referred to for site particulars : 

Shri K..T. Isaac, CSI(S); and 
Sbri R. Venugopalan, Transport"ltion Inspector(Hq). 

• The brake block'§/sho-:s were found still gripping the wheels treads on the lrain, even though a couple of hours bad 
elapsed since the o.pplicJ.tion of brak~. 

f AJthougb the tim~ enfer,:1 against thi'i rec-ord shewed that as much as an hour had elapsed since the accident, Its 
DOtes tOil! ed wh~JI~ w !h ~vid.ence Stparatcly tendcJe-::1 ~bcut ob~eJVations independ<'ntb mcdc by other ofllcials who 
reacb--d the RVJ Pl CAbin very soon after the accident, 
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(I) Signals No. RVJ-1 and RVJ-5 were bot1t 'ON' •(which merely demonstrated that these SignalS 
were not defective, i.e. they were not "stuck" for some reason on the 'OFF' aspect, nor were they perrna· 
nentlydisplaying the 'Off' aspect due to any fault); 

(il) The 'Calling-On" indication did not appear at Signal No. RVJ-5 (which showed that this parti
cular facility had not been used at thattime); 

(Ill)_ TC 201T displayed white light (proving that the ro,ute had been set forCM-15, which had already 
cleared tt); . 

(lv) TCs :02T, :orr and 208T displayed red light (consistent with occupation of track by the stranded 
CM-15): . -

(v) On Mahim Chord, TC 205T was clear (i.e. no illumino.tion and which proved that the route was 
not cleared for B-90 for, otherwise, there should have been a white strip light here); 

(vi) On Mahim Chord, TC 206T was illuminated red (consistent with occupation of track by the 
tranded B-SO); · . 

(vii) Points Nos. 101, 102, 104, 107 and 108 were all set in their normal position (as evidenced by the lo· 
cation of the lit patch lights) and locked/set properly (as evidenced by the shining white dots), which further 
proved firstly that the route could not have been and was not, ipso facto, set for B-90 at the time of the 
accident and, secondly, that none of tlte said points sustained any damage as a result of this accident, be
cause the patch lights would have otherwise been flashing with no ni dication appearing in the dot light; and 

(viii) The Cancellation Registers were checked to find that there was no discrepancy between the various 
Counter readings .. and the corre•ponding enttiest. 

(b) The doors to the Relay Room (basement of the RVJ Panel Room) were locked and sealed in the 
pre•ence of the following at about 17.00 hours on 24-4-81 by Shri K.B. Gadge, ASM :- · 

Shri V.P. Thamaya, Assistant Station Master (ASM); 

Shri R. Venugopalan, Transportation Inspector (HQ); and 

Shri D.C.Ghosh, Signal Inspectot/111 • . 
(c) Records show that the Crank Handle was removed from its tase at 20.25 hours on 24-4-81 for 

organising reotoration operations and teplaced at 04.20 hours< n 25·4-81. With the Crank Handle having 
thus been used for setting points locally, it can be safely surmised that the Panel was left untouched after 
the accident and until the 'joint observations' were conducted of the Relay Room at 05.00 hours on 25-4-81 in 
the presence of Bombay Division's Dividonal Safety Officer and DSTE(S). In other words, the relays 
continued to remain in their last-operated-poritions. at the time of the accident. 

(d) The Joint Observations{Tes~ at the RVJ Room by the undernoted officials yielded the following 
information : 

Shri K.T. Isaac, CSI(S) Byculla; 

Shri L.C. Teckchandani, Sr. Loco Inspector (EMU); and 

Shri R. Venugopalan. Transportation Inspector (HQ). 

(I) When the seal was broken and the Relay Room entered. Route Sections 102A and 104A, which 
relate to the passage of a Down Local on the Kurla Chord, wetc found "set and locked"; and 

• This was also confirmed by besides other witness, tb" Motormrn of Lccnls (B.87 Dn nnd B.92 Up on the Down 
Kurla Chord and Up Mahim Ch.lrd respectively) which immediately foJJowcd the c:olliding Lccals. 

•• None of the Registers h 1d lodged any emergency measure for that day. exccpling fOr the ''UYN" which cancellation 
was resorted to during the "current shif1" as well as the pr~ced ng shirt that ended e.t 12.00 hours. 

t Contrary to "established" Practice at RVJ, where by entries of Counter rcndin~s nrc m:>dc only at the rndof any shirt' 
duty of the Cabin Assistant Station Moster (CASM), the entry for 'UYN' h:!d alrcl4dJ' been recorded by the CASM 
and countersigned as required by the SlfJil prior to the time of the Joint Observations, even thcugh the "tunenr 

· shift would in fau end on]y at 18.00 hourS. 
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(ii) Repeated comprehensive functional tests on the structural integrity of the Rl showed that every· 
thin~ "·as as it should be and further that route cancellation via the EUUYN took 120 seconds in either case 
(after Signal No. RVJ-1) was put back to danger with its approach track shorted and al•o after Signa1 
No. RVJ-5 was similarly normalised). · 

V. SUMMARY OF EVIDENCE 

14. Erideuce o( Shri H.G. Vayda, a passenger on B-90 

(a) He was a habitual commuter by rail ftom Bandra to Reay Road in the afternoons. On 24-4-81, as 
B-90 speed faster than usual after it left King's Circle, it occurred to him that the train had probably gone out 
of controL The accident occurred immediately and, when he jumped off the 2nd coach in which he was 
travelling, he found t~t it had tilted precariously to the right: 

(b) He did not realise the havoc already wrecked on CM-1 5 by the accidenL as that scene was screened 
from him by the intervening B-90 it.elf. So, he walked ahead to find the Mctorman standing in the closed 
doorway of the Driving Cab in a dazed condition. Guided by the somewhat incoherent Motorman, he 
managed to push the door open and help the Motorman down to the ground. · 

15. Evideuce of Shri Krishna Komar, Motorman of B-90 

(a) He was on the very last leg of his "Detail" fer the day, when he found RVJ-5 (the Starter at KCE
already at "Yellow," as he at rived at KCE. He got one beat from the Guard., to wi:Uch he responded by 
giving 2 beats indicating that the Signal was 'OFF' and then started as soon as he recetved 2 beats from the 
Guard. When he started, the Starter was still showing 'Yellow.' He picked up a speed of 35 Km/h. which was 
controlled down to IS Km/h because of the speed restriction ahead. Pi.s he approached the Junction, he could 
see the other train coming, but found nothing unusual in this situation as the other could be going to Ban· 
dra. 

I 
• (b) When he realised that the other train did not take the Mahim Chord, he immediately applied emer
gency brakes and also released the DMH (Dead Man's Handle). Before the impact could occur, he was also 
able to scund his "hom" twice and he recalled that, before suffeting a blackout, he moved to the right to 
save himself from the glass splinters flying in the Cab. Later, he was helped down to the ground by an 
outsider. 

(c) During the subsequent questioning, he revealed that he was working on Motorman's "Detail" 
since 1978, prior to which he was a Goods Train Driver. He did receive the prescribed 5-month training in 
Kurla Car Shed before being put on EMU working. This was alsc the first round trip of his for the day 
on that particular rake, in controlling which an experienced Mctorrnan like himself had no particular difficulty 
even though its brake-power was, like on most other Locals not 100% effective. · 

(d) According to him, the Automatic Signal No. M 1106 [See Annexure I( b)] was showing its 'Green' 
aspect when he approached KCE, but he had no recollection of having sighted the "Guard's Repeater" 
provided on KCE Up Platform. He clarified that he had no difficulty in sighting Signal RV J-~ and also 
confirmed that no one was working on the track. He claimed that the speedometer on this journey was not in 
worki~ order; hence, he could only give his best estimates of,the speeds attained. When confronted with its 
gist, he repudiated the contents of the Joint Observation [para 12(c)] of the Controls in the Cab. 

·16. Evidence ofShri ILS. Saini, Guard ofB-90 Up 

(a) His Local was keeping to time right from its departure from Bandra at 16.12 hotm. After stoppage 
at King's Circle Station, be gave one beat to the Motorman in order to ascertain the indication of the Starter 
No. RVJ-5; to this, the latter responded with 2 beats, which meant that the Signal was 'OFF'; he himself 
then gave 2 beats for starting the train. A couple of minute• later, he felt a big jerk that dropped the pressure in 
his gauge to zerc and the train halted. He looked out to discover that a ccllision had taken place and as he 
was chased by furious pa=ngers before he could render any assi•tance, he took shelter in RV J Cabin. 

(b) During the ensuing examination, he provided the following clarifications :-

(i) The train left King's Circle station ·at 16.18 hours, after halting there for 30 seconds, which duration 
was later on amended to more than a minute, as he recollected that some passengers, who were running 
alongside the track were able to catch the train; . 

(ii) The cab doon having been kept shut, he had peeped out of the window, but a number of passengers 
holding on to the &tanchion in the nearest doorwayobscuredhisviewofthe"Platform Repeater"; 

(iii) A convention had developed over the years that the Motorman would, while stopping at a scheduled 
halt, give a single 'beat' only if the Starter Signal ahead were showing 'RED'; in such a case, the Motorman 
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~oul~ give 2 beats~ soon as the Signal was taken 'OFF'. On the other hand. tfthe Signal ahead has alrCady 
OFF when the tr":'n came to a h:'lt, the Motonnan would not gtvc any beat, and there was no question of the 
Guard acknowledgmg the same; m such a case, the train would start the IljOment the Guard gave two beats; 

(iv) On t_hat fateful day, it was only be cause the Plat_f'?rm Repeater happened to be unsighted that he 
gave the smgle beat for the. sole purpose of enqwnng about the aspect of the Signal. ahead; , 

(v) After the accident, the atmosphere bec~me dust-laden on the left side and his first thoughts were that a 
fire may have e~pted; so, he got down on the nght stde to find that the first 2 coaches of his train were leaning 
rather precanously. In the haste, he fcrgot to switcb on the "Blinker lights." 

17 Evidence of Sbrl L.S.Wawa, Motorman of CM-15 

(a) He was on his first trip for that day, having signed on at 15.42 hours after availin• 22 hours 
clear r<st and subsequently left Bombay VT at 15.57 hours on that "Loc·ll". After leaving Vadala Road · 
Statio~ on a "Green Statter", he p_roceeded ~-l~t_i<?usly, h'!weve;r, because of excessive trespass and un· 
authonse~ tncr?achment~ rende~mg the VJStbthty of St!!tul No. RVJ-1 rather ~ifficult. Upon sighting 
RVJ.·l at Green, he apphed traction once agam. Moments later, he felt a severe jerk and immediately 
apphed tho emergency brakes. He looked back as the tram stopped, to dtscove• that an accident had taken 
place and then proceeded to advise RVJ Cabin accordingly. 

(b) In responce to questions he· replied th1t he was un aw~re of the other train until he was passing 
the Diamond Crossing and th~t his applic1tion cif brakes and the collision had both occurred simul
taneovsly. As the other track was unaff"ctcd, he did not switch the "Blinker Lights" on in his cab. 

18 Evidence of Sbrl K.U.Nemade, Guard of CJ\1-15 

According to him, his train was m1intaining right time throughout and the coUision occurred at 16.16 
hours. The train had staned on a "Green Started" from Vadola Road station and he felt 2 or 3 severe 
jerks before the train halted. After applying the h1nd-break, heprot•cted his train from the rear. Here
soned that be did not switch the "blinker lights" on possibly bec<cuse there was no "power". 

19 Evidence of Sbrl P.K.Tbomas, Cabin Assistant Station Master (CASM)·at RVJ:-

(a) He was the CASM on duty at the time of the accident. He had set the route for CM -15 
which appeared on his Panel at 16.17 hours (running about 3 minutes late) and lakenSignal No. RVJ-1 
•OFF'. At 16.18 hours, B-90 appeared on his P.mel, As CM-15 was running past the Cabin at 16.19 
hours, he suddenly noticed on his Panel TCs 205T & 206T.going down, and he rushed to th! window of 
his Cabin to look out, be could see B-90 which was not signcclled*, collide with CM-15. There was no 
damage to any turn-out as a result of this accident as could be inferred from the absence of any "flashing" 
·indication on his Padel. 

(b) During' the cross cxemination he stated that he had been '''orking at RVJ for the past I year 
prior to the acci~ent: Unless Information w~s received from the •Control' regard~ng any train can· 
cellations, or late runmng, etc;, the normal practice was to clear a Local. as and when 1t appears on the 
Control Panel, strictly in ~ccordance with the precedence of Locals as rdiected in the printed ,"Troin 
Register Book" for the day. In other words, the established sequence of tram mo>ements would not be 
upset unless under specific instructions from the 'ControJier' or if attain was late- by over 5 minutes 
which if the "ordering" were not modified to suit, could conceivably set up chain-reactions of late 
runni;g. In the subject instance, as CM-15 was due to pass RVJ at 16.19 (hours its right tlme 
pasS>ge was at 16.16 hours,) with )l:9o to pass by yet a minute later on at 16.20 hours, he bad acted 
correctly in signalling the passage of CM-15. 

(c) During his shift, which commenced at 12.00 hours,- there was no occasion to use the <;all!ng 
On (COGGN) button or the Emergency Route Release (EUUYN) button. However, at the begmnmg 
of the shift the SI was actuating the Emergency Sectional Route Relca~e (UYN) button provided under the 
Control P;nel in order to continue his testing of the setting of the relattvely scarcely used sub-routes to and 
from Bombay Port Trust. He confirmed that no signal staff had attended to the COGGN button or its 
counter during his shift. 

(d) Questioned as to why he was unable to detect the occupation of 205T by B-90 immediately as it 
occurred (i.e. after it has passed Signal No. RVJ-5 at 'Danger') and then put back RVJ-to 'Danger' in order 
10 stop CM-15, he replied that. the nor~al _tendency for a CASM would be to concentrate on the safe 
passage ofthe train signalled unit! the sectJO.n .'s cleared so that further mov~ments could be planned. He fell 
that he was probably looking at CM-15 arriVIng from hts left and not lookmg at the Control Panel at t~at 

• Shri Bab:l.Saheb Kisan Suryaw~mshi, the Assistnnr Pointsmnn on duty at RVJ wac;. in the Cabin at that time and he 
vorboratcd that Signal No. RVJ·S bad been displaying 'Red' on the Panel when CM·lS was signalled. 
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critical juncture. Although, in further defence, he also alluded to the 5 telephones provided in the Cabin; 
be conceded that he could not truthfully say whether his attention was actually diverted by any "call" at that 
crocial time. 

(e) He then clarified that putting back the "manual'" Signal No. RVJ-5to 'Danger' once it bad already 
been taken 'OFF' for a train. was a very very rar~ occurrence and, before any such action was taken, the 
Station Master at KCE was invariably advised under exchange of Private Numbers to personally caution 
the Driver or Motorman of the affected train about the change in the Signal aspect, 

(0 He further asserted that the use of "UYN" wa. never resorted to for the purpose of cancellation of a 
set route. which was alwavs effected bv utilising the "EUUYN", even if this entailed a delav of not less than 
90 seconds. As the use of UYN required the presence of a "Signalling official", he submitted that route 
cancellation via the 'UYN' implied collusion between CASM and S & T personnel of a most improbable 
nature. 

(g) There was no power failure just prior to the accident, nor were any S & T staff with him in the Panel 
Room. To the best of his knowledge, there was also no one in the basement Relay Room; he had been told 
earlier by the SI that the S & T staff were going away to attend to a lifting barrier at Level Crossing No. 6. 
Located between Sewri and Vadala during that afternoon. 

20. Evidence of Shri T. M. Verghese, Cabin Assistant Station Master, RVJ 

(a) On 24-4-81 his duty ended at12. 00 hours and during hi~ shift no trouble was experienced except when 
Signal No. RVJ-1 had gone back to Danger' because of'bobbmg' of track CirCUit No. 207-T at about 11.48 
hours. which necessitated recourse to the "Calling on" Signal, whereby Local No. CH-21 suffered 1 minute's 
detention. 

(b) As the SI had been doing some testing of his own, utilising the Emergency Section Route Release 
(UYN) button several times for that purpose, he spoke• to the Sl about the "sticking" COGGN counter; . 
he had not entered this in the "Signal Failure Register" maintained in the Cabin. Nor was the "bobbing" of 
TC 207 T even recorded in the Signal Failme Register, as this problem did not persist; such "bobbing" being 
a fairly frequent occurrence, a record was mad~ of it only if the fault continued. 

21. Evidence of Shri A.S. Phanse, Electrical Signal Maintainer, RV J. 

(a) Although in charge of the "Cable Gang", he was performing the duties of Rest Giver ESM from 
08.00 to 17.00 hours on 24-4-81 at RVJ. Under the instructions of his Sl, he was working on the tracks in 
the vicinity of RVJ up to II . 15 hours, engaged on the tasks of drilling holes in rail-ends for providing track· 
lead connections in the portion covered by TC 202 T and of the replacement of track-lead junction-box 
covers in the stretch covered by TCs 206 T & 207 T. 

(b) During the post-lunch session, he was directed to prooeed to Sewri Level Crossing Gate No. 6 to 
attend to the lifting barrier. Accordingly, he left with his ganga! 14.00 hours, accompanied also by his SI 
nnder whose directions be!ubricated the 'Down'-side barrier and did other work as necessary. The sr•• 
left the Level Crossing site at aboutl5.30 hours whereas, upon completion of all tasks entrusted to him, 
his gang and himself reached Vadala Road Station at about 17.00 ho.urs, where he learnt about this accident. 

(c) As the keys for theRelay Room were throughout iit his possession, he was certain that there could 
not have been any one in the. Relay Room at the time of the accident. There was, of course, one key lodged 
in the Panel Room at RVJ Cabin, but he was not aware if this was used for effecting an entry by anylbody. 

22. EvidenceofShri D.C. Ghosh, Signal inspector, Grade lli, Bycnlla. 

(a) He has been in charge of the Harbour Branch since February 1979. On 24-4-81 he commenced 
inspection of his section at 08-30 hours at Sewri proceeding northwards to reach RVJ at about 11.00 hours, 
at which time he inspected the work of the Cable Gang. In the afternoon, he went along with this Gang to 
attend to Sewri Level Crossing Gate No.6 and, while he was just in rear of Signal No. RVJ-1 on his return 
bv walk towards RVJ, he witnessed the accident. He then rushed to the Cabin to notedown what all was 
displayed by the Control Panel. The Relay Room underneath was then got sealed. 

• When confomttd with ·h~ sr·- denial in Ibis respect [See pera 22 (d) infra], h~ confinned that be did speak to the 
SJ a bow rh~ mlll·functiooing COGGN counter. 

•• Sh!-i Gopal MaJltari Jamlc.handi the Gateman on duty 03-te No.6, confirmed that Sl ( Shri Gho5h ), ESM (Shrl 
ftnm.e ,_and others: arrived ar abour1445 boun and that where a! he Sl walked towards Vadalo Road at ISAS boura, the 
reJt ldt for Sewri Station. 
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(b) It was only in response to a specific query that he referred to his use on that day of the Emergency 
Sectional Route Release (UYN) button II times around noon time. His explanation was that, as train. 
movements to and from the Bombay Port Trust Railway were relatively scarce, experience had revealed 
some problems*with reference to the setting/release of routes involved in such movements. Almost each 
move involved 2-sub-routes, and, as the UYN had to be used separately for each sub-route, the counter 
would indeed move so many times during any comprehensive testing manouvre. 

(c) He clarified that the CASM is not necessarily kept apprised of any work going on m the Relay 
Room underneath, provided that such work related only to activities which may fall under "good house
keeping" and which could not accordingly interfere in the_least with "safe working per se". However, tf any 
work was to be done that affected the performance of the relays, a "dis-connection memo" was mvariably 
served on the CASM to alert him about the nature and location of such work. In any case, major-mainte• 
nance works were always programmed for and executed during night blocks. 

(d) He denied having received any complaint verbally or otherwise from the RVJ CASM regarding 
mal-functioning of the COGGN counter. However, when confronted with the evidence of the CASM in 
question, he argued that, although he might have been spoken to, the conversation might not have registered. 
on his mind at a time when he was particularly very busy with the testing on hand; else, he would have 
attended to the erring counter immediately, as was normally the practice. 

23. Evidence ofShrl K. T. Isaac, CSI (S) 

(a) Considering the size of the PI installation at RVJ, there was no need to deploy whole-timeS & T 
staff here but, whenever the ESM left the Cabin, he would advise in advance the CASM of his movements 
so as to enable the establishment of contact with himself. 

(b) He confirmed having personally repaired the 'COGON' counter on 15-5-81, as a further complaint 
had been reported of its tpal-functioning*•. He conceded that, the design of all counters being almost identi
cal it was quite possible that the 'EUUYN' counter may also have go.t "stuck" (instead of advancing by a 
digit as it should, each time that the corresponding button was op.rated), but emphasised that there was 
no evidence on record to support such a supposition. 

(c) As regards the conflicting evidence tendered by B-~O's Motorman and the RVJ CASM as to the as
pect of Sigml No. RV J-5 just before B-90 left KCE, he argued that all the subsequent observations and tests 
vindicated the CASM's stand and, had the Motorman's version been true, then this change should, not have 
occurred "automatically" i.e. without any repair-work etc. He also submitted that the 'UYN' was never used 
for cancelling a Route set for a train, unless and until it had been prior established that the 'EUUYN' 
was tried unsuccessfully for that purpose; such was not the case at RVJ,(nor was there any evidence indeed 
show that a need arose for an attempt as such route cancellation. 

24. E•idence of Shrl A. K. Ghosh, DSTE(S) 

(a) The flank protection provided at RVJ, which accorded well with the standard practice obtaining 
on the Indian Railways, was achieved during the route initiation stage itself. A similar circumstance occurr
ed at several locations on the Railway's suburban system when a train diverted from a Fast to Slow Lme 
(or, viceversa) crosses the path meant for an opposite train, with the "Diamond Crossing" protected by 
only one Signal at 'Danger'. The only safeguard was to instal the A WS (Automatic Warning and Stop 
Systtm) in the Driver's cabs. 

(b) Queried about the possibility of Signal No. RVJ-5 getting stuck on its "OFF" aspect (i.e. its failure 
to normalise upon the passage of the preceding Up train on the Mahim Chord), he clarified that, in such an 
event, the route set would remain uncancelled and the circuitry was such that all further moves (excepting 
for Down Locals to Mahim Chord) could not be signalled. Likewise, he discounted the possibility of anyone 
tampering with the inner coloured lenses in the Signal unit, particularly as nothing unusual was observed 
after the accident with the aspect of this Signal. · · 

(c) As regards 'bridging the circuitry", it was an extremely complex issue as it involved a "false feed" 
to the 'OFF' aspect simultaneous with the disconnection of available feed to the 'Red' aspect, etc, but aU 
this was really pointless, he submitted, when Signal No. RVJ-5 was equipped with the 'Calling-on' facility. 

• Ideally, both the Relay and th-, Panel Room'i sh:~uld be air-conditioned in order to be ·dust·proof. However, •such 
wa.s not th.: case at RJV and dust-deposits on the relatively unused relays could prove problemnlic . 

.,. The mecb mica! pJ.wl was not getting eosaa:cd with the rach:t due to iuad.eq,uatc spring tension which wa, suitably 
adjusted by the CSI. . 

83·M/P(D)705MofT&CA-2 
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lS. Erideocr ofShrl L.C. Teckcbandani, Sr. Loco Inspector (E:\1U) 

(a I He =d that the static tests; measurements recorded of B-90'; 7 undamaged cars at Bandra and the 
~ubsequent "road test" revealed nothing abnormal with the brake power. 

(b) He clarified that no Motorman would pay any heed to the "Repeaters", nor would he give "two 
beats': to the Guard unless the Signal ahead was 'OFF. However, some-times the Signal ahead may be too 
close to the place of his stoppage that the Motorman's view of the Signal may be osbtructed by the sun-shade/ 
canopy/hood provided to shield the wind-screen. In such a case, the Motorman may start a train. purely as a 
reflex* action'in response to the Guard's '2 beats', which could happen partkularly if his attention was 
concentrated on commuters trespassing across the track in number right in front of him. Were the Sig
Da! some distance ahead, say 100m, then an errant Driver could not fail to become aware of the 'Red' Signal 
head to pull his train up to an immediate halt. 

(c) He also felt that, because of the peculiar layout and the I in 91. falling grade towards the diamond 
crossing. the "tlank protection" should extend upto all the conflicting Signals. 

26. Otba- Releoaal PoiDis bro~t out 

(a) Shir .S.V. Raman, Station Master at KCE (who was on duty from 07.15 hours to 15.45 hours on 
24-4-81) stated that on none of the occasions that he came out of his office on to the Down platform did he 
see any S & T staff working at the Up platform; nor did any S & T staff report to him (as they usually 
do) that they were going to attend to Signal No. RVJ-5 or Repeater No. 5-PG. 

(b) Shri M.P. Thamaya, Station Master at Vadala Road (who was also on duty from 07 .IS hours to. 
15.45 boors on 24-4-81) stated that he boarded the ill-fated CM-15 at Vadala Road. When he rushed** 
to the RVJ Cabin, be found the Relay Room locked with noS & T personnel near-by. Afterwards, he saw 
Sl (Shri Ghosh) coming to the Cabin from Vadala Road direction. 

(c) Shri R. Venugopalan, Transportation Jnspctor, sta~ed that t_he whole pu~p.ose of reconciling the 
observed Counter Readings with those recorded 10 the vanous reg~sters was VItiated If there was any 
doubt that a Counter would not advance by one step each time that its button was operated. Earlier in his 
oervicc life, he was himself a CASM at RVJ and he felt that, because of several reasons (including the activities 
of miscreants) leading to frequent failure/bobbing ofTCs in RVJ region, one could not deduce with certainity 
thata train had actually passed Signal No. RVJ-5 at 'Danger' merely because TC 205T had bobbed to red 
on the Panel. 

VI. TESTS AND OBSERVATIONS 

27. lmpcdion of Accident Site on 25-4-81 

(a) Repeated tests made in the RVJ Cabin in the company of the Additional General Manager (Opera
lions) and the Sr. DSTE (to see if, once a Signal had been taken 'OFF', any conflicting move could also 
be signallcd) revealed no short~mings whatsoever with the structural integrity of the PI as provided· 
It became evident that no route could be initi11ted unless it was established "a priori" clear of occupation/ 
infringements and, for thi5 purpose. TCs over points and crossings extended upto at least the fouling marks 
10 prove flank protection. 

(b) However, a deficiency readily became apparent in that there was no "Route Control Chart" for 
the PI (equivalent to the "Locking Chart" or "Selection Table" for the onhodox mechanical interlocking 
oyotem). Hence, with regard to the essential requirements to be met before a Signal could be taken •'OFF" 
there was jolt no way for anybody to discover if any modifications were locally introduced in the original 
cin:uitry. This rather serious situation noted at RVJ is not an exoeption on this Railway, because it so 
happens not to be a practice here to prepare such charts for Rl installations. At my request, an effort is 
being made to develop a "Route Control Chart" from the circuitry diagrams existing at RVJ. 

• Similar ef"Kieoee wu tendered by Motorman Shri Joseph A. Fara, who added that a recent development was the 
frcqueDCy witb w!licb outsidert indulged in enquiries or aherations Witb Motorman thus not only distrac,ing their altentin 
bul abo amect{jng tbcir mind1. Sbri D. J. Khambatta (retired Assistant Electrical Engineer) empbasistcl thai the nature of 
the M.otormaltl dutie~ was highly fatiguginJ. with a large number of starts/stop and Signals to be sighted.which factor 
teoded 10 rcclac<: him 10 a mecilc:nl<al Robot by tbo oM1. . 

•• Sbri Babaslhed K.isan Suryawan<Jbi, the A!.s;staot Pointsman on duty at that time in RVJ Cabin corroborated rhal 
Sl:ari Tbamaya wu the fint to reach the Cabiu. foJJowed first by CM·IS'~ and rben B-90'~ crew~. at which itage <TI Sb. 
Jl. Vcn~D had abo arrived. 
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(c) The RVJ Cabin is located to the West of all tracks and 164 m to tho South of the Fouling Marte. 
between the Down Kurla Chord and the Up Mahim Chord. The CASM has thus a very limited, narrow 
and oblique view of the Mahim Chord from the "front" (or, East) window of the Panel Roo:n, which is 
further partially obstructed by the foliage of a tree. · · · 

(d) Signal No. RVJ-5 was examined, lest at the critical time of 16.18 hours the fall of any sun-light· 
directly on the 'Yellow' aspect and its angle of incidence may lead to an·impression that that asr:ct was 
actually lit when it was factually not, but such was not the case at all. Anyhow, such "phantom" in liMon 
must be coupled with the simultaneous failure of the lamp/bulb inside the 'Red' aspect, because the fall 
of sun-light did certainly not make it arpear 'Yellow'. 

(e) There was no record of any electrical failure at about 16.18 hours on 24-4-81, wbich could have 
the effect of no Signal exhibiting any aspect and which in the case of B-90's Motorman, could have misled 
him· to conclude, if and when the 'Red' aspect got extinguished, that the 'Yellow' aspect •above it must 
"irso facto" have appeared. The follow-up to my inspection of the various registers maintained at R.VJ 
and KCE, with rarticular reference to S&T items, including the last 2 recorded failuro;o of Signa!No. R, VJ-5; 
is separately given as Annexure ll(a). 

28. Field Testing at RV.I by the Dy. CRS (S&l), Calcutta 

(a) Comprehensive field testing of the PI installation was carried out on 26-4-81 aod the next day 
by Shri J. Bhattacharjee at RVJ in the presence of the DSTE(S) with regard to the effectiveness of the 
approach-locking time-release by 'EUUYN' of a set route, the effectiveness of "back-locking", the veri- . 
fication of actual aspects of Signals and track lay-outs with those obSJrved on the control, pauel, etc., 
when it found follows:-

(i) The Control Panel was accurate!¥ representing all the field particulars/aspects; 

(ii) The route cancellation via the 'EUUYN' button took 105 seconds, which compared favourably· 
with the minimum of90. seconds interval that was prescribed in Para V(b) of the Station Wor-· 
kingOrdersforRVJ; 

(iii) "Back-locking" was fully effective (in other words, once the track ahead of the Signal was "shun
ted", whereas the Signal got normalised instantaneously, even the repeated use of the· 
'EUUYN' to release or .cancel the route proved futile); 

(iv) Once a route initiation proved a certain 'lie'. of the points, none of these points could be indivi· 
dually "reversed" even by recourse to the 'EWN' button and -there was also no quenion of 
initiating any other "conflicting" route(s); .. 

(v) Similarly, once a Signal was taken, 'OFF', the shunting of any TC included in the concerned 
route section(s) immediately caused that Singal to re-assume its 'ON' aspect, as expected; and 

(vi) As para 504(d) of the Signal Engineering Manual provides for staggering of polarity of adjacent 
TCs, this aspect was verified•• by appropriate tests. . · -

(b) Some important observations made, as a result of the detailed inspection carried out by him, were 
as~- . 

(i) The Crank Handle was not interlocked with the Panel; 

(ii) the Relay Room on the ground ftoor of the Cabin was not1ocked in the manner prescribed by the 
Railway Board; . . 

{iii) In view of the restrictive speed limit of 15 km/h imposed while traversing RVJ, the 'Green' 
aspect of the Automatic Signal M 1106 in rear of Manual Signal No. RV J-5 could, with more 

· logic be replaced by a 'Double Yellow' aspect; and 

{iv) Cross protection of'cut-section' TCs shall be provided as soon as possible (ifnot11iready done) 
in terms of para 506 of Signal Engineering Manual. .· • 

•If not directly visible because of the hood over the Cab's wind screen. . 
••The staggered polarity of adjacent TC's No. M 1106 AT, 205 T and 20 Ton the UP Milbim Chord was verified b)r me 

through the cumiPauon of the p.:rforauncc of the concerned rcldy provided In the apparatus Case of Location H 1022 
s~tllatcd close to Signal No RVJ·5. . • 
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29. 11rakiDg Trials witb tbe undamaged rake of B-90 oll27-4-8l 

As already explained in para 12(i), braking trials with the damaged rake of CM-15 were ruled out 
Hence, further to the tests conducted vide para 12 (h), fresh braking trials were conducted with the un
damaged rake of B-90 by attaching 2 extra coaches in the front to make up the full complement of a 9-car 
fonnation, a report on which is given in para 2 of Annexure II( a). One feature noticed regarding the func
tiOI~ of the speedometer was that its needle/pointer moved sluggishly. or jerkily in the lower speed-ranges; 
because of the inertia effect intrinsic to the mechanism, such a performance is in fact generally ture of most 
speedometers. 

30. Trial OD 8-90 of 28-4-lll 

(a) In order to reconstruct the likely events of 24-4-81, the normal run of B-90 was monitored on 
28-4-81 ex: Bandra to Vadala Road in the company of Shri M.C. Sinha (Deputy CRS, Mech'), Shri R.K. 
Jail!, Divisional Railway Manager and other Senior Railway Officers, when the following was noted : 

Unit No. 136-417-ISS 

Leading Driving Trailer Coach No. 76138 

Speedometer-Not fitted (i.e. deficient) 

Motorman-Shri T.J. Barnabas. 

(b) On the;,pproach to KCE, the Automatic Signal No. M) 106 was 'GREEN'. The 'GREEN' aspect 
of the platform Repeater No. 5-PG was not particularly discernible against the generally greenish back 
ground provided by the platform rear wall sheeting. The 'Yellow' aspect of signal No. RVJ-5 was clearly 
visible after entering the platform, but its view with respect to a standing Motorman was obstructed by the 
sun/rainshade provided over the wind-screen of the cab, unless the Motorman peeped out through the 
!ide-window in the door on his left, or bent to the right to peer obliquely to sight the same, or else 
bent forward, were he already in a sitting posture. The stoppage at KCE was timed at 40 seconds and it 
was once again verified that the after-noon sun-light did not "play any tricks" on the Signal unit. 

(c) On its way past KCE, the Local attained a maximum speed of the order of hardly 25-30 Kmfh, 
with the Motonnan, doubtless influenced by my presence, accelerating for only I 5 seconds or so before 
cutting out the traction and gently applying thereafter the EP brake by about 15• in order to be certain that 
this Local would enter RVJ at no more than I 5 Kmfh of speed. 

(d) With the Motorman located at the left side in the Cab, the visibility of the lines ahead was restric
ted because of the 2i • right-had curve. In general, while negotiating this curve, the visibility• ahead on 
the Up track was ISO m and 100m on the adjacent Down Mahim Chord (to the right). 

(e) The tum-out No. 104 could be distinctly and unmistakably made out when the cab was 5 meters 
in rear of ES 10/11; on which mast the speed-limit Board of 15 kmfh••was affixed. The· Motorman was 
then asked to release both his band~ (the Cab must have ~vered some 25 meters after passing the mast of 
ES 10/ll when he compiled With th1s request) and the tram came to halt at a distance of 30 metres still in 
rear of the Fouling Mark. The speed Limit Board was provided at a distance of (499.4-414.3)=85.1 m 
in rear of the Fouling Mark, whence the actual braking distance may be deduced as 30.1 m. 

31. Vwbili?"TrialonM-51 of28-4-8l 

(a) This test was carried out in the presence of the aforesaid officials ex: Vadala Road, when the 
following particulars were noted: 

Unit-103-11-127. 

Leading Driving Trailer Coach No. 76131. 

Speedometer-not working. 

Motorman-Sbri M.M. Ansari. 

-ntis wu sobstantla1Jy the observation alio of Sbri J. Bhauacharjee, Dy. CRS (S&T), Calcuua who conducted an 
independent visibiliiY test earlier on 27-4-81 by B·58 Up. 

- Tbis was alto~ oblervation of Shri J, Bbatlacharjee, Dy. CRS CS&TJ, who conducted an independent visibility, tell 
JS-51 l)n OD the J)t~lOUS drt'/. 
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(b) The visibility of Signal No. RVJ-1, which was barely 200m, could be improved by shifting it 
closer to the track (it is at present set back 4.27 m from the centre-line of the Down line). Once this Signal/ 
was passed, the visibility improved substantially because of the comparative openness of the space beyond 
the tracks on either side and no encroachments. 

· (c) Whereas the southern end of the Mahim Chord could be easily distinguished from ES 10/3. its 
visibility was unmistakably excellent from ES 10/4. where the Speed Limit Board of I 5 km/h* was affixed 
in the Down direction. Reckoned from the Fouling Mark beyond (ibid), these2 structures are located 
respectively at a distance of226.9 m and 147.7 m, as can be gauged from Annexure I (b). 

32. Isolation of run-through lines 

(a) Had the Kurla Chord been physically isolated from the Mahim Chord by the provision of trap 
points, this accident would have been averted. The full implication of this issue is discussed in para 2 of 
Annexure II (c). 

(b) Constructional features and train-consist of EMU trains are such that train-partings are virtually 
ruled out, which explains the absence of any safeguards on the Harbour Branch by way of 'slip sidings' 
to trap any parted cars rolling back from causing a collision, although severe grades do exist on approaches 
to high-level or "elevated" Stations like KCE. · 

(c) However. as mentioned in para 10 (c), the situation at KCE is that goods trains ex: BPT do 
move to Western Railway via RVJ and, as parting of loads on goods trains is certainly not an unknown 
feature, it would be essential to provide a trap point on the Down Mahinr Chord just ahead of RVJ to 
protect this junction from being fouled by any parted load off a goods train rolling back down the I in 91 
gradient. Such a protection has indeed been existing for decades on Mahim-side of KCE to safeguard the 
Western Railway from a similar contingency of a parted load (off a BPT-bound goods train) rolling back 
down the gradient on the Western Railway side. 

33. Glaok Protection-

(a) During my subsequent testing of the PI at RVJ, the following features came to light : 
(i) Occupation/shunting ofTCs 205 and /or 206 had no effect on Signal No. RVJ-1: ie. if this Signal 

were already taken 'OFF', it would not go back to 'ON' upon shorting these TCs, although this 
condition could certainly imply that a train was on its way to RVJ on a collision path; and 

(ii) With the route set for an Up Local from KCE and Signal No. RVJ-5 taken 'OFF', Points No. 
104 and 109 were free (i.e. they could be set in either direction)-which was a hazard 
prone situation, because if they were set for the 'straight" and either an Up or Down Local 
ran past respectively Signal No. RVJ-5 or Signal No. RVJ-1 at Danger. 

(b) These observed features did not, however, contravene in any way the conceptual logic of inter-· 
locking as evidenced by the circuit diagram. Thus, the process of route initiation did not attract any safe
guards beyond the minimum requirements mentioned in para 27(a) supra. 

(c) The latest thinking on the British Railways, as reflected at pages 52-3 of the 1980 Edition of O.S. 
NOCK's "Railway Signalling-,-A treatise on the recent practice of British Railways", stipulates that the 
following conditions must be met, inter alia, before clearing a Signal : 

(i) TCs forming flank protection against overruns past the Entrance Signals of conJiicting routes 
must be clear; 

(ii) Points which trap conflicting movements or overruns or otherwise&ive flank protection to the 
route must be set, locked and detected in the correct position; and 

(iii) The Entrance Signals of directly opposing routes must be proved to be at 'Red'. 
(d) The effect of such flank protection on the safety of movementS at RVJ is discussed at some length 

in para 3 of Annexure II (c) which demonstrates that the protection referred to in sub-para (c) (i) above 
would prove an effective .safe-gu~rd against an accident, unless tho Motorman of a ~own Kurla-bound 
Local ignores the restoratiOn of StgDal No. RVJ-1 to 'Danger' (caused by the over-shootmg of an Up Local 
past Signal No. RVJ-5 at 'Danger'). A firm deterrent to such an eventuality like this lies, of course, in the . 
Automatic Warning and Stop (A WS) System. 

34. Automatic Warning and Stop (A WS) System-

( a) Installation of such sophisticated control systems which are designed to bring the train to halt 
unaided by human agency in the event of the failure of that very human element in the face of an unsafe 

-- · • Tbi!': 1 SKmlh p:rmano:nt speed restriction finds surprisingly no menlion in Appendix V of Bombay Division's WorkiDI 
time TahJe for the Suburban Section. that has been in force ever since 1 S-IO·IS179, nlthough the fact that such restrictions 
on accot~nt of tnck-layout ought also to be included in the Werking time table is borne out by its page 72, which shoWed 
a similar 15 .Km/h speed limit betw:cn E~ 15/1 andES 15/4 for tbe Down 1\oad at Kurla Station due 'o a 1 in 12 T\,&nl.c, 
out Iedin& to Platfonn No. 1. 
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situation bas been consistently highlighted by successive Railway Accidents Enquiry (Inquiry) Committees
For instance, vide its Recommendation 85, the Kunzru Committee advocated Automatic Train Control 
(A TQ on some Suburban Sections as well as selected Trunk Routes, whereas vide its Recommendation 
148 (i), the Wancboo Committee emphasised that the provision of ATC was a matter in which there should 
be little diversitv of opinion and that. even in the face of financial constraints, its phasing out must be done 
with a sence of urgency. The latest (Sikri) Committee also dealt with this issue comprehensively in no less 
than 7 Recommendations (153 to 159 inclusive). · 

(b) The AWS is a sanctioned project on the Suburban system of both the Central and Western Railways 
Yet. curiously enough, while work on AWS is in progress on the Western Railway, a similar contract 
for the Central Railway has been rejected by the Railway Board. From the Railway Boards' published 
views on Para 117 of the Sikri Committee Report (Volume I), it appears that ·extension of AWS to 
other sections would be considered only upon a performance appraisal, after their completion, of the 2 
such projects on hand, namely, the Delhi-Howrah route and Western Railway's Suburban Section in 
Bombay. 

35. EroslonofMotonnaD's Confidence In the Signalling Branch 

(a) Besides the evidence tendered at this Inquiry by individual Motorman and a Retired Assistant 
Eectrical Engineer (Operations), written communication was also received from the Central Railway 
Motorman's Association about the growing disenchantment and restiveness felt by them about the so
called short-cum-methods employed by officials of the Signalling Branch. The main reason 
for this state of affairs was that, whereas several instances of"Fail Unsafe" oeeurrcnctS 
were . reported, nothing abnormal w.S apparently discovered by the Signallina Branch, when 
they investigated those "failures". 

(b) There is a wide-sp~, conviction amongst Motormen that Signalling Staff resort to bridging 
of relays (which act also goes by ot.her terms such as "giving false or. direct feed to Si~ls)" for the purpose 
of elearirg Signals (when the Cabms are unable to do so for a vartety of reasons nngmg from, Inter alia, 
miscreant activity to working on track by Eermanent Way gangs) wtth the sole '!im of avoiding detention 
to traffic. · 

(~) It became apparent during the Inquiry that the Central Railway not only does not take positive 
steps ID disabuse the Motormen of their apprehension in this regard but docs not also seem to be perturbed 
by the resultant drop in morale. In this context, it would be quite pertinent to note here that a similar 
situation does not obtain on the Suburban Section of Western Railway, where complaints from Motormen 
not only receive very prompt attention but also the feed-back given to the complamant bas invariably the 
salutary effect of reassurirg the Motormen as a key group of rail personnel. It is in recognition of the 
crucial importance of this issue thallhe Western Railway have also established a special position of'Signalling 
Controller' at Bombay Central with the sole object of keeping a close and effective watch over signalling 
defecu, of organising the speediest possible remedial actton and further follow-up action via the Safety 
Counsellors as necessary. Alas, no such position exists at Central Railway's Victoria Terminus with com
parable duties. 

36. Tbc stresses and strains that Motormen on duty are snbjected 1o 

(a) Comparod to a locomotive Driver, a Motorman's degree of concentration on his look-out duties 
is of higher order simply because he is all by himself in the Cab to pick out the aspects of the Signals ahead. 
1llat such mental ac_uity can be highly fat!guirg bas to be recognised and accepted. (Indeed, scarcely ever 
bas a Suburban acctdent occurred tn India when there was someone else in the Cab besides the Motor
man). 

• 
(b) In the by-gone days, the 1/2 minute halt at a Station did give a breathing spell and afforded some 

rc>J>ite _to the Motorman, albeit o~ very limited duration without doubt, within which his fati$"e would 
vaui>h m J?Brf- D~nng the present umes, however, t1otormen are almost incessantly accosted by mquisitive 
and oeeastonally trate passengers on the Central Railway, where late-runninjl bas unfortunately been pre
valent because of having to operate with several over-aged and virtually unmruntainable stoek. Thus even 
this 1/2 minute ofhaltat Station acts a stress-inducer also. • ' 

. (c) The rampant evil of trespass in front of trains, whether standing or on the move, imposes further 
strain on t1otormcn for, quite apart from anything else, the consequence of running over trespassers can 
prove uag~c ID the person of the unwary Motorman. Thus, the hitherto virtually peaceful run between 
Stations bas become an unending vigil or alertness to sound hom almost continuously, because trespassers 
seldom 5eeDl ID pay any heed ID one or two blasts on the hooter. · 

(d) Even when changing from one end ID the other of the 1ame EMU at the end of one Local's run 
or, all til= more so, when shifting from one EMU to another, frequently requiring the use of the foot 
over-bridge), the Motorman bas_ often ID exert hard in pushing through a mass of humanity. With late 
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arrival almost inevitable, the time available to reach the Driving Cab of the next Local on his "Detail" 
is invariably cut short, forcing him to rush through and face on several occasions irate passengers who are 
all too anxious to berate the hapless Motorman for any late start.• However, the extant policy of not 
acknowledging late-running unless the Local is delayed by over 4 minutes implies that the records do not 
always relleet many such eases, which nevertheless do impoot further strain on the Motorman in the stated 
manner. Particul.arly when heavy accent is placed on punctuality statistics, it is only to be expected that the 
factual situation should be quite different from what bas been recorded with regard to late-running. 

(c) Besides the known feature of relatively closely spaced Signals (the pace at which they are sighted 
can be truly exhausting and wearisome), the observations made in the preceding sub-paras wo.uld make it 
abundantly clear that due entirely to changes in "externalities" or environmental factors, the Motor
rnan is, once be gets on to a Local, now-a-days 11ndcr constant, continuous and relentless pressure through· 
out his duty-hours, which is so highly fatigue-some that he deserves to be classified as "intensive" as per 
HOER (Hours of Employment Rules) and in terms of the definition contained in Section 7I(A) (d) of Chap
ter VI (A) of the Indian Railways Act (reproduced below) : 

"The employment of a railway servant is said to be 'intensive' when it bas been declared to be so by the 
prescribed authority on the ground that it is of a strenuous nature involving continued concentration or 
bard manual labour with little or no period of relaxation". 

(f) Lest there be material increase as well in a Motorman's workload through the years, the Railway 
was queried about it, in response to which the following information was provided under its letter No. T-
102/P/2/81-82of31·3·81 :- · 

(i) In contrast to an average of 5.41 trains worked by a Motorman in 1962 (649trains off I20 
"Details"), only 3. 95 trains were worked on an average in 1981 (862 trains off 218 "Details"); 
and 

(ii) Currently, the minimum and maximum rostercd duty on any day was 3h.23' and Sh.38' res
pectively, with no Motorman required to work for over 7h.45' a day on an average. 

(g) Let us now consider the kilometers covered by Motorman through the years 19f0-80 in quinque· 
nnial stages as below :-

Total No. Total No. of 
Year of Trains Kilometres 

Averuge No. Average 
"Details" of trains daily 

per day covered in or Motormen . per Detail distance 
a day (Km) 

---- ------- ----·--·- --- ----------

1960 692 20,062 112 6.2 179 

5 682 19,190 141 4.8 136 

1970 703 19,732 155 4.5 127 

5 789 24,877 191 4.1 130 

1980 864 27,955 218 4.0 128 

From this tabulation, it does appear that the statistic cited by the Railway vide sub-para (f) above is not 
apt, for a truer picture of Motorman's workload emerges from the averape distance travelled by a motor 
man in a day. This latter statistic, which remained sensibly steady for the past decade, demonstrate that 
the "quantity" of his work-load, as distinct from the "quality", had not actually aggravated. 

(h) On the day prior to the accident (i.e., on 23·4·81), Shri Krishna Kumar.enmed 201 km. within 
7b. 57' of duty which ended at 16. 32 hours. As his "D~tail" started ~t 09 .2~ ~ours on the day of the acci
dent, he is deemed to have had adequate rest and, pr10r to the subject colhs10n, he bad actually covered 
191 Km. of the scheduled 201 Km, as be was on the very last "leg" of his "Detail" for that day. 

VII. DISCUSSION 

37. As to the lime of the Accident and the Speeds of the colliding I..oeulo 

(a) Based on the fo)lowing post-accident material evidence available al the slte, it bas been possible 
to deduce the likely speeds of the 2 colliding locals as shown in Anne•ure (b), 

(i) R .. ults of braking tests ns mentioned in Anncr.ure I (a); 
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(ii) Number of ineffective cylinders, vide para 8 (b); 

(iii) The gradients and curvature of track, vide Annexure I (b); and 

(iv}-
Location of that point where an Up Local from KCE would collide with a Down Kurla

bound Local; 
, Disposition of CM-15 at the instant of suffering the collision, as evidenced by the damage 

Contracted; and 
• Disposition oftbe 2 EMUs after the collision. 

(b) From a consideration of the distances covered by the 2 Locals after their respective last 'stoppage., 
tbeir progress on the 'collision-path' has been closely analysed in Annexure III (b),leading to tbe following 
conclusions : 

the collision took place at 16.19hours; • 
tbe speed ofCM-15 at that instant was 70 Kmfh; and 
tbe speed ofB-90 at that instant was40 Kmfh. 

38. AstowhetherSignillNo. RVJ-Scouldbave beeatakeu'OFFfor B-90 

(a) According to B-90's Motorman [paras 15(a) and (~)) S~gnal No. RVJ-5 was "Yellow" and the 
preceding Automatic Signal M-1106 was "Green" as he arnved mto KCE. Yet, CM-15's Motorman 
left [para 17(a)) from Vadala Road Station on a "Green" Starter" Referring now to para 3(a) of 
Annexure ll(b) tbe aspects of Signals as allegedly observed must have occurred at 1.51' and 1.49' before 
tbe accident re'spectively for B-90's Motorman and CM-15's Motorman. These 2 observations are non
concomitant in that if one were true the other cannot also be true. To wtt, the Down "Starter" from 
Vadala Road cannot assume a "Green" aspect unless Signal No. RVJ-1 had already been taken 'OFF' 
for CM-15 and repeated testing of the PI installation [paras 13(d) (ii), 27(a) and 28(a) (iv)] did establish the 
impossibility of simultaneously taking 'OFF of conflicting Signals. 

(b) Since the said 2 observations oftbe aspects of Vadala Ro":d ''St~r" ~nd Signal ~o. RVJ-5 occurred 
practically simultaneously, the use of the Emergency Cancellatton DeVIce, EUUYN' IS also ruled out in 
this instal=, entailing as it did (para 28(a) (ii)] a time lapse of 105 seconds. 

(c) The only otber alternative to be probed is whether the Emergency Sectional Route Release Device 
'UYN' could have been actuated, because this acts instantaneously. Consistent with all available material 
evidence, the hypothetical sequence of events could then be as below, despite what the CASM stated in 
para19(0: 

(i) B-90 appears on the 'Panel' at RVJ first at about 3' prior to 16.19, or at 16.16 hours, vide para 
3(a) of Annexure III (b). Validity of this supposition is established in para 3 (b) of Annexure 
ll(b); 

(ii) RVJ C2bin ASM reacts immediately by taking OFF Signal No. RVJ-S, and consequently B-90 
is able to pick up the 'Green' aspect of Automatic Signal No. M-Il 06; . 

(iii) CM-15 thereafter appears on tbe 'Panel' at about 2!' prior to 16.19, or at 16.16!' hours, 
videpara3(a)ofll(b); . 

(tv} Either realising himself that he must give preference to CM-15 [para 19(b)) or under specific 
instructions from the Control of that effect, the RVJ Cabin ASM proceeds to "rectify" the 
situationtoallowCM-15togoaheadfirst; .,.. 

(v) As esta~li~hed in sub-paras (a) and ~)above, CM-15 cannot be "signalled" when Signal No. 
RVJ-5 IS ttsclf taken OFF nor, havtng regard to the known time-element by recourse to the 
•EUUYN' with its in-built time-relea•e. Hence, the 'UYN' is mecl• with the hel,P of Sl@ 
I? effect instantaneous cancellation of tbe route previously set for 'B-90, so that CM-15 i~ 
Slgnalled; 

• From p1ra S CBJ (ii) of n (a), it may be noted that rh~ UYN was factualJy used 4 times during rho very shift in which 
tbe acC.dent occurred. 

@As perth: 'Note' under ~ra 21. the SI started walking from Gate No. 6 towards Vadala Road at 15.45 hours. This 
Gate is located at Km. 7f1g..J9 for about 7.1WK.m.) vide para J()(b). whereas RVJ is at Km. 10•22 vide- Annexure I (a). The 
distance from Gate Jl.,o. 6 to th~ ~bin at RVJ. which is of the order of 2.38 kfn,. can be covered, walking at the comfort· 
blc: pace c.f!5 Krn./h. very e-4Sd)' 10 half an hour, which means that the 51 could have reached the Cabin by 16.15 hours, 
if ao1 quite 10011er. 
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(vi) CM-IS arrives Vadala Road at 16.17 hours and leaves on a "proper Starter" at 16.171 hours 
and 

(vit) B-90 atrives KCE at 16.17t hours and, having aheady earlier picked up the 'Green' aspect of 
Automatic Signal No. M-11 6, concludes straightaway that Signal No. RVJ-5 must, ipso facto, 
be 'OFF'. Failing to notrce• that it is in fact at 'Danger', he departs f1cm KCE at 16.18 hours 
to <'BUSc the collision. 

(d) Since nobody may be expected to incriminate bimself, whilst there has been no evidence at all in 
support of what has been elaborated in sub-para (c) above, the following other fact01s argue against the 
said hypothesis : 

(i) No S&T staff would ever resort to the 'UYN' [para 23 (c)] merely to assist the CASM and, that, 
too, in a situation when the approach track behind that Signal which had been previously taken 
'Off' was already lit; 

(ii) Whereas rC>toring Signal No. RVJ-5 to 'Danger' in the face of an approaching train was prohibi
ted by Bombay Divhion's Operating Circular No. 135- the provisions of which were, as men
tioned in para I of Annexure III (a), found to be complied With-such was not the case in the 
subject accident ; 

(ill) And, had Signal No. RVJ-5 truly been normalised in defia!lCC of the said Circular, any CASM 
of ordinary prudence must be expected to be very alertly on the look-out for any poosible over
shooting of this Signal by B-90, with the result that firstly, he ought to have become quickly 
aware of TC 205 T 'dropping' and s:condly; he should have taken steps to immediately put 
back Signal No.RVJ-1 to Dangert; but, such was POl also the ca•c in the subject accident. 

(e) Having no grounds whatsoever to postulate any collusion b.:rween the concerned staff (the CASM 
and SO and as sub-paras (a), (b) and (d) above arc contra-indicative of this po<Sibility, I accordmgly conclude 
that S1gnal No. RVJ-5 could not have been taken 'Off' for B-90. 

39. As to whetbcr Signal No. RV J-5 could have been seen in its 'Off' aspect by B-90's Motorman for any other 
reason 

(a) If credence is to b: placed on th: Motorman's version (para 15 (a)), then this Signal could have 
assumed its 'Oif' aspecl only due to an unsafe failure in the Signalling System or due to a deliberate short
cut and unsafe method employed by S&T staff or duo to miscreant activity. 

(b) With the satisfactory cable insulation [para 4 (b) of Annexure II (a)] and further with the most 
comprehensive &erie> of tests [paras 13(d) (ii), 27 (a) and 28 (a)) demonstrating the structural integrity of the 
installed PI, there can be no doubt whatsoever that the Signalling System was performing as desired. 

(c) As regards interference by outsider&, the po.s1bility of anyone tinkering with the Signal Unit of 
this Signal is ruled out, as explained in para 2 (e) of Annexure II (a). Similarly, para 3 (d) of the same 
Annexure ruled out miscreant activity at the Apparatus Case at Location H-1022. Broadly speaking, behind 
any such anti-social behaviour there has to be an underlying motive which most commonly, happens to be 
theft; in the subject accident, however, nothing was reported slolen and, inasmuch as nothing was also 
found amiss with the functioning of either this Signal or the entire system, miscreant actrvity can be ruled 
~- . 

(d) When, for any reason, a Signal@ docs n~t come 'OFF' and prov1ded that it has been established 
(albeit of ten heuri&tically) that the conditions for cleating the Signal have been satisfied, it is quite true 
(even if the Railway Administration may not concede this situation oflicia1ly) that •hort-cut methods like 
bridging of relays [para 35 (b)) have had to be resorted to, with the sole object of minimising detention 
to traffic. Coming to the specific case under Inquiry, a point would arise whether there was any parti
Cular fault on the day of the accident which might have necessitated recourse to any short-cut method and, 
in this context, it would be pertinent to ncte that, due to the bobbing ofTC 207T, CH-21 [para 20(a)) was 
detained at Signal No. RVJ-1 until the giving of 'Calling-on' Signal. According to evidence (para 20 (b)), 
this problem with TC 201T did not peroist, which wa• the reason statetl for not entering thi> fault in the 
Signal Failure Register. However, it might well have been .that the problem did persi&t, requiring the 

• Vide para 30 (b) the hood on at least some of the Dri\'ing CP.bs of EMUs can screen the Signal Unit of this Signal 
form the Motorman arter an Up Local has hatred 21 KCB. 

•Tho rcmlting eitua.tion would bt~ &imilnr to wh:.t might be nohit•Veil by tho so-called "}'lank Prot('(ltion" referred 
to in pBrA 3 (a.) of AnMXUf('l Jl (o). wlun-oin it was shown thn.t CM-14 could than ho 01~sily brought.to n halt woll 
ahort of the dlaJUond oroaalng without o.ny po81:1ibility of colliding with B-90. 

@ Without a • Callinf-Only facility. 
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use of the 'UYN' [para 5 (b) [li) •or Annexure II (a)] to release the sub-routes; but, as even then tbe con· 
cerned Signal> affected by TC 207 T could not be taken 'OFF, the Sl might have resorted to bridging ~he 
relevant contacts and providing a "false feed" to Signals No. RVJ-1 and RVJ-5, and thus clearly c:tcattng 
an unsafe situation, as conflicting movements could occur simultaneour.Iy on purpoltedly "proper" ·Sig• 
nais. 

{e) A careful consideration of all available evidence would, however, show that 3 factors do go against 
any supposition regarding short-<:ut methods : 

{i) With regard tc a persistent fault in TC 207T, which is an essential ingredient to the hypothC!ois 
made in sub-para (d) above, the fact that nothing advetse was discovered during the joint tesu
[para 13 (d) (ii)] would serve to prove that nothong was probably wrong w•th thts TC at the 
tune of the accident. 

(ii) With particular reference to Signal No. RVJ-5, tl ts noteworthy that it has g~t a 'Calling On' 
facility which virtually rules out the need to resort to an~ shcrt-<:uts fer taking off the Mam 
Signal; and 

(iii) From the traffic point of view also, no <ituation developed, immediately prior to this accrdent 
which could act as a motive to jusllfy any un...Ce pro<edure. . . 

(f) AU things considered, therefore, I am of the opinion that this Signal could not have heen.aaually 
perceived in its 'OFF aspect by B-90's Motorman. . 

40. As to tbe si-tion at R.VJ at the time of .the accident 

(a) The dispc.sition of Points has been mentioned in para 13 (a) (vii). f'hat Poin!-5 No. 104 were in ~~e 
'normal' position (which was also borne out by the path taken by CM-15) rs not, 10_ VIew of para 33 (a) (u), 
in itself sufficient proof that the route was not set for B-90. Yet, the fact that Pornts No. 107 were 10 the 
'normal' positiont is proof enough that route was not initiated (or B-90. 

(b) The situation at the time of the accident may thus be summed up as below : 

(i) Track Layout at RVJ did not accord with the route for B-90 but agreed with the route having 
been set for CM-15; and 

(ii) CM-15 was signalled, whereas Signal No. RVJ-5 for B-90 was not taken 'OFF'. 

1. As to tbe Role of B-90's Motorman 

(a) Con the basis of what has already been established in the foregoing in respect of the speed-pro.file 
of B-90 after it passed Signal No. RVJ-5, at 'Danger' no reliance can be plaeed on the Motorman's evi· 
dence. 

(b) My own personal inspection of the accident site on 25-4-81 [para 27 (d)] and subsequent trial by 
the same Local (i.e. B-90) on 28-4-81 [concluding part of para 30 (b)]established that there was just no way 
that the Motorman could have mistaken the 'Red' aspect for 'Yellow' at about the trme that B-90 atrived at 
KCE on 24-4-81. •. 

(c) The assessment of the likely speeds attained by B-90 ex: KCE vide Annexure I (b) and the validated 
reconstruction of its movements vide Annexure II (b) clearly show that the Motorman had arrived at tho 
collision point at a speed very much in excess of 15 Km/h which was the governing speed. That the train 
was probably out of control was also corroborated [para 14 (a)] by an independent Witness. The basic 
premise here is that the 15 Kmfh speed restriction is by and large being truly observed by Motorman, oo 
much so that a satisfactory rationalisation has to be sought to explain a gross infraction. 

(d) Due cognizance must be accorded to the above feature while postulating any possible explanations 
as to w!Jy the Motorman did not heed the KCE Starter which was at 'Danger'. Thus, any argument 
that he was baudicapped from sighting the KCE Starter No. RVJ-5 by the constraints-comprising a 
combination of the proximity of the said Starter and the obstruction formed by the sun-shade (or, hood) 

• Certainly no one would bave failed to observe them. if any S&T personnel bad been working on TC 201T or any
~ in tbe vic:inity of tbe acc:ident site (which was buzzing with becu: activity right until the time of restoration of 
suburban OCIVic<s.) 

tVide para 28 fa) Civ). it was established that the lie of an) Points could not be altered. once a ro1.1tc waa aet. Hence, 
PoinU No. 107 could DO Lanser be operatetf after the accident becauK of tbe occupation {paras 13 (a) (iv) & (vi) of tho 
affected TC.. 
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over tho wind-screen of the Driving Cab [Annexure I (b) and paras 25 (b) & 30 (b)]-would not bear much 
-scrutiny for two reasons :firstly, it is a Motorman's cardirtal responsibility to observe Signals and go by 
·their aspects and, .secondly, the said handicap could have in no way influenced him to overspeed as he 
did. < < 

.{e) Indeed, no matter how-so-ever he might have been lulled into believing that the Srgnal was 'OFF' 
when it was actually 'ON' (whether or not such a mi•underotanding could have been either triggered off 
.by the exchange of 'beats' with his Guard, or otherwise cccas10ned by a lapse of concentratron on his part, 
or the possible outcome of a sub-consciou• retention in his memory of the 'Yellow' a.pect of the G~ard's 
Repeater No. RVJ-5 PG), thete was no reason to overspeed because this Local was on time. 

(f) ·The only explanation that fits with pa,.jng the Signal at 'Danger' and subsequent Joss of control 
over the train-speed would be that, finally succumbing to the extremely strenuous as well as monotonously 
repetitive nature of his duties [note under para 25 and para. 36(a) to (e)], the Motorman bad been so over
come by sheer fatigue that be was no longer fit to operate an EMU, whether or not he had actually drop
_ped off.to sleep. As the Motorman had adequate re>t [para 36(h)] prior to starting his 'Detail' on 24-4-81, 
'with-the coii.-IOn having occurred on his very last trip for that day, and further in the absence of any evi
dence of-something unusually tiring or wearisome having adversely affected him on any trip on his 'Detail' 
or that day, the root cause for the Motorman's severe fatigue (that had most probably incapacitated him 
ofrom about the stage that be halted at KCE) can be ascribed only to the v<ry nature of his dutie!>, which 
.are mentally exhausting. Surely, unless be was overcome by a compulsive death-wtsb he could not have 
·been deliberately planning wanton destruction, because any such act would be actually tantamount to a 
suicidal attempt.. · 

(g) The fact that the Joint Observation of the Driving Cab revealed that the Master Controller [para 
12(c)(iv)] was not in the 'off' position• and that the Brake Controller [para 12(c)(v)] showed practically. 
•too little application to be any effective lends further support to the conclusion that the Motorman had not 
·taken the proper step s to ·brake his train (with a view to controlling its speed within the imposed limit), 
·.which was simply because he was unfit, with respect to his mental acuity, to have been in charge of an EMU 
at the time of the collision. 

(h) Given these circumstantes, that a collision w..S unavoidable has been brought out in para 4(d) 
of Annexure II(b). Nevertheless, this observation does in no way absolve the Motorman of the gravity 
of his offence cf continuing to man the EMU while he was in all probability far too· tired to do so with 
.safety .. Even if GR 98(c) provides no guidance in this respect as to what ought be done when a Motorman 
becomes or feels incapacitated, it surely i~ a matter of ordinary prudence and commonsence for him to 
have desisted from operating an EMU any further and sent a •uttable message to the Suburban Loco Power 
Controller. · · 

{i) It is true that Shri Krishna Kumar, the offending Motorman, was orginally recruited as Assistant 
Driver, who then got promoted successively as Shunter 'A', Driver 'C' and Driver 'B' before becoming a 
Motorman. In other words, he is not one of those Motorman directly recruited from the Railway Service 
Commission. However, on the basis of available evidence, I do not consider that this particular factor had 
..,y be;lriog on the cause for this accident · 

42. 1J,s to the ~ole or B-90's Guard. . 

(a) As mentioned in para 2.4 of Annexure III, the provtsions of the Railway's SR IJ5-1(b) (ii) about 
starting of Suburban trains, a• duly amended in 1970, absolve the Guard from any and all mponsibility 
to see that the correct Signal had been taken 'OFF'. Accordingly, despite the existence of Guard's 
Repeaters at several stations on tho Suburban section, ever since 1970 the Guard of a Local is not 
duty-bJu1;1 tJ ob.orve its a•p,ct. In a1y c'"· B-9)'s Gu>rdhpJ»d [para 16(b)(ii)] tint he was unable 
~ ~igl)tthe Guard's Repeater No. RVJ-SPG provided on the Up platform at KCE. 

(b) With regard to the overspeeding of B-90 relative to the speed limit of 15 Km/h, it is inconceivable 
·that the Guard could have been unaware of the same. Accordingly and particularly in view of the Joint 
Observation made of the Guard's Cab [para J2(d)(i)] the Guard is deemod to have not complied with the 
provisions of GR 121 (which required him to ensure that the train was proceeding in a safe and proper man
ner) as amplified by the Directorate of Safety, Railways Board, at page 118 of the "Handbook, for Guards", 
the relevant .extract cf which is reproduced below :-

"{vi) Train running at excessive speed-Speed of the train is to be within the petmissible limits and 
permanent and temporary restricti~ns on speed on certain parts of the run are to be observed" .. 

•In Cbtpter' Ill on ••Jcs,op Stock'' of Central R.::.iJway• "EMU Oporatins Monunl", Section III at paso 119 on 
••Sioppins" commences o.s follows 

.. Before applYIDS tbe brake, tho Master Controller handle must be at the OFF position''. 
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43. ~to the role of CM-IS's crew 

(a) The preponderence of evidence shows that CM-15 was travelling on proper signals exc: Vadala 
Road. According to the Motorman's evidence [para 17(b)], his application of brakes and the actual im
pact had occurred simultaneously. Based on the reconstruction of the progress of the 2 Locals on their 
collision path. this accident was asse.sed from the view poin• of CM-15's Motorman in para 5 of Annexure 
ll(b), whence it would be seen tbat, by the time that he could have become aware of B-90, it was far too 
late fer him to be able to stop CM-15 short of the crucial diamond cro.sing. Although the implication is 
that a collision of probably different type (involving certain damage to his Driving Cab and him.elf as well) 
would nevertheless have taken place•, no blame can be att•ched to CM-15's Motorman . 

. 
(b) Even though CM-15's Guard was not primarily involved in this accident, as may be seen from para 

12(f)(i), he, too, took prompt action to control his Local, once he felt the jerk. 

44. As to tbe role of the CASM on daty at RV J 

(a) The Joint Ob.ervation of the 'Panel' [para 13(a)) having wholly corroborated the evidence [paras 
19(a) & (c)) of the CASM on duty at RVJ, he is deemed to have acted correctly and properly in signal
ling CM-15 while detaining B-90 at KCE. 

(b) However, there is no doubt that this accident could have been averted had be been concentrating 
on his 'Panel' for, in that event, be could not have failed to perceive the de-<lnergisation of TC 205T (and, 
had he further been alert to the possibility that TC 205 T had 'dropped' because of track-occupation by 
B-90 as opposed to the "allegedly ubiqutous bobbing") to restore Signal No. RVJ-1 back to 'Danger'. 
As e~plained m the note under para 38 (d) (iii), in such a case CM-15 would have had ample time to heed the 
'Red' aspect of Signal No. RVJ-1 and stop quite short of any danger of collision. 

(c) It is therefore, a great pity that the CASM could not [para 19 (a)] detect in time the strip lights 
[para II (e)), glowing red beyond Signal No. RVJ-5. But, he cannot in all fairness be held blame-worthy 
on this account, because his artention could indeed have been directed elsewhere [para 19 (d)) and also 
because be is not" duty-bound to concentrate non-stop on his 'Panel'. • 

45. As to- whether this accident could have been averted 

(a) Movements at RVJ are as it i• inhibited by a speed restriction of 15 Kmfh [note at page 28) for 
trains going to (or,. co!"!ng from) t~~ Mahim ~hord .. ~at e~en this rest?ctiv~ speed limit does not by 
itself constitute an mhib1tor of colhs10ns at this runmng JUnction as explamed m paras I (c) and (d) of 
Annexure II (c). Iodoed. this speed limit, which was imposed on account of trains having to negotiate 
turnouts, bears conceptually no relation whatsoever to the notion of protecting a running junction. In 
other words, any increase or decrease ~ th!' speed limit has no direct effect on safety at RVJ, excepting 
for its insJ.irect effect on the related brakmg distances. 

(b) The PI at RVJ is characteri_sed by !he availability of only the minim~m "flank protection" as 
i!lnstrated in para 33 (a). The des1deratl m regard to flank protectiOn haVIng also been emphasised 
[para 33(c)) in the British Railways practice, the effect of such flank protection on the safety of movemenl.'i 
at RVJ has been examined in detail in para 3 of Annexure III (c), whence it can be concluded that such 
flank protection is foolp~oof against overrun~ past ~nflicting Entrance Signals, excepting when a Down 
Local also chooses to _disregard the restor:uwn of, Signal.~o; !tVJ-.1 "?nsequent upon _the overrunning 
by an Up Local past Signal!'/~· RVJ-5 :'~ Danger. W~1lst It IS quite "':JPOSS!ble to _legislate for in-built 
safety against such a fantastic Improbability of 2 Locals simultaneously 1gnonng the1r respe<tive Signals 
at Danger the principle of extendmg the flank protection up to the conflicting Entrance Signals would be 
adequate to avert a colli•ion at RVJ. 

(c) The infrastructure at RVJ does not include physil"!l isolation (by way of trap point, snag dead end, 
etc.) of the Mahim Chord, which_ should be regarded as a Branch Line for all practical purposes. The impli
cations of isolation are detailed 10 para 32(a) and para 2 of Annexure II( c). It is an accepted maxim that 
special circumstances merit special considerations and, in this case, the terrain characteristics at RVJ (such 
as 1 in 91 steop gradient and a 2-1/2° moderately sharp curve) are peculiar features which, prima facie, justify 
the incorporation of physical isolati.on of the ~<:urla Chord at this running junction from the Mahim Chord, 
which would have averted an accident of this type. 

(d) As regards B-90's crew, it is self-<lvident that this accident would not have taken place had-
(i) the Motorman obeyed KCE Starter No. RVJ-5 which was at 'ON'; or · 

(ii) the Guard taken pains to observe and obey the aspect of the Guard's Repeater No. RVJ-SPG 
because Guards do nevertheless pay heed to the said Repeaters [later part of para 2. 7 of Anne· 
xure Ill), even though they may no longer expected to do so. 

·~ .• bad he apPlitd brake1 even earlier ........... 40 
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· (e) Lastely, no such accident would take place, had AWS been installed here, for such a system was 
entirely free from the effects ofhumanerror. . 

46. As to the need for further protective measures at RV J 

(a) There is no question but that the Driver of a train bas to obey the aspect displayed by a line-side 
Signal and whilst it is certainly impossible to provide for protection against any serious errors on his part 
in this respect which cannot be "accommodated" within the designed in-built safety-margins (such as, the 
'Adequate Distance' or 'Block Overlap' and 'Signal Overlap'), the Railway Administration must nevertheless 
be ever vigilant to pin-point the areas which become particularly hazardous on account of some particular 
circumstances peculiar to these locations and then take special measures to provide at the sensitive spots so· 
identified some suitably adequate safe-guards against the effects of human error. For, it would become tanta
mount to ascribing divinity to a train Driver if all safety-consciousness stems from only the serendipity that 
Driver will never commit the error of disobeying a Signal. . 

(b) The adequacy of the existing system to cope with any inadvertent starting of an Up Local ex : KCE 
against a Starter at 'Danger' has been discussed in Annexure II (c) and having regard also to para 45 (b) 
the proposed extension of "flank protection" becomes a matter of imperative necessity in. the interest of 
observing abundant caution. 

(c) With regard to physical isolation of the Up Mahim Chord, however, shows terrain constraints 
which would necessitate the positioning the trap-point or snage dead-end so close to the Kurla Chord that 
any Uo Locai approaching at a speed of about 40 Km/h (as was most probably the case in the subject 
accident) could very likely overshoot the physical isolation provided and go on to foul the Kurla Chord's 
Down Line to form a collision-risk. At speeds of the order of 40 Kmfb, there would also most certainly 
be considerable damage to the errant Up Local due to derailment past the trap point (or, snag dead end, 
as the case may be), even if the dreaded collision were avoided. In other words, a careful consideration of 
the effect of providing a physical isolation on the Up Mahim Chord would show that the real trade-off 
would be a "certain derailment and possible collision of milder consequence" in order to prevent the 
"possibility of a more serious collision". Such, regrettably, is the case here because of spatial constraints 
which exclude the introduction of a longer siding to catch that errant Local and keep it away from fouling 
any other running linc(s). · 

(d) Contrariwise, it is essential to protect the Kurla Chord [para 32(c)] from any "parted load" that 
may run back down the I in 91 grade of the Dn Mahim Chord. Although the contingency visualised herein 
bears no relation to the subject accident. it is surely a matter of prudent commonsense to improve the safety 
of railway installations as and when any short-fall comes to light, rather than await until an accident occurs 
before remedying the situation. 

47. As to the need for a proper re-assessment of a Motorman's Work-Load 

(a) As elucidated in paras 4l(f) & (g) and 45(d) (i) supra, this accident might well have been averted has 
the Motorman's duties been not so fatiguing.' As explained at some length in para 36, whereas there bas 
been no increase in the quantum of the Motormen's workload as gauged from the index of the average daily 
distance covered, the e'temalities have through the years certainly aggravated the situation to such an extent 
that the Motorman has to display a highly strenuous level of concentration continuously, with not even 
any brief spells of relaxation in between. 

(b) A smilar observation was made by ihe then ACRS who had conducted a Statutory Inquiry into the 
rear-end collision between 2 Locals ncar Matunga Station on 14-11-79. Elaborating on the circumstances 
that effectively imposed additional stresses and strains on Motormen, a recommendation was made in 
para 9.1 of his Report that Motormen should be brought under the category of 'intensive', workers. Non 
of the circumstances brought out therein were a secret, being public knowledge and known to everybody: 
yet, under their Office Memorandum No. 79/Safety (A & Rl)/28 of26-6-80, the Railway Board, while seeing 
no justification for reclassification of Motormen as 'intensive' under the HOER, cited also the Report of 
the "High Powered" 'Committee on Running Allowances, 1980' as not having recommended any change of 
classification of any category of running staff from "continuous" to "intensive". 

(c) As the facts of the matter are as elaborated in paras 36(a) to (e), it would be worthwhile to ascertain 
as to precisely what this "High Powered" Committee studied in the context of Motormen's job evaluation. 
This issue has been dealt with in paras 1521 to 1526 (pp 161-163) of the said Report, a perusal of which 
would .clearly show that the workload of Motormen as such was never examined but rather that of the 
running staff manning certain "Superfast" rains subjected to a job analysis on 2 Zonal Railways. it would 
accordingly be erroneous to draw any conclusions from this Report as to the current level of Motormen's 
actual workload or the adverse etfcct of the work-surroundings as obtaining at present. 
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(d) Briefly, the implication of reclassifying the Motormen from 'continuous' to 'intensive'. category 
would be on increase in this cadre of employees, because the total hours of work over a 2-week per1od (froQl 
•sign-on' to 'sign-off' and inclusive of preparatory as well as complementary times) would reduce from 104 . 
to 90 with a corresponding increase in the rest-period between successive spells of duty from 10 hours to 12 
ho~ Against the background that a Steward of Rajdhani Express is also classified as a 'continuous' 
worker, one cannot fall to realise that the Administration has been blind to the 'tiring' nature of duties as 
currently being performed by Motormen. 

(e) As any reduction in the working hours Wili have a corresponding reduction in the Mileage allowance 
and consequently the pay-packet, it would be impractical to expect Motormen to come forward (either in
dividually or collectively) to press for their reclassification into 'intensive' category. But it is surely for the 
Administration to recognise the realities of the situation and organise a proper real-world job-analysis of 
Motormen's duties for, had it not been that his duties were indeed so fatiguing, Shri Krishna Kumar might 
not have suffered any lapse in his concentration that eventually led to this tragic accident. 

48. As to the urgency for introdueing A WS 

(a) A WS is neither a new nor a revolutionery development ; in fact, a variety of AWS and similar sys-' 
terns. have been in operation for decades with considerably success on foreign railways covering the wholo 
range of climatic conditions. Hence, there is truly no cause to soft-pedal its progressive introduction on tho 
Indian Railways on any plea of peculiar considerations. · 

(b) Admittedly, financi~ constraints are very real and can't be simply wished away; nevertheless,· 
each adversity like the subject accident under Inquiry does constitute an opportunity to press home the poinl 
to all and sundry that more funds are required for investing in safety, because any sane person and/or 
Administrator would rather wisely support any reasonable expenditure to ensure safer travel, rather than· 
knowingly involve himself and others in a risky situation. Following this rationale, it would certainly appear 
that any failure on the part of Railway Management to cite each such major accident to forcefully argue and 
reiterate the demand for extra funds would imply a lost opportunity and indicates lack of deep concern for 
safety. . 

(c) The manner in which the introduction of A WS on Central Railway's Suburban System was froicn 
and the concerned teoder cancelled under Railway 8Jard's letter No. 79/W3/SG/26-Part of 3-9-1981 can 
only lead to the surmise that "concern for safety" is not perhaps accorded high enough a priority by the· 
Apex body in the Ministry of Railways, in spite of the views (para 34(a)] emphasised by the successive 
Railway Accidents Inquiry Committees. 

(d) If reliance can bC placed on Press Reports, a view has been ascribed to the Railway Board that' 
theft of line-side equipment acts as a main deterrent against faster introduction of A WS. A little· re·· 
flection would, however, show that, whereas the nuisance of theft seems to he all-pervasive, the said· 
deterioration in law-and-order situation is obviously not hampering the progress of inputs and invest· 
ments in other key areas related to rail transport. Hence, it seems amazingly paradoxical that this parti· 
cuiar •'excuse" should now be cited as an argument against a safety-oriented project. Incidentally, it was 
in recognition of this very menace of theft that the Sikri Committee exhorted as follows under Recom
mendation lSS(ii)ofPartllof their Report: 

"Pilfer-proof housings should be provided for all field equipment of AWS system and the circuitry 
should incorporate earlier warning to the driver if track equipment is stolen" • • 

· (e) It being self~ident that the subject accident could have undoubtedly been averted [para 4S(e) 
had A WS been installed, the urgency as well as the paramount importance of this work cannot be over· 
emphasised . 

. 49. AstothefunctioningoftheS&TDepartment 

(a) As snmnied up in para 39(b), nothing amiss was found with 'the Signalling System and the PI at 
RVJ. On the other hand, the Motorman had alleged a crisis of confidence (para 3S(a)] in the S & T Depart· 
ment's performance on the Railway's Suburban sector. 

(b) Since the conditions seem to be such that "bridging of relays" is 'de facto' inescapable (para 3S 
(b)], the ~ilway has really no option but to accept the inevitable and act as follows : 

. (i) Identify those relays, which shall never be bridged, no rnatterwhatthecirc:umstance(s); 
(ii) Spell out the circumstance(s), under which bridging of certain other relays is admissible and t~ 

level and manner of authorisation thereto; 
(iii) Specify an upper li~t for the duration within which the fault should be Oocated and) rectified·. 

and normal operation Signals restored, exceeding which a further authorisation would 
become necessary at a higher level; and · 
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(iv) Pr'?m!'lgate •.system ofrecor?:keeping which ~ould en'!ble, through a periodic review, the pin
pomtmg of cnt1cal areas requmng an 1n-deptb mveshgat1on as also the type-wise classification of 
problems, besides the identification of repetive faults for technical study, etc. 

It is understood that an initiative has been taken by the S & T Department, which bas subsequently got 
Jogged down in the administrative inbroglio. 

(c) Comparisons are odious but, unfortunately, they can't always be avoided. In this case, whilst the 
Western Railway was able to create and operate the position of a Signal Controller [para 35(c)] at Bombay 
C~ntral, the Cen~ral Railway see!"s to have got stuck in this respect, even though the Committee of S & T 
D1rectors (constituted under Ra1lway Board's letter No. 78/W3/SG/M/4 of 14-6-78) specifically exhorted 
the Central Railway under its Recommendation 17 to provide a "Fault Controller" similar to the practice 
adopted by the Western Railway. This lapse might be due either to a lack of proper appreciation by the 
Central Railway of the necessity for this post and its imense potential or else to its inability to convincingly 
justify the same to the satisfaction of the sanctioning authority. The Central Railway would now do well 
to successfully emulate the Western Railway in this matter. 

(d) With reference to Annexure II (a), the circumstances noted below do not also serve to inspire much 
confidence in the S & T Department's functioning on Bombay Division : 

(i)·Absence of locking of Singal Units [para 2 (c)]; 
(ii) Absence of locking of Apparatus Cases and Locations [para 3(d)]; 
(iii) Non-compliance with the Station Working Orders of RVJ, in respect of the details to be made 

available in the" UYN" Register [para 5 (b)]; and 
(iv) The in·crease with age in cable insulation values revealed in the Meggering Register [para 4 (b)]; 
(v) Non-compliance with Railway Board's instructions relating to the security/custody of Relay 

Rooms [para 7(b)]. . . 

(c) That the Central Railway had evolved its own practice of not preparing ''Route Control Charts' 
while undertaking Panel Interlocking works [para 27(b)] seems most odd and inexplicable, because there 
m115t be some basis (as distinct from the numerous and complex circuit/wiring diagrams) for the annual 
testing of the installed interlocking by supervisory staff. 

50. A& to the Recommendations made to tbe Railway during the course oflhis Inquiry 
· (at Where as the results of a series of extended personal discussions with Railway's General Mailager(s) 
and HODs on the above presented in Annexure IV, 2 key areas drawn therefrom (which have strong safety 
connotations) remain to be explored further as below : 

(b) What to do with the so-called Gourd's Repeaters, which already exist-
(i) As stated in para 3(b) of Annexure III, standards for the "Starter Indicator", which can be meant 

for reference by Guards only, have already been 'OK'ed by the Railway Board. Hence, it would 
he logical to conclude that the Railway Board have accepted in principle not only the need for 
such a Starter Indicator but also the paramount importance safetywise for its observance by 
Guards. What now remains is to see to its enforcement, because there should never be any 
question of a compromise in dealing with any matter relating to safety of train operations .. 

(ii) Ideally therefore, the existing Repeaters should be modified (if possible)'or replaced by the app
roved types of Starter Indicators, making the most use of the existing cabling, wiring/circuiting. 

(c) Protection of Double l!zmning Junction.r in quadruple-line Suburban Se~tor-
(i). The case visualised .. occurs frequently (whenever a cross-over provided between fast and slow 

Jines crosses via a 'diamond crossing' a running line meant for traffic in the opposite direction) 
and physical isolation is, of course, ruled out. Although this situation has nothing to do with 
the subject ·accident. it is nevertheless safety-wise serious enough to merit a discus~ion here. 

(ii) Even the projected flank protection only succeeds in trading oft' a more serious collision to a less 
serious one, because "diversion" of an 'out-of-control' train does not necessarily imply that the 
line to which that train is being diVerted is always unoccupied. 

(iii) It accordingly becomes very essential to inject a new discipline into Suburban Train Control to 
ensure that such diversions from 'fast' to 'slow' li_nes or vice versa are rigorously restricted down 
to the barest· minimum and in principle never resorted to excepting under emergencies or opera
tional exigencies. The need for enforcing such a discipline at the very initial stage of planning 
train-paths becomes all the more imperative at a time when the Section is being operated at 
anything over 75% of its rated line capacity. In other words, in the interest of safety, all such 
cross-overs should hereafter be construed to fusction as "emergency cross-overs" which are 
provided at way-side stations to per.mit TS~ (Temporary Single Line) working under excep
tional circumstances on Double Lme Sec!Jons. 

'(Para 241 a)]. 
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VID. CONCLUSIONS 

51. Cause 

(a) Upon full consideration of the factual, material and circumstantial evidence at my dispo_sal, I C?n· 
elude that the Side-Collision of B-90 Up Local with another Local train on the run at Raoli Junction 
on the Harbour Branch of ISOOV DC Electrified Broad Gauge Double Line Suburban Section of Central 
Railway's Bombay Division at 16.19 hours of 24-4-1981 was the result primarily of B-90's Motorman pass 
ing the Colour Light Starting Singal No. RVJ-5 on King's Circle·Up Platform at 'Danger'. The fact that 
.B-90 arrived at RV J at a speed much in excess of the permissible limit of IS Km/h had also undoubtedly 
contributed to the seriousness of the accident if not as well to the cause itself. 

(b) As B-90's errant Motorman was, in fact, on the very last trip for the day and thus short by just 10 
Km or hardly some 21 minutes of completing his duty, it is quite possible that he was actually so overcome 
by fatigue, a circumstance which prompted him to start from King's Circle in an apparently automatic retlex 
action to which Motormen are went to be conditioned in response to receiving a certain code of "beats" 
from the Guard which signifies that it is OK for the 'Local' to start. That, at the time of causing this acci
dent, he was in all probability in no fit state to be working an EMU is also demonstrated by a consideration 
of the speed-profile of.B-90_after it passed the Up Starter of King's Circle at 'ON' as well as of the position 
in which the various controls in the Driving Cab were found subsequent to the accident. 

(c) As normally associated with such Inquiries, several infractions-such as, or instance, those reflected 
in para 49(d) , which had no bearing, either directly or indirectly, on the cause of this Accident-came to 
light and these have been separately referred to the Railway Administration for appropriate action. 

52. Responsibility 

(a) Even though his mental acuity may well have beon weakened by fatigue at the crucial time, primary 
responsibility for this accident devolves on Shri Krishna Kumar*. the Motorman ofB-90 Up Local, for hav
ing violated the provisions of GR 79 (which prohibit a Driver from passing, without the necessary written 
authorisation, a Starter Signal at ('ON') and GR 89f. . . 

(b) Through the non-observance of the provisions ofGR 121 by his failure to ensure that the train was 
proceeding inasafe and proper manner and not at excessive speed,B-90'sGuard (Shri H.S. Saini@) 
contributed at least to the magnitude of this accident, if not also to its cause. 

53. Relief Measures 

With regard to what has already been stated in paras 2(1) and 6, I am quite satisfied with the -relief 
measures (which came into effect almost within minutes off the occurrence of this accident mainly through 
volunteer effort) as well as the subsequent "medicare". 

IX. REMARKS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

54. Recommendations aimed at improving safetyatRVJ 

(a) Extension of Flank Protection at RVJ [Annexure IV]-It was recommended to the Railway during 
the course of this Inquiry that the tlank protection at RVJ should provide for overruns past Entrance Sigul 
controlling contlfcting routes, besides ensuring that such of the points which, by virtue of their location, are 
able to trap contlicting movements, are set, locked and detected in the correct position. This recommend&· 
tionwasaecepted bytheRailwayunderitsletterNo. T.I02. P.2/81-82of 14-5-82andactionisafoot to modify 
the circuitry. 

•sbri Krishna Kumar. 41 )ears of age. joined railway service over 19 yean ago as an Assistant Driver. He wu 
promot~ as Shunter' A' in. ~pril. 197~ and D~iv~ ·c in July, 19n. He became a Motor·man in July, 1978 He 
passed his last PME (Peno,hcal Med1cal E~DUnabon) on 14-~80. As on 24+81, his "Accident Index" was zero 

@Shri H. S. Saini. 49 years of age. joined ·railway .servic:e 31 yean ago as a 'Cabin Candidate' He was: promoted a 1 
Guard 'C (Lower Grad;e) in April, 1963 and as Grade C (Higher Grade) in June, 1977. He passed his last PMB 
on 11·5·80 and the last time that he attended a Refresher Course was on 16-8·1974. His increment was withheld for 
6 months in January 1975 for C3UJiog derailment of W .1gon No. 222?.6 C 4urina Shuntins Operations. 

tR 89 a.ution~ a Driver to regulate and control the runnins of his train as accurately as possible witbin tho limits 
sp:eds specified. 
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(b) Pro~ection of RVJ agai~s~ run-away vehicles [Atmexure JV]-As the Mahim Chord is on a I in 91 
gradient fallmg towards RVJ, 1t IS esse.nt•al ~o protect the Kurla Chord a~ain<t being fouled by a run
away load (of a parted down goods tram on Its way from the l!PT to the Western Railway) by physically 
isolating the Dow'!- (Mahim) Line'suitably._ Under its Letter No. T. 102.P.2/81-82 of 14-5-82, the Railwayjhas 
accepted the proviSions of a sand-hump Sidmg to isolate the Down (Mahim) Line just beyond RVJ. 

(c) Visibility of Signal No. RVJ-5 at KCE to be improved [Annexure IV]-The Division having intimated 
under Its let.ter No. Bll.Tji06/A/IC/1981-82 of 28-7-82 that re-siling this Signal entailed several problems, 
the alternative of extendmg the Up platform at KCE towards Mahim end by about 20 metres and then, 
shifting the "9-car Marker" rearwards suitably is commended for the Railway's con<ideration with a view 
to affording improved visibility of this Signal to the Motorman of an Up Local that ha. balied at KCE 
and also to provide a greater margin of distance from the said Marker. · 

55. Measures to improve safety generally on the Suburban Section 

(a) Reassessment of Motormen's workload [para 47]-As, contrary to what seems to have been imolied 
in Railway Board's office Memorandum No. 79/Safcty/(A & R)/1/29 dated 26-6-80, the High Powered 
Committee did never really study the work-load of Motormen a< such and with sufficient evidence having 
been adduced regarding the extremely fatiguing nature of Motormen's duties, it is recommended that a 

proper exercise of 'Job Evaluation' should now be undertaken in order to review the need fer reclassifying 
Motormen from "continuou!!o" to "intensive" category. · · . 

(b) Expediting the introduction of AWS on ~entral Roilways' Suburban Sys!etn [para 48)-Sa~ety is 
not entirely an abstract concept; on the contray, 1t can be meanmgfully mvested m. And, foreign railways 
have long since opted for A WS and similar systems aimed at eliminating the danger arising from 'human 
failure' on the part of Drivers. It being axiomatic that any system working to almost its full capacity virtually 
lo<es its capacity to absorb the outcome of failures, the introduction of AWS on the Central Railway's Su
b~ban System cannot brook any further delays. It is accordingly recommended that the Railway Board 
should review its earlier decision to freeze this project particularly as there exists at present no safeguard 
at all if a Motorman of a Local gets incapacitated in such a ~anner that the DMH is not relea•ed. 

(c) Improvement of the visibility of Platform "Starters" on the Suburban Sectio11 [ . .(nnexure /Vf-Apropos 
a Immediate Recommendation made in this context, the Railway has advised under its letter No. T. 
1(h p 2/81-82 of4-!-82 that, pursuant upon a joint survey, 2 Signals were directed to be •hifted, the hood of 
2 oih~r Signals to be modified and one further Signal to be re-focussed. . 

(d) Ad•·antage to be availed of the existing Guard's or Platform Repeaters [para 50(b))-By their capacity 
banco safety to train operation, such Repeaters to do undoubtedly constitute an asset to the Railway. 

~ en that standard designs have been approved by the Railway Board for a "Starter Indicator" which serves 
th ow e purpose it is urgently essential that the Central Railway reverts to the. 'status quo ante 1970' with 

; samce 10 its SR115-l(b) (ii}, by making Guards responsible once again Ito observe the aspect of 'Starter 
re e!"n , wherever they have been provided and, elsewhere, the "Starter" Signal ahead 
In,;t•cato~f course, the latter i~ p~t~ntly impracticable at any _give!' loc_ati!'n. Since this matter 
u ;J• · olve a dialogue with the Umon, It IS recommended that a 'policy drrecnve should eman•te fro !II fue Rall~~y Board so as to easily facilitate its implemontation by the Railway. 

( ) S ifety at double-line nmningjunctions in quadr~ple line terr!tor~ [para 50(c))-It being rather obvious 
e 0s bur ban Section operating at near-saturation level of Its hoe capacity, any sw1tch-ovor from the 

,tha': on ~ I~w' line is fraught with a collision-ha~ in the face ~f moveme~~ fro'!' tho opp l1ite -ii~octioa 
fast to/1 s ossed in between it becomes imperative that the Railway AdmmiStratlon must now rov1ew the 
on _the 100 cr fresh. For, afte~ all, neither can s~ch lay-outs be pr_otec~ed ~y physical isolation nor is 
trwn-pat~s a tection' (by diverting an errant tram from the oppoSite duect1on that has oversh~t a Stop 
any 'tlan hp'time of such a •switch-over' in operation) entirely free from hazards. Under these circumstances, 
Signal at 1 e tin strategy of decongesting the accident-prone 'diamond crossing' through deliberate . 
the saf"!' opeft aJc-streams on the fast and slow lines and strictly restricting the use of the available cross
segregat•onnlo · mr ergencies is highly commended for the Railway's serious consideration and adoption. 
overs too Y e 

·med at iwproving the level of confidence in the functioning of the S & T Department on the 
56. Measuresw 
Saburball Sector 

ll .1 y to restrictedly regularise the recourse to short-cut methods w1der specified exceptio,•al circum. 
(a) a• wa ·s not much sense in escaping from facts and, since experience does reveal a not infrequent 

stanccs-T!'erer'der to minimise detention to treffic, to 'bridge certain relays' for the purposeoftaking of 
tendency, In ° · 
S7·MJP<D)70SMoiT&CA-S 
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<>rccially those Si£nals \\hich are not provided with 'Calling-On' facility;the time has come to regularise 
the lfslr'c•e<" me of n;ch 'ad hoc' measures by the issue of a suitable Joint Operating and S 8t T Circular 
sen:<" hz< on the lines outlined in para 49(b) and with·the prior concurrence of the Commission of Rail

way Safety. 

I b) CrEation of the post of Signal Fault Controller [para 49(c)}-lt is essential that the Railway croates this 
positi<>n at Bombay VT, as its inability to do so hither to- particularly in the face of a similar position hav
ing been in operation forover adecadeat Western Railway's Bombay Central-does create an adverse 
image. It is recommended that the Railway Board should issue a suitable directive in this regard, along 
with any special dispensation that may be necessary for the creation of this posl 

. (c) Display of Route Con"ol Charts at Cabins provided with Panel Interlocking [para 49(e)]-In order 
to facilitate the proper testing of the structural integrity of the Panel Interlocking (or, Route Relay Interlock, 
ing) system as installed, it is recommended that Route Control Charts similar to Locking or Control Table 
shoulc be invariably prepared and made available in the Cabins as well as Relay Rooms. 

57. Maintenance of Counters provided with emergency buttons oo Control Panels 

. The vel)' purpose of providing such counters and maintaining detailed records on counter readings is to 
inhibit the misuse of the related emergency devices through the accout ability of staff. The crux of this whole 
issue is based Oil the tacit assumpti()n that, each time that the particular emergence button is operated, its 
corresponding counter will move forward by one step or digit. Yet, [pam 23(b)j on the day of the acoident 
the 'COGGN' counter got •tuck for the reason that "its mechanical pawl did not get engaged with the ratchet 
due to inadequate tention". In as much as constructional features of all coun:ers are very much the same 
and an)' doubts on the functioning of a countff can render this exercise of maintaining proper record 
and the 'raison de ctre' of the counters virtually meaningless, it is recommended that the Railway should 
review the existing policy regarding the inspection and upkeep of these counters and take such action 
as r.ecessary. 

BOMBAY, 
DATED 29TH JULY, 1982. 

· Yours faithfully, 

Sdf-
(N. P. VITHAL) 

COMMISSIONER OF RAILWAY SAFETY 
CENTRAL CIRCLE, BOMBAY.' 



ANNEXURE : I(a) 

Brief Report on Inspection of and Tests on the Undamaged Stock of B-90 

I. Joint Inspection and testing done in Central Railway EMU Siding at Bandra during the night of 24-4-81 
[para ll(g)]-

(a} No· "bogie ioolations" were noticed; in other words, the braking system was fully effective on all 
the bogies. 

(b) During the "static test", all the brake blocks were found to be holding well upon the application of 
either the 'EP' or the 'Auto' brakes. In the absence of the Motorman's Cab (which was damaged in the 
;.ccident), air-pressure readings were measured in the Guard's Cab (or, the Driving Cab of the last coach 
No. 76185) as follows : 

Main Reservoir 6 to 7. 5 Kg/em• 
Brake pipe 4.5J<.g/cm• 
Brake pipe on DMH applicati~n 1.5 Kg/cml 
Brake cylinder (full 'EP' application} 1.8 Kg/em• 

(c) The condemning size for 'Ferodo' brake blocks is 16 mm. Out of all the 112* brake blocks exa
mined for thickness, only one was fo':nd 12. m~ !hick (and hence below the minimum acceptable limit) 
while 2 others had also worn down to JUSt thiS hmtt of I 6 mm. 

(d) As re£~rds piston strokeitravel, all the 36@: brake cylinders were tested while the rake remained 
stationary, whence it was noti~ that th: len_g~ of the piston _st~oke va~ied between a minimum of 10 mm 
and a maximum of 60mm, wluch range IS w1thm acceptable hmtts. 

2. Braking Tests conducted on 27-4-81 [para 29] 

(a} Deceleration trials were _conduc_ted with a "scratch rake" (composed o~ the 7 rear coaches of B-90 
duly tagged on behind the Dnvmg _Trader Coach and Motor Coach of a Service Rake as below) on line 
No. 26 ('l'hich is on a level and stratght ~ach} m K~rla~Car S_hed between 2~ .. 30 ~ours~~ 23.45 hours in 
my presence and witnessed by several Rrulway Offictals mcludmg Bombay DIVIson s Addtltonal Divisional 
Railway Manager (Technical) and Divisional Safety Officer. 

-76178, 70178; both from a Service Rake, followed by-
-72187, 72186, 70186, 76186, 72185, 70185 and 76185; 
comprising the undamaged stock of B-90. . 
(b) The results were as below for DMH release as well as emergency application of brakes : 

Test Speedt in Km/h Braking distance Braking£ time DeclarationS 
No. (m} (Sec) K.rnfh J'CJ second 

o> m o> ~ ~ 

It 15 2L5 7 2.1 
20 33.3 8 2.5 ·2t 20 33 7.2 2.8 3t 25 30 8 3.1 4t 25 31.8 . 7.5 3.3 St 40 49 11.2 3.6 

6t IS 23.7 6.5 2.3 
7t 20 30 7 2.9 8t 25 40 8 3.1 9t 40 73.3 10.5 3.8 lOt 

h h h •• 4 Wheal-set (llX.els) and 16 brake blocksfshoes and thus this 7-coach rormntion had t6x 7-lt2 •Eac coac _, . 
bJocks (i.e. none were mlssmg). . . 

ach being much heavier than the others. has 8 brake cyhnders. whllst th:: rest are fitted with only 4 
@The mot

1
ordco As •. the undam.Jged sto~k includ!!d only 2 Motor coaches the number of brake cylinder woUld work 

brake cy 10 ers. . 
oullO (2X~)+(5X4)=36. 

33 . 
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NoTES-
t With DMH release. 

tt With emergency application of brakes. 

t In actual practice, it was not possible to ensure with absolute accuracy the desired speed while 
passing the post whence the braking was to be applied. Thus, in some cases, the train was 
under acceleration to pick up speed to the desired level and in other cases it was already decele
rating under normal train resistance from a slightly higher speed-range. . .l 

£ Average of 2 stop-watch readings taken by independent observers positioned_ in th~ Driving!Cab. 

$ The average rate of deceleration was simply derived by dividing the figures in column (2) by the 
corresponding figures in column ( 4). 

(c) Although these trials did reveal substantial variation in deceleration rates actually obtained from 
.test to test (the explanation for which lay in the remarks given against the "Speed" under the tabulated 
data), the averages approximated to the predicted value; •·iz. the overall average deceleration with DMH 
release over the 6 tests conducted was 2. 9 K.mfh per second, while this figure wa• 3. 0 K.m/h per second for 

-emergency application. 



ANNEXURE : I(b) 

Likely speeds of B-90 and CM-15, as deduced from Braking Distance Calculations-

1. CM-15 :on a level, straight reach-

. fa) .Braking tests conducted by the ~ilway in December 1974, with full EP (Electro-Pneumatic) brake 
apphcat1on as well as DMH (Dead Mans Har.dle) release showed a deceleration value of the order of 
3 Km/h per second* with indigenous stock and a brake propogation time of approximately 4 seconds in 
the case of DMH release. Thus, while computing bral<ing distances under DMH release due allowance 
would have to be made for the dis.tance covered within a 2-second interval, which is the a~erage delay, as 
reckoned over the entire 9-ear tram, that occurs before the brakes become effective.# The EP brakes of 
course, apply almost instantaneously t!Iroughout the train formation. · · ' 

(b) The simple equations relating to a body in motion and subjected to an uniform retardation are 
noted below, provided that all parameters are expressed in mutually consistent units of measurement : 

(i) V, = V0 -ft; and 
(ii) D,=(V,+Vo)Xt/2 

Where Vo is the initial speed : 
Vt is the spL:ed after a time lap:;c of't'; and 
Dt is the distance traversed wilhin 't'. 

(c) In the special case where the terminal speed is zero then the following relationships obtain : 
(iii) D=V'/2f; and 
(iv) t,=V/f 

Where Vis the starting speed; 
D is the braking distance; 
f is the retardation/deceleration; and 
t, is the brakiilg time. 

(d) Should, for the sake of convenience, speeds be designated in Km/h and the deceleration likewise In 
"Km/h per ;econd", while the other 2 variables specified differently (namely, distances in meters and time
intervals in seconds), certain correction factors need to be introduced then into some of the above formula 
as below : 

(v) D,=(V,+Vo) X t/7 .2; 
(vi) D=V'/7 .2f; and 
(vii) f=V'/7 .2 D 

(e) Since CM-15 was proceeding on a lev~! and straight track, no correction need be effected to.the 
accepted deceleration value of 3 Km/h per .second on account of eii!Jer grade or cu':"atu':" c?mpcnsat10n. 
However, as 2 out of the total 48 brake cylinders ~ere ~nown to be melfecuve on this tram •. 11 would b_e a 
appropriate to correspon~ingly_ increase the brakmg distance cst.u~ate. Thus, the followmg expression 
would emerge for the brakmg distance of CM-15, usmg formula (v.) .-

D""'(v•h. 2 x 3) x 48/46= V'/20. 7, which yields in tum the following braking distances for various 
values of V : 

V(Km/h) 

D(m) 

45 

97.8 

50 

120.7 • 
60 

173.9 

70* 

236.8 

80@ 

309.2 

(j) The Motorman stated that his application of EP brakes and the side collision occurred simulta-
1 Since DMH release was not involved uin solo", no further refinements need be made m the brak-

r:;':tJit~ncc estimates. Annexure I( c) shows that CM-15 travelled 105 m from the moment. of impact 

--· •This was also gl!norally borne out bf' th: tests conducted on 27481, vide parn 2 of Annexure 11 (a) 

' $The ··booked speed" is 72 Km/b. 
@The MJximum Permissible 'SpCO:d is 80 Kmjh. 
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t>efore comine to halt. From a consideration of the distances tabulate<'. in sub-para (e) above, it would, 
however. be hasty to conclude straightaway that the speed of CM-15 at the moment of impact was just 
over 45 Km/h. · . · 

(a) In other words, one must duly reckon with the crucial significance of the additional retarding effect 
via !h"e j~ck·h'lllllller-like knocks that B-90 subjected CM-15 to. Considering the extent of d~mage caused, 
it would be reasonable to hvpothesise that CM-15 must have been consicernbly slowed down by this ham· 
mer-blow ~ction of B-90. ·while this behaviour is conceptually easy to appreciate, the quantification of 
brnkine effort. generated bY this side--collision is a difficult process, which ean be attempted only by a consi· 
deruio-.: of the speed of CM-15 and its braking dista1.ce as actually observed at site. 

(h) Even in the abscr.ce o( direct proof as to the speed of CM-15 at the moment of impact, it is never· 
thekss permissible to ratiocinate it as below :. 

(i) It could hardly be less than {0 Km/h ,particularly when the Local was already running 3 minutes 
late; 

(ii) It could hardly be expected likewise, to exceed 80 Km/h, its maximum permissible speed; and 

(iii) Within this range, it might be prudently reckoned at 70 Kmfh (a 'via media' approach, as it 
were) which is just about the "booked sp<ro". 

(i) The implication of these 3 possibilities on the reciprocal (following the Law "Action and reaction 
are equal anc opposite") retnrdirg influe&ce mutually exercised by the 2 colliding 'Locals' is now worked 
out by inserllrg the knG"n braking distaLce of 105m for CM-15 in formula (vii) and having due regard to 
the weight>* of the 2 trains !.llVolved. . 

Vof CM-15 60 70 80 Kmfh 
Overall retardation experienced by CM-15t '4.73 6.44 8.42 Kmfh per sec. 

The retarding effect ofB-90 on CM-15£ 1.85 3.56 5.54 .. .. .. 
The retarding effect of CM-15 on B-90@ 2.02 3.88 6.04 .. ,. 

" (2) (4) (6) 

2. B-90 : on a falling gradient of 1 in 91 and negotiating a 21 °cnrve-

(a) As per para 818 of tbe Indian Railways Way and Works Manual, grade compensation for curve 
on BG is at the rate of0.04% per degree of curvature which, in the sub_icct case, would mean 0.1% for a 
2!" curve. Hence the net downward draw exerted by terrain characterutics would be (100;91)-{).J~l% 

. The resulting au.eleration would be 0.01 g, whe~ g (the gravitational constant) is 9.81 rnjsec2, Expressed 
in Km[n per second, trJs downward pulllS eqmvalent to 0.35 uruts, which acts opposite to the braking 
deceleration [see para l(a)) of 3 Km/h per second. Thus, the nett braking effect would be (3-0.35)=2.65 
Km/h per second for B-90 traversmg a fallmg grad7 Situated on a curve. As all brake cylinders were effec
tive Oll B--90, no correcuon factor need be apphed Ill th1S case. 

(b) A further complication was the clockwise tilting of B-90's leading 2 coaches, which caused the 
'left' wheels on these 2 coaches to nse Ill tbe rur and float to become totally ineffective in so far as braking 
action on these wheels is concerned. , On the_o~r hand, the corresponding 'right' wheels on these 2 coaches 
dera;led and plough.ed through the forma!JOn, eventually j>~>hing out of aligrunent of any track that 
happened to come m thelf way. The peculiar Situation ohta~rung under the first 2 coaches during the time 
that B--90 came to halt wao thus that, whereas the l_eft wheels met with no resistance whatsover, the right 
wheels encountered tremendous reststance, so that tt would not be an unfair assessment to regard that the 
latter effe_ct more than ?<'mpensated_ for the f~rmer effect. The imponderahl~s that arose out of tltis pheno
menon Will be tgnored m the followmg summmg up fm the sake of simplicity, and this has the overall effect 

A.5 it ju'>t. so bapp:ned _that that re~atively lighter _B-90 (tare wei~ht-=366. 1St ~;gainst 400.41 t tare weight of CM-JS) 
al•:o c. rneJ evmp ·r .. trvely less passenger load, Jt wouJd be quuein oruer to consider irutead of . · f 
v.:eiglhs the rctti>J:.o of the tare·werghts for the purposes of this exetcisc. ' rahos O gross 
t F-V'j1.2x 105=V'j156. 

£ BY sub:rd.cting the _EP braking deceleration oi 3(46/48)=2.88 Kmfh per second from the estimated 1 f 11. 
combined re!.<lr~uon. va uc o overa 

@Si~ force is the produci of mass and acceleration, the lighter B-90 will experience. 8 higher ret d · b f 
eqwvalent lo40J.4l.J306.7S=l.OJ. lo o.~, W.Jrds, tb~ addJtionJI d.eceter.uion ex er'e ar au_on Y ~ actor 
mu!ipl~mg the cor~sponding decelerd.tion O{ CM·J.S by J. 09, with figures in pareDICcs~sn~~tyt;' ~~90d d15 ~~am.~ b

1
Y 

Ci:l.tJOD m pard. A,. b) infra. o e Ou ,or .. pp I· 
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of actually under-estimating the braking forces which were truly brought into play (and consequently under 
estimating the speed of B-90 as well as arriving thus SQmewhat in the Motorman's favour in respect of any 
conclusions as to overspeeding) .. 

(c) As elucidated in para l(i) above, B-90 was additionally subjected to considerable retarding influence 
by the side-collision, the numerical value of which was determined indirectly. However, as the braki11g of 
B-90 seemed only to arise from DMH releasC', which would attract the 2-second delay, within Ibis interval 
only the retarding effect of the side-collision could be expected to act. 3 sets of calculations are now given 
below:~ 

(I) Retarding effect o/2 Km/h per second 

v. 

(I) 

IS 
20 
25 
30 
35 
40 
45 
so 

v. 

(2) 

11 

16 
21 
26 
31 
36 
41 
46 

o, 

(3) 

7.2 
10.0 
12.8 
15.6 
18.3 
21.1 
23.9 
26.7 

NOTES : Column (2) by using Formula (i) and t=2; 

+ Dnu = BD 

(4) (S) 

3.6 10.8 
7.6 17.6 

13.2 26.0 
20.2 . 35.8 
28.7 47.0 
38.7 59.8 
50.2 . 74.1 
63.2 89.8 

" (3) by using Formula (v) and t=2; for distance travelled in 2 seconds; 

.. (4) by using Formula (vi), with V read from column (2) and f=(2.6S+2)'= 
4.65 Km/h per second, such that D becomes V1 /33.5 for distance travelled 
after DMH release became effective. • 

" 
(S) BD (Braking Distance) = Sum of columns (3) and (4). 

(II) Re_tarding effect of4 Km/h per second 

v4 v. o, + DDMH - BD 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) 

iS 7 6.1 I 7.1 

20 12 8.9 3 11.9 

25 17 U.7 6 17.7 

30 22 14.4 10.1 24.5 

35 27 17.2 15.2 32.4 

40 32 20.0 21.4 41.4 

45 37 22.8 28.6 51.4 . 

so 42 25.6 36.8 62.4 

NoTES :-columns (I) to (3) and (5) computed as before. 

Column (4) from D = V'/7.2 (2.65 + 4) = V•/47 .9. 



:;~ 

(iii) Rttaraurg effeci of6 Xmfh p.r set:011d 

v. v, o. Dn:uH BD 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
----- -----------

15 3 5 ~.I 5. I 
20 8 7.8 1.0 8.8 
15 13 10.6 2.7 13.3 
30 18. 13.3 5.2 18.5 
35 23 16.1 8.5 24.6 
40 28 18.9 12.6 31.5 
45 33 21.7 17.5 39.2 
50 38 24.4 23.2 57.6 

NOTES-Columns (I) to (3) and S·computed as before. 

Column (4) from D = v•,7.2(2.65 + 6) = V•j62.3. 

' (d) Contidering that B-90 co~ered a distance of 41.4 m, reckoned from the moment of impact.beforc 
linally halting, its speed at the time of the collision can be gauged by reference to the data tabulated 1n sub· 
para (c) above. 

Assumption Speed of CM-15 Corresponding Speed of B-90 
No. (K.m/h) (Km/hl 

------
(i) 60 Between 30 and 35 

(ii) 70 40. 

.. (iii) 80 Just over 45 

(e) Indeed, had the DMH been released by the Motorman of B-90 earlier than the instant of impact 
with CM-15 the situation with regard to B-90's speed-profile would be even more adverse or higher. This 
is so because', had the resulting application of brakes occurred sooner instead of awaiting the elapse of the 
2-second interval, the braking distance corresponding to any initial speed-level would then have been ev~n 
shorter; conversely, for a given braking distance, the assessed speed would be higher at the moment of 
impact and, of course, bY the same logic, yet even higher earlier on because of the said earlier application 
of brakes. 

U) All things considered, therefore, it would be logical to conclude from the foregoing analysis that , 
B-90 was doing 40 Km/h at the time of colliding with CM-15 (which itself was speeding at 70 Km/h) and 
that the application of braking on B-90 occurred through DMH release only at the instant of impact. And, 

• overspceding to this extent cannot be shrugged away as "merely an error on the part of Motorman's judge· 
ment in the absence of a speedometer··. · 



ANNEXURE ].I (a) 

Miscellaneous Observatlono made at RV J and KCE 

1. Route Cancellation aod putting back Signal No. RVJ-5 to Danger 

(a) Bombay Division's Op~r~~ing Ci~c!'lar No. 135. of 7-5-73 on .. Restoring of Signals to 'ON" in 
the. face of ~n approachmg tram proh1b1ted such an act, excepting to prevent an accident, unless and 
until the Dnver/Motorman had already come to a halt before being advised of the change(s). 

(b) !twas in compliance with this directive that a practice !)ad developed at RVJ to obtain a 'Private 
Number fr~'? the. SM of KCE (tha~ he had actually cautioned the Driver or Motorman concerned) be
fore normahsmg S1gnal No. RVJ-5 VIa the 'EUUYN' facility. I had cheeked the records maintained at 

. RV J and KCE and found as follows in respect of thclatcst 2 such cases: . . 

(i) On 28-2-81...,.-B-134 Up was held back at KCE and 'PN' 48 was obtained by RVJ from KCE 
before cancelling the set route by 'EUUYN' (counter moved from 93918 to 93919) in order 
to s1gnal CH-43 On waiting at SigJUl No. RVJ-1; and · . 

(U) On 15-1-81-No 'PN' was· exchanged as Signal No. RVJ-5 fOT B-74 Up 'which (although aP
pearing on the "arrival track" on RVJ Panel) bad not actually arrived at KCE having got 
stuck some distance in the rear, was put back to 'ON' (the 'EUUYN' counter ;,.oved from 
93874 to 93875), to allow the waiting CH-29 Dn. 

2. Failure of Signal No. RVJ-5 on 16-4-81 and r~lated matters 

(a) The Route/Junction Indicator appeared lit, which was confusing because the Locals were cer
tainly not Intended to go on to the BPT line; as a result, 4 Locals had to be passed en Form T. 32-B 

.(the authority to pass a defective Signal). Book No. 1265 in use at KCE was checked to find that s: No. 
63219, the last T. 32-B Form to have been used was issuedat08.54 hours on 16-4-81, which tallied with 
particulars recorded elsewhere. · 

. (b) Subsequent examination by S & T personnel at 09.05 hours on the same day showed no fault as 
~ch, but that some miscr~ant~s) had tampered with the hinged back-cover of the Route Indicator, causing 
11 to hang loo>e and allow ordmary day-hght to filter through the row of Ind1cator Lenses to make it appear 
as if the lights were lit when actually they were not. The cover was swung back into position and the 
.. phantom" indication disappeared. · 

(c) Asked as tQ why the Signal Unit and iu accc.sories were not secured by Jocks, the DSTE(S) 
. replied th~t anti-soci.al elements were robbing these. locks, which was a perpetual probl"Jll on the Su

burban System. 
(d) In order to gain access to this Junction Indicator; one had necessarily to climb up the ladder fixed 

to the Signal Post. Yet, this defect was repMted at 08. 37 hours (i.e., broad day light) and, amazingly 
enough,. the allogcd miscreant activiTy escaped detection and moreover nothing was apparently stolen. 

. (e) As it was thus not unusual for unauthorised persons to gain access (o the Signal Unit, it becomes 
sermane to this Inquiry to examine if the Signal Unit of RVJ-5 could have been tampered with. The Signal 
Unit is so constructed that the hood would have to be removed first· before the clear-glaS& 
outer len• can be unscrewed to provide access to the inner colourej lens. A trial showed 
that it would take as much as an hour to inter-change the red and yellow lenses of a 2-Aspcct 
Colour Light Signal. As independent observer~ found nothing .adverse with .the functioning of 
this Signal immediately after th~ accident an~ smcc ":nyone workmg on that S1gnal at t~~t stage 
for any length of time would celtamly be conspicuous, 1t woul~ appear that any such SUPJ?OSltlon that 
the Signal Unit could have been tampeted w1th and the tampenng afterwards undone, too, 1s ruled out. 

3. Failure of Signal No. RVJ-5 on 26-3-81 aodrelated matters 

(a) At 19.35 hours, the Signal showed both its 'Yellow' and 'R~d' aspects; on the Panel, it was 
simultaneously noticed that TC 204 was .. down". and the _lights for this Signal were cont!nuously ~~bin~ .. 
Upon careful examination of the 19-core cable, It was diScovered that someone had dnven a nail mto.1t 
(near the Eastern abutment of the first road underbridge after RVJ), causing multiple cross-feed. The 
fault was set right at 23. 35 hours the same night, by utilizing the spare conductotS in the other cable [see 

para ll(j)). 
3!1 
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(b) Subsequently, the damaged control cable was repaired on the next da); by carefully insulating the 
individual conductors and then a length of the whole cable was sealed* _up usmg th~ M-Seal Epoxy ~esm 
compound, after which the cable was again meggered carefully to venfy that the msulatton was sattsfac-
to~ · 

*This particular location was got unearthed to inspect the repair-job done and tt was found that the 
sealing had indeed been properly executed. _ -

(c) It was not outside the realms of possibility that this Conttol Cable could have got similarly or 
otherwise damaged just prior to the accident, but the spurious feed in such an event would have had to be 
so peculiar that, while the Signal was displaying its 'OFF' aspect, the Panel would ostensibly show that 
this Signal was instead at 'ON' ; . :'nd even more peculiar would be the ~act that this defect got also recti
fied automatically. The probabthty of such an occurrence, parttcularly m the context o_f the ·megger test 
reflecting satisfactory insulation values between the conductors, must be regarded as mdeed extremely 
remote. The same argument would abo apply to any damage of the same type in the "tail cable". 

(d) Another possibility could be miscreant activity at the Apparatus Case at Location H 1022, but 
tbiS is extremely improbable as requiring not only specialist knowledge of a rare kind but also subsequent 
undoing of the tampering. The Apparatus Cases and other 'Locations' arc not locked by the S & T 
Department for the reason that locks as such are extremely theft-prone. -

4. Meggering of Cables 

(a) From pp 190-191 of the Cable Meggering Register kept at Byculla, it was noticed that testing of 
the insulation properties of the 19-core cable No. 118 (or, RVJ-15) yielded the following results : 

Date Resistance __________________ _:____ ___ --- -------
19-4-77 

11-2-78 

3-4-80 

20 meg-ohms 

25 meg-ohm• 

30 meg-ohms 

While no further entries were available, it was staled that meggeting done pursuant upon repairs to this 
cable [para' 3(b) supra] also showed an insulation resistance of 30 meg-ohms, all of which was contrary 
to the normal expectation of fall in insulation resistance With lapse of time and consequent aging of the 
cable. 

(b) Moreover, testing of this Cable in my presence on 12-5-81 showed readings consistently over 50 
!"~g-ohms (and hoverin!l for t~e most part beyond 75 meg-o_hms) which, too, y.-as unexpected. Whereas 
11 IS true that all these tnsulatton values were above the mtrumnm acceptable hmit the "reverse" trend 
of their variation with age as recorded cannot but cast some suspicion as to the' genuineness of such 
data. . 

(c) The _Ra;(":ay's exp!anation of thi•·phenome!'on, vide its letter No. T. 102/PN/RVJ/66 of 14-6-81, 
was that while, ":Jth the dtal·gauge fatrly cramped •n. the rang~ above 20 nieg-ohms, the possible use of 
differe:'t _megger JOStruments on diff~rent occaston IIUght contrtbute to some discrepancy in the reading, 
~he Pfl!'CJPal ~use could >yell_ be the tnflue'!-ce of the ambtent temperature (T" Celsitll) of the cable on ita 
tnsulation-r.,..tance, the 5tgruficance of which could be gauged from the cotrcction·factors (CFs) tabulated 
below : 

T" 
CF 

20 25 
2.62 

5. Careless eatriel by CASMs at RV J 

30 
6.81 

35 
16.6 

40 
40 

45 
91 

-------
50 

209 
60 

1000 ·---- --- ----

(a) The entry for the '12/18' shift of 24-4-81 made in the "CASM's DIARY" revealed against 1tem 
4 the remarks "Passed all Up and Dn traffic safely without any undue detention" while a new item 10 
was appended at the last to d~scribe the_subjeet ~llision as ha~ing o_ccurred at abdut 16.19 houn;. Thia 
proves that CASMs have got tn~ a habtt of wntmg down t~etr Datly Report in the Diary very much in 
'"!~nee of the actual end of thetr duty-~ours. Obvtously, tbts function is being regarded as routine, 
tnvial and perfun~ry and the tragedy •• that tbts could well reflect an apathy in general to the observance 
of rules and regulations. 

. (b) The 'UYN' Register was not being maintained as sttpulated [para ll(e)] in the Station Wor
king ._Order•. Instead, t~ RegiSter has 8 columns (for Date, reason, shift, opening or closin(l Counter 
Readmgo and lastly the stgnatu~eo of CASMs handing/taking over and of S & T official using thts device. 
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T~os, the reaso11; and ~ime for any i11divi1ua/ operation of the 'UYN' are not necessarily always asccr
tamable from th1s Reg1ster. Further deta1led e.amination revealed as follows :-

(i) The closing reading of 91798 (which was the same as the opening reading) on 24-4-81 for the 
'7/12' shi~t was st~uck off and 97807 was written above it. This proves that the first version 
of the closmg readmg was entered by the CASM quite in advance of_the actual end of his shift· 
duty, needing it to be subsequently corrected; and 

(ii) Similar readings for thesubsequ~nt ~hifit (in which the accident occurred) were 97807 (opening) 
and 97811 (closmg) wh1ch were 10111alled by the team of Officials who conducted the Joint 
Inspection immediately after the accident. This again proves [see Note "@"under para 13(a) 
(viii)] that CASMs have got into the habit of completing the entries well before the end of their 
shift-duty and also establishes that the 'UYN' was in fact used 4 times during this particular 
shift. · · 

(c) This situation prevailed in respect also of other Registen. pertaining to the use oflhe other Emer· 
geney devices [para ll(b\) on the Panel. Fer instance. during the '7/15' shift of 13-4-81, the 'EUUYN' was 
•tated to have been used once (the opening counter reading of 93985 changing 1o a clor.ing reading of 93986) 
with the reason given as "Route Tested Signal 5 to BPT" ; yet, the opening reading for the next shift (and, 

· indeed, for several shifts thereafter) remained recorded at 93985. Upon inquiry, it was revealed that, although 
a testing of the route to the BPT was actually planned via Signal No. RVJ-5 by the CASM concerned (where
upon he promptly made the relevant entry even before anything was performed), in the event the test did 
not materialise because of pressure of other wcrk. It would thus certainly seem that the seriousness of main· 
taining accurate Registers is totally lost on the CASMs .. 

(d) AU the CASMs questioned on this matter uniformly replied that each simply carried on with what
ever the prevailing practice. was. Surprisingly, no higher ~u~rvisory officials no_r officers fo~d anything 
amiss and it becomes clc,ar that upkeep of all these mulltfanous Reg1sters/D1anes IS not conSidered as an 
important function even by the Administration. 

6. Testing of the Routes form/to BPT Railway 

(a) Connected with the BPT Railway there can be 4 differeni types of movements : eithe~ way to and 
form Central Railway or Western Railway. Reference to th~ Route s_ec110n Plan for RVJ (not ~ncorporated 
in this R~port) would show that a total of 6 sub-Routes are 10volved 10 these 4toutes as below • 

Route From To Sub-Routes 

2(2) BPT Railway Kurla(CR) lOlA -
2(1) -do- Mahim (WR) IOIB and l04B 

5(2} Mahim(WR) BPT Railway I 07B and I 05B 

5(1) Kurla (CR) -do- I05A. 

b Referrin to this Route Section·PJan, it can also be ar~ued that sub-~outes IO!B and 104A can 
be u~l~sed to set ~oute 2(2) from BPT Railway to Kurla, but thiS arrangement 1s rarely, 1f ever, attempted 

(c) Since the release of each sub-Route requires the separate
8
inPTitiation o

1
df t~e 'UY

1 
Nth' it may0~ ~~g:~~ 

f h · t f of Routes to and fro wou 10vo ve e use 
that any series o compre enstve es 10g d t"me the 'UYN' was used no Jess than 13 times. 
about 7 times. On the day of the acc1dent, aroun noon- I • . . 

7 Security of Relay Room 
• · · the Relay Room underneath the Cabin at RVJ and, whereas 

(a) There are two doors_prov1dmg ".f"r~SM a duplicate key fot only one door (that provided under 
keys for both the doors are m the custo ty o • . 
neath th<S stair-way) is lodged with the CASM upsta1rs. . . . . _ , 

. · · · h th directive wntamed 10 Ra1lway Boards letter No, 75/ 
(b) This pract1ce IS :t' i'i. con~onanc; f~l: year~ bad already elapsed, the Railway seems to be bo~ed 

W3/SC?/Gl <?f.l6·2·79kian ·a 1 ough 0

1~ffting issue as the exact type of lock to be used; 
down m decision-rna ng over sue a 



Reconstruction of the progress of the 2 Traills on their Colllsion Path 

1. DistaDces covered by B-90 

. ANNEXURE II (b) 

(a) The point of side-collision (reckoned as that location where the 3. 66 m (12') wide stocks of the 2 
concerned Locals would first experience contact, assuming that they were positioned centrally with refer
ence to their respective tracks and assuming ideally the absence cf any para•itic motions) is located at a' 
distance of 507 .I m from Signal No. RVJ~l [see Annexure I (o)], 9.1 m behind which is' positioned the 
"9-Car-Marker" on the track to serve as a guide for the Motorman to halt at. Thu•. the total distance covered 
by B-90 from the moment it started from KCE upto the point of collision with CM-15 may be summed up 
as 516.2 m. 

(b) With the speed at the moment of impact established at 40 Km/h vide para 2 (f) ot Annexure II (b), 
there .could have been hardly any braking of this Local. It would accordingly be adequate to consider the 
dista,nce of 516. 2 m in just 2 parts : · 

(i) Initial 160m of acceleration to 40 Kmfb ·; and 
(ii) The balance 356.2 mat an average speed o~ 40 Kmfb. 

(c) The "arrival Indication" on the Control Panel of RVJ of a train approaching Signal No. RVJ-5 
extends[= para 11 (a)] to 1,259 min rear of that Signal and, having due regard to the location of the afore
said "9-Car-Marker", B-90 would first appear on the Control Panel right from the stage that it was 1,250 
m in rear of its normal position of stoggage at KCE. 

(d) Any Up Local arriving at KCE is not able to pick up its maximum speed because of having to Ascend 
the rising grade leading to the High Level Platform. Thus, the distance of 1,250 m (for which thi• train is 
visible on the Panel in rear of Signal No. RVJ-5) may be conceptually divided into-2 parts : 

(i) 200 m, to halt from a speed of 60 Km/ h ; and 
(ii) The preeeding 1,()50 m at an ayerage speed of 60 Kmfh. 

2. DistaDces covered by CM-i5 

·(a) The point of side-collision as enunciated in para !(a) above is located at a distance of 425 m ahead 
of (see Annexure I(b)] signal No. RVJ-1, which itself is 765 m from the Automatic Signal No. H-903, the 
"Stalter" tf Vadala Road Station. Consideration must now be given to.:. 

(i) the material evidence that the front part of CM-15 had already escaped damage, which demons
trates that this Local travetsed further by a space [equivalent to the overall length (192 m) less 
the damaged length (146.4 m)Jless the undamaged rear (14.9 m)] o.f 30.7 or, say, 31m; 

(ii) the likely position (say, 10m in rear cf the "Starter") of stoppage of CM-15 at Vadala Road 
whereby the total distance traversed by it after starting from here and before suffering the side· 
collision may be reckoned as 31+425+765+10=1, 231m ; and 

(iii) the extent of visibility of Signal No. RVJ-1 [or, 200m as per para 31 (b)]. 

(b) Because of heavy encroachment from the left side by way of unauthorised structures and excessive 
trespass by people of all ages, a Down Local rarely proceeds at a speed higher than 50 Km/h while approach· 
ing RVJ. Hence, this 1,231 m of distance may be devided into 3 reaches : , · · 

(i) Initial 200 m of acceleration, attaining a peak speed of 50 Km/h ; 
(ill The last stretch of(425+200J.31) 656 m when the train picked up a maximum speed of70 Km/h 

[see para~ (f) uf Annexure II (b)] ; and · 
(iii) The middle length of 375 m at an uniform speed of 50 Kmfh. 

(c) The "Arrival Track" behind Signal No. RVJ-1 [see para 11 (a)] extends for a distance of 1,188 
m, of which (765+1say) 10] =77s·m is already accounted in the foregoing reckoning. This leaves a balance 
of 413 m to be considered for the train as it arrived into Vadala Road, which may be conveniently split up 
into 2 parts ; 

(i) 250 m, to halt from a speed of 70 Km/ h; and 
(it') The balance 163m at an average speed of70 Km/ h. 

42 
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3. Tbe time-element in the progress or the 1 trains 

(a) From t.~e kn~w!' mat~rial evidence that for the side..;ollision 1o have rrcd · · 

d.~:!i;: e~~e: ~~r.~v~~~f~~~~i~~ :~eo~:.f!~r't:Ces~!~~7,~~":!ea~~c:~~!~:~:e:!; :~g~1~t'!;' ;.f:~ 
Local Distance Average Time 
No. (m} 

Cumulative 
<peed (Km/h) (Minutes) time (minutes) 

-~---~--- ---· 
B-90 356.2 40 0.53 0.53 

160 40/2 0.48 .1.01 .. 0 0 0.50• 1.51 
200 60/2 0.40 1.91· 

" 1050 60 1.05 2.96 
----

CM-15 656 70 0.56 0.56 

.. 375 50 0.45 1.01 .. 200 50.2 0.48 "1.49 

.. 0 0 o.so• 1.99 

.. 250 70fi 0.43 2.42 
163 70 0.14 2.56 

•Scheduled duration of &toppagc as per Para 12 (a). 

(b) It becomes d~ar from the above _analysis that at the time when CM-15 first appeared on the Control 
Panelm the RVJ Cabm (1.e) about 2t mmutes before the collision), B-90 (having first appeared on the Panel 
at about 3 minutes before the collision) could already be noticed for a full l/2 minute. 

Indeed, if the statement of B-90's Guard [para 16(b)(i)] that the Local may have halted for even more 
than a minute is to be given any credance, the implications would be as below : · 

(i) CM-15 was running slightly later than 3 minutes; and 

(ii) B-90 had in effect appeared on the Control Panel for over I minute before CM-15 could ar
rive on its "arrival track ... 

The same 2 impiieations arise if we believe that CM-15 could have been moving faster tha11 the so. 
Km/h speed assumed in Para 2(b) on its approach to Signal No. RVJ-1. . 

(c) Opposite would be the effect, were B-90 able to approach KCE faster than at 60 Km/h. For in
stance, were this 70 Km/h, then the time taken to cover the distance of 1,250 m would then be I. 24 minute• 
(a~ainst 1.45 minutes shown in the preceding table), as even in this ease B-90 would still appear on the 
Panel earlier than CM-15, although now by only some 10 or 12 seconds. These possibilities arc presented 
here only to demonstrate that the appraisal that CM-15 mus~ have ap~eared on the Panel later thon B-9~ 
is not "sensitive to" and accordmgly unaffected by any margmal error 1n the assumed speed-profile. 

. (d) For the accidentto have happened at 16.19 hours, reference to the tabulated cumulative times would 
ohow that B-90 must have left KCt at 16. 18 hours (which tallies with its Pl;lblished ~ight-time departure· 
time and that CM-15 must have left Vadala Road at 16.17 1/2 hours, wh1ch preciSely agrees with the 
postulate of its (ate running by 3 minutes [see para 12 (a)]. ThL• analysis thus stan:h v~lid11oj. 

4. From the •lew-point of B-90's Motorman 
(a) Ordinarily, hrakin~ to avert danger (such as an impending collis,ion) would involve either 'Full 

EP' ·
0

r Emergency application of the Brake Controller on the Motorman s part an_d not merely the release 
of the DMH. In other words, such an act would not attract the 2-second delay t_hat :• assoe~ated with DMH 
release. Hence, as worked out in para 2 (b) of Ann~xure II (b), the retardatton f' would be 2.65 ll:i.rufb. 
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per second, with formula (VIl of Annexure U (b) yielding an expression for the braking distance as D-V•f 
(7 .2 x 2.65)=V'fl9.1, the values for which are tabulated below : · 

V· D d" 
(Kmfb) (m) (m/sec) 

IS 11.8 4.2 
20 21.0 5.6 
25 32.8 6.9 
30 47.2 8.3 
35 64.2 9.7 
40 83.9 11.1 

0 'd' is the distance travelled in each second of "reaction time", as computed from the expressioa 
d=V/3.6. · 

(b) From the visibility test conducted' [see para 30 (e)), Tum-out No. 104 was distinctly visible from 
a point 5 m in rear of ES 10/11 which is located 85.1 m@ in rear of the Fouling Mark 
which itself is 7. 7 m in rear of the point of collision vide Annuexure I (c). Thus, the total distance involved 
was 97.8 m for B-90 travelling at 40 Km/h within which duration CM-15, travelling at 70 Kmfb, 
v.ou 'cl be 171.2 m in rear of the collision spot. In other word's CM-15 had not yet reached the Tur11out 
No. 104 and was in fact 171.2-94.2=83 m still in rear of it vide Annexure I( c). 

(c) Coming down a gradient, B-90's Motorman should know at once, had he but been tryin~ to ucer
tain this factor, when CM-15 had not taken the tum-out (because the "len" or West-side stock rail would be 
visible). Because of the EMU's comparatively wide width, we may allow another 8 m or so of travel by CM 
15 forB-90's Motorman to be able to discern this factor unambiguously.ln other words, CM-15 would travel 
83.+8=91 m onwards, within which time B-90 would itself proportionately move forwards by 52 m.At 
this juncture, (i • e. when it becomes clear to B-90's Motorman that CM-15 is actually pro::::ling on the 
•traight road) B-90 and CM-15 are respectively 45.8 m and 80. 2 m from the location where they could collide. 

(d) Having regard to the braking distances mentioned in sub-para (a) above, 45. 8 m was just inade· 
quate to halt B-90 moving at 40 Km/h, even if the Motorman acted instantaneously. Furthor more, a 
reaction time of 3 to 5 seconds would in effect even mean non-application of brakes, which was 
most probably what had actually happened. Or, indeed, the Motorman may at that crucial time have been 
k oking at his controls and nor directly ahead. In short, given the travel-paths of the 2 Locals and given further 
the circumstance that B-90's Motorman not only started erroneously against the Starter at RED from KCB 
but also maintained the excessive speed-profile deduced from material evidence, the limited visibility 
available on the curved approach from the Mahim Chord meant that the collision was in effect unavoidabl•. 

~.From the viewpoint of CM·lS's Motorman 

(a) His visibility of the Up Mahim Chord was clear and excellent [see para 31 (c)) respectively from 
226.9 m and 147.7 minrearofthe Fouling Mark, which distances may be aij~stei t~ 2B.2 m and 140m 
as reckoned from the point of collision or contact. At these points of time, B-90 may be calculated ("pro 
rata" on the basis of the relative speeds) to have been 126.8 m and 80 min rear of the point of collision 
and was frus available within the view-frame of CM-IS's Motorman only from the later location and not. 
from the first position. 

•b) In other words. although CM-IS's Motorman could see the southern end of the Mahim Chord, 
B-90 could not be spotted as arriving. It now remains to examine the situation when CM-15 was 140m in 
rear of the place of collision. Clearly, this distance was inadequate to bring CM-15 to halt from a speed of 
70 Km/h, which required a braking distance of 236.8 m vide para I (e) of Annexure U (b),let alone its travel 
forward within the reaction. time of 3 to 5 seconds. 

(c) The implication of this observation is that, even if C-M-15's Motorman took action to brake his 
tram, the collision would have occurred, but of a different nature and with differing outcomes, Because of 
the lc\\er average s~eed due to the said braking. CM-15 would have arrived slightly later at tho critical 
"diamond crossing" which would have "now" been already occupied. because of this very.delayed time-ole· 
zr.cr.t, by B-90 ; the net effect would be that CM-15 would have simply pierced through 8·90 or got badly 
ddlectcd by the latter, causing in either case the derailment of several EMU's on both the Locals lcadios to . 
heavy casualties. · 

@ [(para 30 (c)) 



ANNEXURE ll(c) 

Adequacy of the exlstlne system to cater to Errant Motorman of Up Locals from Mahlm Chorcl-

1. Could such an accident be averted If tbe Motorman approached RV J at no faster tban 15 KmJh.? 

(a) Due to 2-1/2" curvature of track the visibility ahead is ISO m [see para 30(d)) and, having regard 
to the information presented in pata 4(a) of Annexure Ill( b), it becomes clear that an Up Local ex-KCE 
can stop short of fouling the Down Kurla Chord with more than 30 seconds to spare, if its speed was 
IS Kmfh and provided further that the Down Local could be espi~ passing in front of it. . 

(b) Indeed, with a number of Locals not equipped with speedometers and the fitted speedometers out
of-order on a number of other Locals [for example, see paras 30(a) & 3l(a)], it would not be safe to entirely 
rely on a Motorman's peuonal judgement of speed. Hence, the following discussion will consider an actual 
speed of 20 Km/h, the braking distance for which speed is 21 mas per para 4(a) of Annexure lll(b), with 
5.6 m covered in each second prior to the application of brakes. Thus, plenty of time [(ISI}-21)/S.6=23 
seconds) is available even in this case, for the Motorman to react and respond. 

(c) Ho\vever, if tbe Down Local towards Kurla has not yet arrived at the diamond crossing of RVJ, 
an entirely different picture emerges because, even if the Up Local sights the other train , its Motorman 
can always assume that this other train is Bandra-bound. Thus, if an Up Local ex-KCE happens to have 
arrived close enough to the diamond crossing, it would be too late to avert an accident; that the other 
Local, t1avelling at its full •peed (which is entirely permissible) i• unable to be brought to a halt has been 
expounded in para S(c) of Annexure lll(b). 

(d) The question then arises whether a signalled Down Local ought to be arriving at RVJiater than 
the "truant" unsignalled Up Local. The timings for the Down Local as worked out at para 3(a) of Anne
xute III( b) show that it arrives at the diamond crossing within 1.49 minutes of leaving Vadala Road, whilst 
the following run may be reckoned as normal for the Up Local : 

·Distance Average Time Cumulative 
(m) Speed (Km/h) (minutes) Time (Minutes) 

160 (0+40)/2=20 0.48 

220 40 0.33 0.81 

50 . (40+20)/2=30 0.10 0.91 

86.2 20 0.26 1.17 

Th the u Local would arrive at the diamond crossing in 1.17 minutes, with the reperc~_~Ssion that 
the~nctio.!' being situated closer to KCE, the pown Local would always.take longer to amve at ~VJ. 
Th lative times of their appearance at RVJ wdl, of course, depend !!rec•sely u.pon t.he d~parture times 

f ehre 2 Locals from KCE and Vadala Road. Becau•e of the uncertamty of. IbiS Vafla~t lmp.ond~ra~le, 
0 1 

e uliar situation obtaining at RVJ (with the curved approa~h of the Mnh•m ~~ord 1mposmg hm11ed 
!~~J1tity) rende•s this Junction hazardous, even inspite of tbe strmgent speed restr~cllon of IS Km/b. 

z. . Absence of Physical Isolation of the Mablm Harbour Branch . 
· . . · f oints leading to a snag dead-end (sand hump) on the Up Mahim Chord sbo':f 

(a) PoSltlonmg o ~ trapo~ld be an effective safe-guard against such collisions. Moreovet, such a phySl· 
of the diamond crossm~. w . ·unctions" is covered by GR-90(c). which stipulates lhat no train shall 
cal isolation at su~h runnm~ J edmg 50 Km/h unless that run-through line is isolated from all other 
run through a S!allonfat ~ ~ee r ~~~~r approved me~ns and unle>S this condition is mainlained during it. 
line~ by the settmg o P010 0 . , 

assage by appropriate interlockmg. 
p Section 111 of the "Rul~s for the Op~ning of a ~ailway fo~ lh~ Public Carria~e ~f 

(b) c~~pter. Ylll, I "th the 'Rules covering the prOVISIOn of l;.olauon at Stations' also states lD liS 
Passengers , wh•cli dea • w• . ·n throu h Stations shall be governed by General Rules. However. 
para l(a) that the speed o~trt":a'~?~ ~gainstgthe insertion of points for trap si~\ogs on Main ~r Thro~gh 
whilst para 2 of the same u ~·t . afety for such through running, the "Note underneath 1.1 J?rov1des 
I.ines in order merely to mam am s ' 

· . 4S 
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for certain exceptions (such as the reception of trains from opposite directtons at the same time, which is 
. very similar to the situation obtaining at RVJ) With the prior sanction of the Commission of Railwlay 

Safety. In any case, the Mabun Chord does not come under the purview of the expression. "Main or 
Through Lines". 

(c) On the other band, the said physicai isolation ~fa running junction is not prescribed in para l47(c) 
(i) of Signal Engineering Manual, when "the full complement of Signals" are provided. Having consi
dered this matter in depth, the Railway Board had also decided, vide para 4 of thetr letter No. 16{W3{ 
SG/G/10 of 27-5-81 that; even when the run through speed of a train exceeded 50 Kmfh, isolation was not 
necessary when the layout included the full complement of Signal; placed at a distance of 300 m minimum . 
from the fouling mark. This figure of 300 m seems to be composed of 'Block Overlap, (100 m) and 
'Signal Overlap' (120 m). · 

3. Absence of Hank protection against overruns past conflicting .Entrance Signals 

(a) The implication of such cross-protection between conflicting routes is that, in such a case illus
trated by the subject accident, Signal No. RVJ-1 would automatically go to 'ON' once Signal No. RVJ-S 
waS overshot. Referring to the tabulated data of para 3(a) of Annexure Ill(b), B-90 took I .01 minutes to 
reach the colli!.ion spot, at which time CM-15 was 1,131 min rear of that spot or l,l3l-425=706m still 
in rear of Signal No. RVJ-1. Even allowing CM-15 tc travel, say, 100m within the time taken for this 
Signal to be restored to its 'Red' aspect, CM-15 would as yet be some 606 m behind it to have become 
aware of its 'Danger' aspect and to be accordingly brought to halt quite short of the diamond. It is an 
altogether different matter that, in the meantime, B-90 would have continued its onward journey to trail 
through and damage the Point No. 107, whiCh was set for the straight [see para l3(a)(vii)]. · 

(b) The efficacy of such an extension of flank protection upto the "Entrance Signal" of any conllic-. 
ting route will now be a(\alysed in depth. When Signal No. RVJ-5 is overshot, thete can be three possi- · 
bilities with regard to the position of a Down Kurla-bound Local en the move :- · · . . . 

(i) It is well in rear of Signal No. RVJ-1. 'fhis case is similar to that c!iscussed in sub-para (a) above 
and the outcome would be that the Down Local would easily stop short of any collision; or_ 

. (ii) It is just in rear of Signal No. RVJ-1 to be able to take note of its restoration to 'ON' aspect. 
The distance of 330.8 metres [see Annexure !(b)] available from this Signa,! to the Stock 
Rail Joint (SRJ) of Point No. 104 would allow for a certain reaction time over and above the 
brakmg distance of 236.8 metres [see para }(e) of Annexure Il(b)] for a Local speedmg at 70 
Km/h with two defective cylinders. This allowance for reaction time would work out to 
(330.S-236.8)+(70/3.6)=4.8 seconds, which ts certainly adequate. Thus, the Down Local 
would come to halt and allow the errant Up Local to arrive past RVJ without any danger of 
collision; or 

(iii) Its cab has just cleared Signal No. RVJ-1. In this case, the Down Local, totally unaware of any 
new development, proceeds at 70 Kmlh covering the distance of 425 metres in 0.36 minutes 
to arrive at the collision point and to completely clear the same in another 0.18 minutes, as
suming a train length of 200 metres. In other words, by the time the Up Local ex : KCE 
would arrive in 1.17 minutes [see para l(d) above] the other Local would have already run 
past tbe critical location without any danger of colli•ion. . . 

(c) From the foregoing. it is clear that there is, prima facie, no danger of any accident, if the sugges
ted flank protection is provided. Nevertheless, one doubt would yet persist : what ifthe Motorman of 
the Down Kurla-bound Local ignores Signal No. RVJ-1 going back to 'Red' ? As regards case (ii) above, 
the scenario would be just the same as in case (iii) above i.e., the Down Local would have sped onward 
to clear well past tbe crucial diamond crossing bef01e the Up Local could arrive there. However, in case' 
(i) when the Motorman of the Down Loa! would continue to ignore the 'Red' aspect for any length of 
time, a collision of the type that occurred in the subject accident might become inevitable. · But then, 
it would be difficult to'design an infrastructure-based protection system that caters for the simultaneous 
overshooting of two Locals past two Signals at 'Danger'. 



ANNEXURE Ul 

A Note oa the "Goard's Repeater Signal" or "Starter Indicator". 

1. Introduction to the Guard'• Repeater Signal 

I. I At su<h, stations wher~ ~ite-con.straints (like platform on a curve) prevent the Guard's verification 
of the Starte1 • aspect by hiS own d1rect observatiOn, d1ffcrent practices had evolved on the individual 
Zonal R":'lways to provid_e a special Signal, usuaiiy suspended from the platform roof, fer the benefit of 
a Guard m order that he IS able to estabhsh fGr h1mself the a;pect displayed by the "Starter" Signal meant 
fo~ his ~a1n. lnstail!"i at !he fo_llowing 9 stations on the Central' Railway's suburban system in Bombay, 
th1s 1~1al C~lour Lrght S1gnal1s known as a -"Guard's Repeater", which is of a 2-aspect configuration 
(wllh Gre~n. aspec_t underneath implying t_hat the "Starter" h~ been laken 'OFF' and 'Yellow' as
pegt above 11 md1cahnJ that the "Starter" IS at 'ON') ·:-

Mai• Lint :- · 
(1) Sand hurot Road • 
(II) Dadar@ 
(ill) Vidyavihar@ 
(I>) Kanjur Marg@ 
(•) Ambemath@ · 
Harbour Branch :
(ri) Sandhurst Ro.ad• 
(rli) Dockyard Road• _ 
(rill) Cotton Green• 
(lx) ICing's Circle• 

•on both Up and Down platforms. 

@On Down platform only. 

l.l N:ither its conc!ptual de1ign n~r its actual installation was covered by the Railway's G & SR (General 
& Subsidiary Rul:s) or by the Signal Engineering Manual 01 any specific sanction of the GIR}ACRS/ 
CRS under "Approved Special instructions". Enquiries-made reveal that a •imilar situation obtains on the 
other Railways as w~ll. · 

1.3 A• mentioned at the outset, different practices prevail on different Zonal Railways with regard to the 
characteristics of this special Signal to this e<tent that the Deputy Commi-.ioner of Railway Safety, Cal
curia, had c>ncluded, upon his inspection of KCE, that the aspects as displayed by the Repeaters provided 
on the CR were positively misleading and co.nceivably hazardous if acted upon by the Driver/Motorman, 
who i• not expected to pay heed.to them. · 

z. Prooeat 1ilaatlon o• CR as to its ntillly 

2.1 Uptil1970, the Railway's SR 11S·I(b)(ii) used to read as follows :-

"On the suburban section, Bombay to Kalyan, including Harbour Branch and Kurla-Mankhurd 
Section where it is not possible for the Station Master on duty to gi9e permission for individual elec
tric suburban trains to start, th: Guard of the electric suburba11 train m1y auth~rise the train to start 
proYided he has satisfied _himself that the star.ting ~ign_~l has been taken 'OFF' for the train and all 
the conditions for the tram to start are compiled With. . . . 

2. 2 This SR came to be reviewed in 1969 at t~e in•tance or the C~ntral Railway Mazdoo~ Sangh C<;!tMS) 
which pleaded via a PNM (Permanent Ne~ot1atton Machmery) Item that a Guard was m no poSition to 
'ulfil this requirement for reasons beyond hrs cuntrol, such as : 

(i) Non-provision of "Repeaters" in all such cases that a "SIIirter" was not visible from the posi
lior1 <lf the Guard's Cab either due to curvature of platform or due to length of load; 

(if) •erective "Repeaters'', when provided; and 
(Ill) Withdrawal of "Platform Poinumen". 
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2.3 in the processing of this PNM item, while seeking the Railway Board's approval under ita letter 
No. T. 36l.P/lll dated 15-10-69 for deleting the liability of a Guard of a Suburban train to verify the aapeet 
of the "Starter", the Central Railway made the following points : 

(a) That the Western Railway does not have a similar provision in its G & SR; and 

(b) That the then GIR, who conducted ihe Statutory Inquiry into the "Following Collision of a . 
Sandra Down Local and a Down BPT Shunting Train at King's Circle Station on 4-6-1954" 

• contended, while holding also the Guard of the "Local" responsible for non-compliance with 
' the provis.ions of the said SR 115-l(b)(ii) even though the Starter could not be seen from the 

Guard's cab, that the Guard ought to have gone out of his cab to sight the Starter Signal. 

2.4 To this ov~rtu~ the Railway Board responded under their letter No. 69/Safetyf79j19of 20-11-69 
that they bad no obJection to the amendment of SR 115-l(b) (ii), the revised version of which beeamo 
effective in 1970 as follows and this latter version holds good now : 

"On the suburban section, Bombay to Kalyan, including Harbour Branch and Kurla-Mankhurd 
Section, where it is not possible for the Station Master on duty to give permission for individual 
electric suburban trains to start, the Guard of the electric suburban train should authorise the train to 
start, provided he has satisfied himself that conditions for th> train t > st 1rt are complied with except 
that the responsibility to see that the correct signal has been taken 'OFF' for the train will be that of 
the Motorman only." · 

2.5 It was rather astonishing that. in its letter No. T 361. P/lll of 15-10-69, the Railway should 
bave misrepresented the facts relating to the then GIR's Report (ibid) and even more amazing that the 
Railway Board failed to detect this inaccuracy, for the GIR had actually alluded to the Guard's responsi
bility only in his Draft Report, whereas in his Final Report (which was intimated to the Railway via a set 
of alterations to the Draft under the GIR's letter No. lnquiry/75/1171 of27-7-54) the GIRhad indeed 
quite categorically absolved the Guard. of the Local. 

2.6 As this particular Report was actually printed and published (in its final and corrected version 
as early as in 1955, there should really have been no cause for any confusion on the Railway's part in this 
context. Even if an observation contained in a Report of a Statutory Inquiry were to form the basis 
of a plea for the revision of a SR, the very least that the Railway should have done was to consult the GIR/ 
ACRS/CRS in the matter; it was thus a pi tty that the Railway possibly felt that the r:~uire.nents of safety 
could be better served rather by simply according to the Union's demands. • 

2. 7 It was no less astounding that, in spite of the revision in 1970 to SR 115-1 (b) (ii) that bad vit
tually rendered redundant the Guard's Repeaters already provided, no action wa.S taken at all in the en
suing decade to remove this superfluous signalling equipment. While the Railway Administration bad 
clearly no an>sv.er to the question as to the precise purpose served by the retention of the said Repeaters, 
the situation now obtaining in actual practice does appear that, wherever Guard's Repeaters have been 
provided on platforms, Guards ~ke note of their aspect, according to the evidence of the following: 

-Shri Z.A. Khan (Guard of B-88 Up on 24-4-81). 

-Shri B.S. Mali (Guard of B-92 Up on 24-4-81). 

3. Genesis of the Starter Indicator-

3.1 At this stage, it is pertinent to draw attention to Railway Board's letter No. 64/W-3/SG/G/IS/1 
of 26-12-75 under which, further to the inconclusive discussions between the Eastern Railway and the 
Commission of Railway Safety on this particular subject, tho RDSO (Research Designs and Standards 
Organisation) was directed to develop a suitable design for a "Starter Repeater" inorder to rationalise !t• 
design.· - · 

3.2 The design of this special Signal, no~ renamed ·:starter Indicator", was the su_bject of discussion 
t~t!'e 51~t and S2nd Signal Standards CoDlDllttees, vJde Jtem Nos. 829 and 83? respecllvely. The prc•ent 

posJtJon Js that the Railway Board have approved an lndJcator of the followmg featur~; : 

(r) A hooded Single Aspect Colour Light Indicator that shall remain unlit when the Starter is at 
'ON', but display, when the Starter is taken 'OFF', a stencilled legend 'R' illuminated io ·yellow 

. . ' 
Iii) A ,double-filament lamp with a reflector or screen ; and 

(Ill) The whole device, with the casing either fabricated or cast, to be •u•pcnded fro111 tho roof • . 
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· 4. The present position regarding CR'• ~uard'o Repeaters-

4 .I In view of Railway Board's orders that the Starter Indicator should remain unlit in the event that 
the Starter is at 'ON', the Central Railway was asked as to why no action ·had been taken to comply 

· with this rarticular requirement by blanking cffthe 'Yellow' aspect of the Guard's Repeaters eXisting on the 
Rail\\ay. The Railway's reaction to this overture was rather peculiar in that, rather than respond to the 
query, the R.ailway advised under its letter No. TECN. 34/SPL/4/471/182 of 17-7-81 that the existini 
Guard's Repeaters were being removed iinm:diately. · 

. 4.2 Keeping in view firstly the separate development of the 'Starter Indicator' under'the Railway 
· Board's auspices, secondly the undoubted usefulness of this device towards accident-prevention and 

thirdly the picture that emerged during the course of the Inquiry that Guards do pay attention to such 
Repeaters wherever provided, the planned action on the Railway's part to dismantle these Repeaters w1s 
promptly prevented by invoking the pro~ision~ of para 304 (a) of the Signal Engineering. Manual and S>ction 
20 (2} of the lnd1an Railways Act, which s!Jpulate the prior sanct1on of the Comm1ss1on as a cond11Jon 
precedent to, inter alia, any alteration to existing signalling installations. 



ANmXGM IV 

Ruult of discussit»U with the Rlzilway further to the Rtcommendatiotu mtidt durlfll tM coarse ofthlz lnqui17 

Reco~enda.tiun Remarks 

A. (Immediate Recommendations under Enclosure 2 .to the Brief Prilimina.ry Narrative Report.) 

Poor visibility of Starting Signal 
(Para 30 (b)] and its k"lCation too 
close fQr a M('ttorman to pull up, 
had he started iDadvenently [para 
25(1>)). 

Lost opportunity in Mt making 
usc of tbc Platform (or, Guar<h) 
Repeaters (which exists at some 
Stations) [para 4S(dJ (ti)). 

Lack of isolatitln. especially in 
the absence of flank. pr tection 
against over-runs p<!St confficting 
Signals. [Para 32 (a), and Para 2 
of Annexure ill (c)). 

I (a). Signal N;}. RVJ-S to be r~located The Dfvi~i<'n intimtted under letter N:.. 
farther away to pmvide better visihility ll.l 98. T/106/A{JC{J981-82{dated 28·7·32 that 
Motonnan fmm normll position of the shifting this Sig~tal would not b: advisable 
stoppage of his EMU. · &5 it wJuld redu~ ito; viiibJility til N'\· 

thr.Jugh s•ois trJ.ino; from WR to BPT. 
Vide i<s letter N>. T 102/P2/81-82 of 4-1•82, 
the R:.l.ilway advised that, pursuant upon 
a j"'in! survey, 2 Sig11als were directed to be 
shifted. tho hHd or 2 other Si;uls to bo 
mldified and o~c further Siaoal. to ., re· 
f.x.:ussed. 

l(b). A thorough survey to be made of all 
platform "S:arters .. on the Suburban Seep 
t'on from these 2 angles and. arising. from 
this. tc develop an action plan to rem:dy 
the situation as necessary. ... 

2. Guards or Locals to be directed to ob- The RailWly msin!ai111 that, havina on:e 
serve lhe asp.!Ct of Pl.itr,rm R:p:.;lters wher· ac.;eJeJ t.J th: U.li .n's do nnj, it w Jllld 
ever th-:y are ~rovided, with>ut attracting n ,w b: d:lic1t: ao; w :11 a5 ·jnj:li.:J.te to trr 
any onus in th-: ev~nt of an acciient, in tl) revert to the "Statuo; quJ 1n1e 1970'• 
viewofth-:Revi.iedSRIIS·l(b)(ii). The Railwioy aiH wi;h:i to dimunUe all 

t~esc Dla·standtrd R.epeaters .. 

3." Up M.1him Line to be physically inb- · A~l~r a series of dis::u;">ion.s with the Rsil· 
ted at RVJ frl.lm the Kurla Ch,!"d by a WJY, anj parti;uhrll with su::h physical 
Sand Hump and, if sp:cial c mst;;ain·s p~~- is 11ltio:t attra::ting its own h:.l.zards as 
tlude its pro.lvisi<Jn. the •diam)ad CL•;Sltg' C'<pJ"DQded in para 46 (c), it WJI decided 
should then be protected by an.)ther Stop n>t h> press for it, prvvided that adequate 

Signal in its rear. · fhnk proJtection. was aareed to be pr~Jvi-
dod. . 

Absence of Safeguard against a 4. D1wn MJhim Line to be physically 
run-away I<Jad (off a paned D.Jwn isolat~ at RVJ from the K.urla CbJrd by 
Goods to WR) fl}uling the KurLl lr.!P pJints or slip s.iJing. 

The R1i1WlY h1.o; advised. yjJ.~ its leiter 
N>. T. 102. P.2/81·8l of 14-S-82, .that a 
Sloi-bump sidina: W,Ja(d b.: provided 

Clord [para 32. (b) & 46 (d)). here. · · 

B. (Recommendati<>n.madc to the GM under letter No. C-10 (fNQJ/S0·13t8 or 12-10-1981). 

Absence of &nk protection 
2'gaiost over-tuns past conflicting 
"Entry Signals" (paras 33 (a) & 4S 
(b)). 

Aank protection as sp::lt Out in pa.ra JJ(c) loi!ially, the Railway argued th;~~.t• as 
tc be provided at RVJ. · such O;mk protccti~ncould not be proJvided 

at all similar locati~Jns (wherever, for 
instance, a cross over from a "slow' w 
"fast• line or vice versa cuts across &Mther 
line m:ant for m.)\"e:tJent in the oppo ina 
c!irection), there was little points in impro· 
ving safety at just one insolated lo.:atioo. 
Pursuant upon extended discu">~ions, 
however, this recommendatbn was accep
ted by the Railway ·under it' Jettor No. T. 
102. P. 2/81-82 of 14-S-82. 
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RAILWAY BOARD'S COMMENTS ON VARIOUS PARAS OF THE! RI!PORT 

Para 54 : (a) Extension of Flank protection at Raoli Junction : 
• Necessary work has been completed on 4-11-1982. 

(b) Protection of Raoli Junction against run-away vehicies : 

Suitable safeguards in this respect have been provided in confirmity with CRS's suggestion and 
this has been noted by CCRS. 

(c) Visibility of signal No. RV J-5 at KCE be improved : 

. · · Action bas already b~n initiated by the Railway Administration io im?rove th: visibility of this 
s1gnal and they are bemg adv1sed to expedite the work. . · . 

Para 55 :(a) Re-assessment of Motorman's. workload_ : 

The suprestion for change in clarification of 'motorman' from 'conti-nuous' to 'intensive' on Bombay 
Suburb~n Section in coordination with RDSO is under consideration. · 

(b) Introduction of AWS on Central Railway's suburban system : 

The automatic.warning system introduced on G.,ya-Mughalsarai and Howrah-Burdwan Chord line 
section of Eastern·Railway has not proved satisfactory due to heavy thefts of aluminium boo ;lied m•gnets 
from the track. It is. therefore, proposed to try track magnets with fibre glass body to obviate thefts. 
The installation of A.W.S. system is al<o in progress in Churchgate-Virar Section of Western R•ilway. Ex· 
tension of the automatic warning system to other sections will depend upon the successful. fun;:tioning of 
the system in these sections. . · 

(c) Necessary work to improve the visibility of the platform "starters" on tho suburb10 s::tion has 
already been completed by the railway administration. 

(d) The Railway Administration has been asked to ensure that staff concerned strictly follow tho provi· 
'sions of the Subsidiary Rule 115-1 (B)/ii. As dual responsibility on both the Motorman and the Guard 
for sighting the Starters is attended with greater risk, it is !lOt considered advisable_ to make the Guard 
responsible at par with the Motorman in this respect. _ 

(e) The Working Table oft he trains of Central Railway adopts safer operating strategy of do-congesting 
the accident prone Diamond crossing through deliberate segregation oftrallic streams on the fast and slow· 
Jines and strictlY restricting the use of available cross~overs in only emerg:n:ie5. Tn! n!:e5S>ity of swit
ching of some trains from one corridor to another cannot be entirely eliminated. for o;>erationll reasoils. 

Para 56 (a) :The rieed to avoid short-cut methods while dealing with signalling failuros, bls b:e:1 
impressed upon the Railways from -thne to time. Such short-cut me:bods like" Bridging.of c:rtain R'lays" 
cannot be permitted even to a restncted extent, as suggested by CRS. CCRS has nghtly pomted out 
that such a recourse can be fraught with danger and therefore, cannot b: p:rmitted. ' 

CCRS has opinioned that "Calling-on" facility appears to be the only safe recourse. It means per
haps provision of a_"Calling-on·: signal. This will not also provide an entirely ~atisfactory solution to the 
problem of over-coming d~tentlons m ca~e of faJlures, as some o.f the c.ontrollu~g funct.Ions ar~. pr~ved 
in the calling-on signal circmt also; and fa1lure of any of these functiOns will result 1n the fa1lure of "Calhng
on" signal circuit. However, the Railways ar~ free to provide "Calling ·on" signal to meet operational 
demands depending upon the local cond111ons available. · 

Para 56 (b) ·The recommendations of CRS to provide·signal fault controllers is acceptable in principle 
However it may not be possible to meet with this re_quirement in the near future in view of the ban on 
creation ~f new posts. However, C. Rlys. proposal has been received in the Board's office and is under 
consideration. 

Para 56 (c) ·Necessary action in this regard is being taken by the Railwly. · . 
. Para 51 : A policy directi.ve as regard ~o effective functioning of counters has been issued by Railway · 

Administration to construction and mamtenance officers. · 

" .. 



No. 81/Safety (A.&R)/1/9 

GoVERNMENT OF INDIA 

MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 

DEPARTMENT OF RAILWAYS 

• (RAILWAY BoARD) 

OFFICE-MEMORANDUM 

. New Delhi, dated Nov., 8' 

SUBJJ!CT:-Side Collision of B-90 Up Local with CM-15 Down Local at RaoliJn. of Central Railway 011 

24-4-81. 

The undersigned is directed .to refer to the Commission's O.M. No. RS. 21-T(S)/81 dated 30-8-85 oa 
the above noted subject. 

The suggestion of CRS contained in para 55(a) regarding reclassification of motorman from 'conti• 
nuous' to 'intensive' category has been considered by the Work Study Team set up for the purpose. Tho 
team came to the conclusion that the motorman cannot be classified as 'intensive' on the basis of their pr• 
sent work load under the existing hours of Employment Regulations. 

THECCRS, 
Patiala House, 
16-A Asbok Marg, 
Luclcnow. 
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Sd/· 

(T.A. SUBRAMANIAN) 
jt. Director/Safety-If 
Railway Board. 
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